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Secretary’s Report

Officers and Committee 1977
Commodore: D. N. Doyle,
Vice Commodore: A. D. McIlwaine,
Rear Commodore: J. M. Woulfe,
Hon. Secretary: P. J. D. Mullins,
Hon. TRasurer: L. Shield.
Committee: R. L. Berridge, P. Bunting, H. Cudmore,
M. M. A. D’Alton, R. J. Fielding, J. Gore-Grimes,
J. H. Guinness, D. Hegarty, M. McKee, R. Mollard,
W. A. Smyth.
Committee Meetings: There were five committee
meetings held during the year, all at the Royal St. George
Yacht Club by kind permission. The average attendance
was over 60°70.
Annual General Meeting: was held at the Royal St.
George Yacht Club on Friday, 2Sth March 1977. The
attendance was 66, the same as last year. The proposal by
the Commodore that the annual subscription of the Club
should be increased to £6 per annum as and from 1st
January 1978 was carried unanimously. The Commodore
on behalf of the members presented a cut glass decanter
to the retiring Hon. Secretary, Aidan Dunn, and
thanked him for his services to the Club over the last
fourteen years. After the meeting Mrs. D. Heard
presented the Club trophies to the winners of the various
competitions and this was followed by a most enjoyable
supper and annual get-together which is greatly enjoyed
by all participating.

Endof Season Rally: This was held at Port Oriel on 17th
September 1977. Unfortunately, it was not possible to
form large rafts of yachts in Port Oriel as there was a
swell due to north-eastern winds. However, four yachts
lay alongside and the remaining twelve yachts went up
the Boyne to Drogheda, where they had a very enjoyable
evening and a glorious sail home the following day.
Lough Erne Rally: This took place this year at
Enniskillen on the weekend 14th/17th October and was
extremely well attended by 125 people in twenty five
boats very satisfactorily provided by the Lough Erne
Charterer’s Association. On Saturday mid-day all
members were invited to visit the Lough Erne Sailing
Club and that evening an enjoyable dinner was held at
the Lakelands Hotel, Ballenaleck. On Sunday morning
the Commodore very kindly invited members to a
cocktail party and led the fleet to Carrybridge. The idea
to explore Lougb Erne was conceived by Douglas
Mcllwaine and his continued liaison was greatly
appreciated.
Membership: It is with great regret that I must record
the death of Gerald Leonard. (An Appreciation -elsewhere in this Annual). The tollowmg eleven members
were declared elected: V. A. Cooke, J. Cudmore, The
Hon. L. Dixon, J. C. Gibson, Dr. J. F. Harbison, E. J.
Kelliher, V. J. McCarthy, W. T. Rea, R. Slater, J.
Villier-Stewart, D. Byrne. The membership at present
stands at 420 members.

Annual Dinner: Since there were two annual dinners
held in 1976, this years dinner has been arranged for
Saturday 21st January 1978 at the Claremont Hotel,
Howth. This will be the evening of the Ireland v Scotland
Rugby International match and it is hoped that a large
number of members will attend.
Whit Race to Holyhead: To facilitate certain members
who wished to participate in a jubilee race the following
day from Hollyhead, the Committee decided that the
finish should be off Holyhead and not the traditional
Port St. Mary finish. There was poor attendance for this
race and only six yachts started and only four finishing
times were reported. No yachts partook in the Silver
Jubilee 24-hour race the following day. It has therefore
been decided that in future the Irish Cruising Club will
continue to return to the Isle of Man at Whit.
Lambay Meet: The family meeting at Lambay took place

on Sunday 29th May. This appeared to be a highly
successful and enjoyable meeting, so much so that no one
has been able to confirm exactly which yachts were
present. However, I understand that some include
Deerhound, Gay Gannet, Red Rock III, Maid of Killeen,
Anasu II, Gun Fleet of Howth, Angel, Bandersnatch and
Panache.

Subscriptions: May I remind all members that the
annual subscription has been increased to £6 and
became due on the 1st January. All those paying by
Banker’s Order should make sure that amendments are
made to read the correct amount.
Change of Address: May I also again remind members
how important it is that they should advise me if they
move house or change boat.
Golden Jubilee: The arrangements for Jubilee Year 1979
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are well advanced in the capable hands of John
Guinness. The tentative programme is as follows:
Friday 20th July -- Fleet assembles at Crosshaven;
Monday 23rd July- R.C.C. party at Castlewotnshend;
Thursday 26th July -- C.C.A. party at Crookhaven;
Saturday 28th July: I.C.C. party at Glengarriff.
The total cruise is only about 100 miles but
allowance must be made for bad weather etc. It is hoped
that all members will plan to be cruising in West Cork
from 20/28th July 1979.

CLUB HISTORY
As part of the 50th Anniversary of the Irish Cruising
Club your committee feel that the publication of a history
of our first half century would be appropriate.
As the production of such a thing is a lengthy
business, work on the history has already been put in
hand. Winkie Nixon has been commissioned to write it,
and asks anyone with relevant material, photos, logs,
reminiscences etc. to contact him at 29 Evora Park,
Howth, Co. Dublin, Tel. Dublin 323929, as soon as
possible.

Finally, I must record the thanks of the Committee,
with which I am sure all members would wish to be
associated. You will all by now have realised that Paul
Campbell has handed over the Helm as Hon. Editor and
we all owe Paul our indebtedness for all the previous
years work he gave in producing this Annual. Paul
Campbell will continue as Hon. Editor of our Sailing
Directions and issuing correction sheets, a job I would
not relish as both our North and East and South and
West Sailing Directions will soon be out of print and the
new editions will have to be metricated.
We are extremely lucky to have been able to
persuade John Gore-Grimes to take over the work in
producing this Annual. I am in a better position than
most members to appreciate the time he is devoting to
keeping the quality up and the cost down and to getting
it printed in good time.
Robert Mollard is to be thanked for the difficult
task of judging the logs and awarding the Challenge
Cups and Jennifer Guinness for her all the year round job
of dealing with orders for Club Publications.
In conclusion we all owe a sincere vote of thanks to
my predecessor, Aidan Dunn, for all his hard work as
Hon. Secretary to the Club for the past fourteen years.
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Erne Rally. Photographed from port and starboard, Ross Courtney and George Lennox have their annual ’discussion’ at the Carrybridge party.
refereed by Annie McKee -- Photo W. M. Nixon
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Erne Rally. First light at Bellanaleck on Sunday morning, with the Hon. Sec. in his pyjamas on the foredeck. The dinner was held in the hotel on
the hill the night before. -- Photo W. N.M. Nixon.

Sa/~na approaching the May rally at Lambay-- left to right Gay Gannet, Angel, Maid of Killeen, Finndabar,’~’l’l~ Rock IIl, Deer~bund, Querida,
Anasu H, Gunfleet and Bandersnatch. Photo -- W. M. Nixon.
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CHALLENGE CUP AWARDS 1977
This year ten logs were entered for the Club’s
Challenge Cups. I would like to thank all those who
entered for providing me with stimulation during a week
in which gales seemed to be non-stop and thoughts of
cruising far from mind.
In trying to come to some judgements it struck me
that perhaps the Committee might consider the
introduction of one or two other categories of award. For
instance, it appears that nearly all members cruise for at
least three weeks and had there been an award for that
period I would have been severely tested in making a
choice because there were many splendid cruises in this
category.
However, for the existing awards with the exception
of the Fortnight Cup there was splendid material to
reflect on. I consider the cruises of John Guinness and
the joint effort of Brian Law and Dick Comes to be
examples of the very best of cruising containing long
distance passage making, a good deal of inshore sailing
and port visiting all wrapped up in an informative and
entertaining narrative.
I also regard the late Gerald Leonard’s "Round
Ireland" to be a classic, spending a month and visiting
some twenty five anchorages.
Accordingly I would recommend the following
awards:
Faulkner Cup
Brian Law Sai-See
Strangford Cup
John Guinness Deerhound
The Late Gerald’s Leonard’s
Round Ireland Cup
Wishbone
Fortnight Cup
No Award.
Robert Mollard

AN APPRECIATION
Gerald Leonard, who died in September, joined the
Club in 1964. As a committee member, and later as Vice
Commodre, he devoted much of his time and energy to
furthering the interests and aims of the I.C.C. His loss
will be deeply felt.
As an active cruising member, it delighted him to
join in Rallies which embraced yachts from North and
South, in the true tradition of the Club. In fact, he died a
very few hours after expressing his satisfaction at
meeting us at our end of season Rally in Port Oriel, and
giving encouragement for more such events.

Gerald loved, and was proud of, his Wishbone
which he and his son, Alan, cruised extensively,
culminating in their great trans Atlantic cruise. Luckily
this cruise was recorded on film by Alan, and has been
shown to most of our members at special evenings in the
main yachting centres throughout the country. This film
with commentary by Gerald showed us all yet another
side to this remarkable sailor; his resourcefulness, wry
humour, and above all great courage.
Gerald was one of the few fortunate among us who
had the ability to achieve what many of us will only
dream of doing.
His cruises all showed a high standard of
seamanship and were meticulously prepared. This is
evident from his many contributions to the Club Annual.
He will be remembered with affection by his wide
circle of sailing friends.
J. M. W.

HON. EDITOR’S NOTE
This year fewer than usual logs have been submitted
and although this has made my job easier, assembling
this Annual has been a most interesting and rewarding
task. At the time of writing this note I cannot say whether
the Annual will in fact be available for the Club’s
mid-January deadline but I fear that some contributors
may have been unable to complete their contributions in
time. I apologise to any members who have been
excluded due to the time restriction but I would be most
grateful if, next year, members would endeavour to have
their logs submitted to The Hon. Secretary on or before
the 31st October. I am particularly grateful to members
who have taken the trouble to draw track charts of their
cruises. It is of great assistance to me and to the printers
when these track charts are traced in black pen on a
clean sheet of white paper. Unfortunately, it is very
difficult to reproduce photocopies of atlas maps or
admiralty charts. Also, I am most grateful to our
member photographers for their excellent efforts (some
of which are a bit unusual!). Again, it is of particular
assistance to the Annual when photographs submitted
are black and white prints on 81/2" x 61/2" or thereabouts.
It is almost impossible to take reasonable copies from the
standard album size colour print.
Errors are bound to have occurred and for these I
apologise. The extremely high standard set by my
predecessor (occasionally known anonymously as R.P.C.)
is difficult to live up to. I would like to thank my
associate Maurice Ledwidge for his patient assistance
and kind advice.
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John Gore-Grimes

Round Ireland on the Other Wing
or "From anchor up to gin down"
Gerald Leonard,
completed by Elizabeth England and Alan Leonard

CREW:

AUGUST, 1st to 13th Gerald and Alan Leonard, Elizabeth and Fred England.
AUGUST, 14th to 28th Gerald and Alan Leonard, Lawrence Rocke, Ken Smart, Derek Gay.

Wishbone’s 1977 cruise should have started on
Monday August 1st, but she was not quite ready and her
crew were neither bright, early nor ready. She lay at her
mooring off Sketrick Island while Gerald, Alan,
Elizabeth and her husband Fred ferried out gear, dashed
off to make last minute purchases and worked on all the
jobs which remained to be done. As the day wore on, she
settled slowly in the water, developing a mysterious list to
port which no redistribution of supplies would cure, but
by evening everything was on board if not stowed, and we
motored to Audley’s Roads to anchor under the dim bulk
of the castle for the night.
Next morning dawned grey and calm, and
Wishbone nosed out of the lough under power and
turned north. The light southerly breeze which greeted
her in the open sea dropped by noon, and the hazy sun
gave way to rain, which continued intermittently as she
puttered on, inside South Rock and Burial Isle, through
Copeland Sound and across the mouth of Belfast Lough,
past Muck and BallyGalley, to drop anchor off
Carnlough as the sun came through again. We had kept
out of the harbour in order to make the best use of the
tides, and were very glad we had done so as, next
morning, we watched a large building on the quayside
crumble, quite quietly and very rapidly, into a heap of
rubble. As the demolition lorries moved in, the crew
hoisted reefed main and No. 2 Genoa to the moderate
north-westerly and the anchor came up in fine style. Five
hours enjoyable beating lay ahead. Wishbone nipped
into the bays to avoid the tide, out of them again to avoid
squalls, and the crew changed sail always just before the
wind changed back. Mid-afternoon found her off Fair
Head, with the wind much eased, and from then on the
motor was required to assist. Elizabeth’s desire to see
Rathlin at close quarters was shelved in favour of
pushing on; Fred studied the chart in puzzlement
looking for a Causeway. The evening found us made fast
alongside in Portrush, after a little difficulty with a
couple of hired rowing boats, which seemed to think that
the harbour was the maritime equivalent of the dodgems.
Thursday morning’s wind was southwesterly, and
Wishbone set off immediately after the 6.30 weather
forecast on a close reach towards Ireland’s North Point.

This was rounded by noon. The next two log entries read
"WetI" and "Still wetI", and when midafternoon saw the
wind freshening and coming round on to Wishbone’s
nose, the crew were glad to see Mulroy Bay abeam and to
head into it out of the lump seas. We anchored in the
delightfully named Fanny Hole, which has no doubt
provided shelter for many a weary sailor.
The seas were if anything larger the next day, but
the sun was on the beach as we motored out and then on
the reefed main as we cleared Mulroy Bar and hoisted it.
The wind eased slowly during the day, and the reef was
shaken out and the number one Genoa set; by the time
Bloody Foreland was rounded, Wishbone was
motor-sailing. Things improved, however, and she sailed
past the north end of AranMore in good style. It would
have been possible to enter Burtonport under sail -- we
think -- but caution dictated that the inner part of the
passage be negotiated under power. Log reads: "After
much hairy and very interesting pilotage, tied alongside a
fishing boat." The entrance is narrow but excellently
marked and lit (though the local habit of having a light
on all night outside each front door could confuse the
unwary), and water, diesel and stores are close by.
A friendly fishing boat, leaving at seven the next
morning, offered to guide us through the south passage.
Consultation revealed however that Wishbone’s
maximum speed under power was rather less than the
rate of the current she would have to stem, so the offer
was declined and we turned north again to go the long
way round through Aran Roads. The day promised well
but the sun never quite came out and the light
south-easterly had Wishbone motor-sailing all day on a
long passage across Donegal Bay. The gentle conditions
encouraged the crew to practice their navigation and the
sextant had an airing.
The Stags of Broadhaven and the cliffs behind them
looked most impressive in the golden light of the
afternoon, and the sun ducked behind Eagle Island while
we sailed past. At 2100 hours Wishbone was anchored in
the calm shallow waters of Frenchport on the Mullet
Peninsula, having covered some 8.5 miles, as Fred put it,
"from anchor up to gin down".
This was the longest passage of this part of the

cruise, and Wishbone was now in waters unfamiliar to us
all. There was still a fair way to go however, and the next
day, although a late start was made, the crew bypassed
the attractions of Blacksod Bay as they had regretfully
ignored the whole sweep of Donegal and Sligo Bays and
headed on down the coast, under power until a gentle
breeze came up -- right on the nose, of course. Achill
Head produced some interesting gusts, which blew
downwards rather than sideways, as do those off
Dominica, but otherwise was slightly disappointing.
These may be the highest cliffs in Ireland and
unsurpassed by anything in Britain (though Liz
wondered if this included some of the Scottish islands
such as Rhum), but proper cliffs (she said) are vertical.
The wind held southwesterly, which gave Wishbone a
close fetch past Clare Island, and dropped slowly as she
approached the entrance to Little Killary, where we
motored past a well buoyed and lit salmon nursery and
anchored below Salruck House.
Monday, being among other things Alan’s birthday,
was to be a shore day. He announced the intention of
going up Muilrea, and so Wishbone was moved round
into Killary and anchored close onshore, at a place which
the chart called Derrybog and where it showed a cluster
of buildings. The hamlet was long since deserted and the
lazybeds no more than green mounds, but the oaks were
there, gnarled things barely the height of a man. Up Alan
went, two thousand six hundred and eighty eight feet
(unless a few stones have fallen off since the survey
passed that way), accompanied by Fred and followed by
Elizabeth who complained that her legs were too short
whenever she had breath to do so. And down they came,
bearing exposed film, blisters, and in Fred’s case some
large specimens of a strange fungus which he assured us
was in the category ’edible and good’. (We are glad to be
able to confirm this.) The expedition was completed in
time for Wishbone to motor up to Leenane, where stores
were taken on for the first time since leaving Strangford
Lough, and where the crew repaired to the hotel for long
hot baths, an excellent meal, and much celebration to a
late hour.
The long inlet of Killary Harbour now shelters a
number of fish nurseries as well as the sea-fishing centre
of a German sporting club, and the men working on
them showed some interest in Wishbone as she passed.
We had not sighted a boat under sail for several days, so
perhaps this was not altogether surprising. The next
anchorage however seemed crowded by contrast, as we
rounded into Inishboffin Harbour to find no less than
three boats there already. Shortly after, a French boat
came in under sail, the first foreigner we had seen. The
island is lovely, and only the need to make southing for
the crew change dragged us away. As Wishbone left the
harbour under main and genoa in a fine southerly force
four, a little more than it had looked when she lay at
anchor, a hooker under sail rounded the point on the way
in. It was no moment to go looking for a camera, which
was a pity, as she was a fine sight, and her crew seemed to

be enjoying the sail as much as we were. It was an
excellent day if a short one, and the sails were not
dropped until the hook was firmly down in Clifden Bay.
The navigation off Aughrus Point, with its many islands,
rocks and breakers had caused a rise in the adrenalin
level now and then, but no-one complained of being
bored.
Choice of the next destination caused some
argument -- it had to be somewhere with a telephone so
that arrangements could be made with the incoming
crew -- but clearly it had to be on the other side of Slyne
Head. The wind was stronger than it had been so far,
though still from the south of course and Wishbone
plugged on under reefed main through biggish seas,
doing her favourite version of the corkscrew. According
to the log, she anchored off Roundstone at 1645 after a
fine day’s sailing, but one member of the crew disagreed
with the description, having spent a good deal of time
strategically close to the lee rail. The sight of the Twelve
Bens on the skyline, the faint sound of a fiddle from the
shore, and appropriate consumption of restorative
liquids soon improved matters, however.
After eating, Alan and Fred went ashore to
telephone. Several hours later, they returned. Now, it is
true that there was a go-slow in operation on the ’phone
system. However, other yachtsmen finding themselves in
a similar situation may wish to note that there is a bar
situated conveniently close to the harbour which will
allow you to make a call from shelter rather than stand in
a draught in the public callbox across the road.
The crew change had been fixed for Saturday at
Rossaveal Quay in Cashla Bay, and so Friday found
Wishbone under power as soon as the tide was high
enough to allow her out of Roundstone Bay. Outside
there was a good breeze -- from the south-east, naturally
-- and main and number one genny went up. But not for
long, as the wind dropped, and the last passage was
made, like so many of the others of this part of the cruise,
motor~sailing in the smoke haze at the edge of the
anticyclone which had the east coast bathed, or baked, in
sunshine. Navigation, as on all of this part of the coast,
was again entertaining, and we were glad of the slight
swell which showed the breakers clearly. Wishbone lay
that night offthe old pier on the other side of Cashla Bay
from Rossaveal, where some rather energetic and noisy
dredging was taking place, but a freshening onshore
breeze had her moving with the crew, or at least some of
them, still in pyjamas to lie alongside with the Aran
Islands ferries at Rossaveal. Rocky, Derek and Ken
arrived in time for a late lunch, and the afternoon was
spent restowing gear. A minor disaster was narrowly
averted when it was realised that there were two identical
kitbags, only one of which was to go ashore. Both crews
then settled to a meal and an evening’s yarning, which as
far as anyone can remember was a great success. Indeed,
Fred and Liz had to come back next morning from the
bed-and-breakfast where they had spent the night, just to
make sure that they had got ashore safely, as neither

could recall leaving.
When they had departed by road, the new crew,
approaching their tasks rather tentatively, got Wishbone
under way by 10.00, and beat quietly across to Kilronan
in the Aran Islands. Arriving there too early to anchor
for lunch, after some debate we decided to sail to the
Cliffs of Moher. Visibility was not very good, with some
cloud and rain around, and just when the Navigator said
that we should soon be able to see the Cliffs, the heavens
opened, there was a 90 degree wind shift and marked
freshening. "That was a front that was". It seemed
unwise to close the Cliffs in these bad conditions, so
regretfully we turned back towards Kilronan. The wind
soon left, and we motored in a persistant drizzle. That
night, our sleep was disturbed by the Maroons going up,
and the Lifeboat going out. When we awoke in the
morning, she was quietly back at her moorings. We left
under power, with a light south westerly, into which we
motorsailed all day. This was the second long passage of
the cruise, across the mouth of the Shannon to the Dingle
peninsula. After passing Blasket sound close inshore,
inside the overfalls, we anchored beside the by now
inevitable French yacht, in Ventry Harbour. This day
had been similar to the passage across Donegal Bay, also
in light conditions, but by now the navigational
enthusiasm was beginning to wear off, and dare we say it,
this time the gin was down before the anchor!
Next morning a northerly wind indicated the use of
the Spinnaker, so several hours were spent trying to free
seized plungers in the poles. At one stage it seemed that a
blowtorch would be required, but the only heat applied
to them was verbal. By the time a measure of success had
been achieved there was time only to reach across to
Knightstown, Valentia. Here we went ashore to find the
hotel displaying a large notice announcing a sever water
shortage, so at great personal sacrifice we had to restrict
ourselves to the consumption of certain other beverages.
There was a fresh northeaster blowing on Wednesday
morning, which soon cleared our heads as we reached out
round Valentia, past Sheep Island, and then hardened
up on the wind to fetch Derrynane without tacking. We
had even hoped to enter under sail, but at the last minute
it came ahead, and on went the motor. This was a
wonderful day, sunny and with a good breeze, too good to
spend at anchor, so after lunch underway again, to beat
up the Kenmare River to Parknasilla. There was much
experimenting with sail changes, eventually settling for
No. 1 Genoa, and one reef in the main. After a quiet
night in the idyllic surroundings of Parkanasilla, next
morning provided some excitement as we were heading
towards Bantry Bay. First, we alarmed some fishermen
as we sailed over their net. Wishbone’s underwater
profile is such that she slides over a net without difficulty,
and it seemed unnecessary to make the long detour
round the end of the net, but they did not realize that,
and were obviously convinced we would tangle badly. We
apologised for raising their blood pressure. Secondly, we
had to extract ourselves rather rapidly from Dursey

Sound. No doubt it had been duly notified in Notices to
Mariners, but we were unaware that it was closed by a
low level cable. Having rounded Dursey, we enjoyed a
pleasant run up Bantry Bay to Glengarriff, in a light
southwesterly. We had an impromptu race with a French
yacht, and were touched when, arriving in a short while
after us, they sailed round to congratulate us. A visit to
Glengarriff was one of the many reasons for our round
Ireland cruise, as we had never been there before, and
wished to visit it before 1979. However, we had ’other
business’ to attend to in Baltimore a few days later, so
after exchanging visits with several other yachts,
including a Canadian couple, the Cassidys (I) on board
Prion, recently in transatlantic, we were away again next
afternoon. The pleasures of the previous day had to be
paid for in beating out of Bantry Bay, round Mizen
Head, and it was late in the evening when we slipped into
Crookhaven and dropped the hook. There were sounds of
great revelry from the shore, but with the exercise of
great self discipline, we settled down with "a bottle" on
board.
Calm conditions the following morning saw
Wishbone motoring across Roaringwater Bay, to enter
Baltimore Harbour by the north entrance, between
Sherkin Island and Spanish Island. The Irish Cruising
Club burgee was temporarily relegated to the crosstree,
while the newly acquired Ocean Cruising Club flag went
to the masthead. No sooner was the anchor down than
the de Quinceys were alongside, a little confused by our
flags but offering all manner of hospitality -- especially
baths! There was some confusion regarding the date of
the OCC rally, but we did eventually establish contact
with several other OCC boats, and were glad to welcome
Winkie Nixon, Jim Blaikie, and a variety of other motley
mariners on board. That afternoon the rally was joined
by Wester Til a beautiful 47 foot Abeking and
Rasmussen Yawl, owned by Prof. Jerome Bruner, and
crewed by none other than the infamous Don Street.
Drinks aboard Western Til, back on board for some
food, then drinks and ’crack’ on Wishbone long into the
night..
It had blown hard that night, and on Wednesday we
ran east in a big sea to reach Dunmore East at an average
speed of over 6 knots. Wishbone was secured alongside
Greylag of Arklow for the night. It continued to blow
from the south that night, and again the seas were if
anything larger next day. However the wind had eased,
and it was a slatting, pitching, rolling, corkscrewing,
slatting sort of motor to the Coningbeg. The wind
gradually freshened as we passed the Barrels, and once
past Fundale Perch we got some shelter from the seas. It
was a warm sunny Spinnaker whooshing sort of run up
amongst the banks to Arklow, and as we turned towards
it in the evening, we saw Greylag’s blue chute pulling her
away to the north and home to Dun Laoghaire. How sad
that Arklow Rock, such a useful landmark, is being
gobbled up by the excavators. On Friday, the wind was
away, and Wishbone motorsailed her way north to

No attempt has been made to calculate average
Howth. The forecast for Saturday was for a fresh
northerly, to back southwesterly on Sunday, so the speeds or divide up the time spent under way into time
tactitians declared a rest day -- why beat one day when under sail, power or both -- it wasn’t that sort of cruise.
you can run the next? Besides, it allowed for socializing The aim was to explore the shores of our island
thoroughly, in the most enjoyable manner possible -- if
with our many friends in Howth . . .
Conditions were light next morning, and as we left, there was wind to sail, we sailed, but if it was light and
we made several alterations of course to avoid the racing there was a passage to be done, the motor was used
fleet beating in. The wind freshened all morning, and not freely.
surprisingly the 1300 log entry of "Surfing at 8 knots"
was followed at 1400 by "Spinnaker down after rhythmic
rolling". Broaching is an activity unbecoming to a lady
like Wishbone, and was not allowed to happen. As is
often the case she sailed just as fast with a boomed out
Genoa, and progress was such that she was early for the
tide at Strangford Narrows. The problem was solved by
anchoring in Ardglass for an early meal, then taking the Track chart of Wishbone round Ireland 1,008 miles logged
tide into the Lough and up to the mooring at Sketrick in in 28 days.
the evening. It was a fitting end to such a good cruise,
that the sunset over the Lough was one of the most
beautiful we had evern seen.
It had been our ambition from the outset to sail
round Ireland without a night passage, and this we
achieved. To allow for a reasonable amount of
exploration it seemed wise to take a month, and yet if
commitments allowed, longer would be better still. No
one realised that this would be Gerald’s last cruise, yet
how fitting that a ’round Ireland’ cruise should be the
last on.e, for such an enthusiastic member of ICC.
SUMMARY
Whiterock -- Audley’s Roads
Audley’s Roads -- Carnlough
Carnlough -- Portrush
Portrush -- Fanny Hole
Fanny Hole -- Burtonport
Burtonport -- Frenchport
Frenchport -- Salruck
Salruck -- Leenane
Leenane -- Inishbofin
Inishbofin -- Clifden
Clifden -- Roundstone
Roundstone -- Cashla
Cashla -- Kilronan
Kilronan -- Ventry
Ventry-- Knightstown
Knightstown -- Derrynane -- Parkanasilla
Parkanasilla -- Glengarriff
Glengarriff- Crookhaven
Crookhaven -- Baltimore
Baltimore -- Kinsale
Kinsale -- Crosshaven
Crosshaven -- Dunmore East
Dunmore East -- Arklow
Arklow -- Howth
Howth -- Ardglass -- Whiterock

6
49
35.3
54.8
39.2
86.2
47.3
7
20.8
17.5
28.3
25.1
38.5
77.9
13.9
43.2
53.3
50.9
14.5
42.9
18.9
57.1
66.1
45.1
69.5

1~8.3

%

Single Dutch
Tony Morton
A stiff Northerly wind and a cold grey sky were not
the ideal setting for my holiday cruise as I left Burnham
for Harwich just before the start of the ebb on Saturday,
30th July, and the passage itself proved a long flog
ending with a freshening wind and an adverse stream.
After a quiet but restless night off Shotley, I awoke
feeling pretty low, with a Northerly force 5/6 forecast to
ease to 4/5. Having reefed well, I weighed just before 11
o’clock, planning to make a landfall on Goeree and then
enter Scheveningen. Once clear of Landguard Point the
wind being with the stream appeared easier, although the
sea was pretty bumpy, and my hopes for a good passage
rose. However, with the turn of the tide. the wind
freshened and began to head me and the sea got rougher
so that by 1500, after some very unpleasant moments
further reducing sail and by then making a poor speed, I
decided to bear away for the Noord Hinder with a view to
making for the Ooster-Schelde or Zeebruge in daylight
on the morrow. Fortunately towards dusk the wind began
to back and the sea to moderate so that I was able to edge
back again towards Goeree, and by nightfall I was
making a good speed although pretty uncomfortable and
wet. The loom of Goeree was up by midnight and, as
there seemed to be much less shipping than usual, my
hopes began to rise.
By 1630 I was off Europort and with conditions
steadily improving I decided to push on past
Scheveningen to Ijmuiden. As the morning wore on the
wind eased and backed and the sun came out making the
passage very pleasant. This 4aabled me to repair some of
the ravages of the previous day and night including
scraping off the muck from my stocks of butter which
had had a good swim in the bilges. I arrived at the sea
locks at Ijmuiden at 1600 but had to wait for nearly two
hours before being able to enter the canal and berth at
the local Marina in the lee of the steelworks and
cementworks.
The next morning, Tuesday, there was virtually no
wind and it was muggy and overcast as I set off up the
North Sea canal under engine, and despite a long wait for
the Hembrug railway bridge I reached the Oranjesluis in
the late afternoon. As always, sharing the passage of the
locks with many large barges and yachts proved a tense
business but all went well, and after a further delay at the
Schelling Woude Road Bridge I reached the Ijsselmeer,
where there was still no wind, and so I pushed on to reach
the comforts of the Royal Netherlands Yacht Club at
Muiden by 1800.
The next day I set off Northward in light airs with
poor visibility and had a pleasant session "ghosting"

along. However, by lunch it was not even possible to
ghost and so "setting the iron topsail" and accompanied
by a myriad of greenflies I pushed on through the locks
at Lelystad to arrive at Urk in time for supper. Urk was
very full with boats berthed three or more deep, and the
town itself crowded and tripperish, so that next morning,
when I awoke to clear skies and a gentle off shore breeze,
I was glad to be off, and I much enjoyed a light airs
passage, with much up and down spinnaker, to
Hinderloopen, which on arrival I found to be as
attractive and convenient as ever.
On Friday with the wind fresh from the South West
and forecast to reach 6/7, I was away by 0930 and had a
very sporting fast reach to Kornwerderzand. The transit
of the locks went very speedily and I was soon off again
racing up the narrow channel over the sands to
Harlingen on the flood with a rapidly freshening wind.
After some exciting moments off Harlingen g~fing
the sails off in very choppy seas with wind now force 7
plus, I entered harbour and made for the locks to the
Van Harinxma Canal. I was blown into these much faster
than I would have wished, despite having my engine
going astern for half a cable before reaching the
entrance; but happily all ended well and I was soon
enjoying a belated lunch in the sun in the most pleas-,nt
marina, just inside the canal on the South side.
After a quick walk-around this very attractive and
friendly town, and buying my stores for the weekend, I
was off again up the canal towards Leeuwarden, hurried
along by near gale force winds, through very pleasant
farmland and small towns.
By the time I reached the Hermesbrug on the
outskirts of Leeuwarden, the wind had eased and the rain
had begun to fall. There followed a passage in convoy
through the bridges in what was presumably once the
moat of the city. Even in the rain this was an enjoyable
business as the setting was attractive and ~ere were
many tempting places to secure for the night. However, I
pressed on down the narrow Dokkumer Canal, until I
came to a pub on the bank of the canal at Wijns, where I
secured alongside a German yacht with two young men
and a smaller brother and sister. Soon after this the rain
ceased, and we all had a very pleasant evening with a
beer in the pub, followed after supper by much
merriment as the children fished in the canal and
collected no fish but a very strange assortment of old
boots, gloves and odd bits of clothing.
On Saturday the wind was fresh from the North and
straight down the general line of the canal, and I got
under way early with the milkman, who evidently did his

rounds by barge. Although the head wind made
progress slow I soon reached the small village of
Birdaard with two bridges but only one bridgekeeper. In
between the two bridges I fell in with a large barge which
had passed Wijns earlier in the morning. When we
cleared the bridges he waved me by; but, although I
managed to get up on to his beam, I could not break
through his bow pressure waves, and worse still when
other boats appeared from ahead I could not drop astern
of him even when I went astern on the engine. Happily we
all squeezed by, and when the canal widened I was finally
able to slip back astern; but the excitement was not over,
for a few minutes later there was an unpleasant strangled
noise from the propeller and I had to stop. Unable to
clear it, I limped very slowly on to the first bridge at
Dokkum where a friendly barge owner lent me a
boathook, which resembled a medieval infantry weapon
for dealing with cavalry. This soon did the trick by
removing large pieces of thick plastic bag from around
the screw.
When it opened after lunch I sped through the
bridge and as I did so the bridgekeeper threw me a
bundle containing the local newspaper, a small bottle of
the local schnapps, some sweets and a guide to the town
itself. This I found to more than live up to its reputation
as an interesting and attractive place to visit.
Leaving Dokkum I pressed on down the winding but
very attractive canal to the Lauwersmeer, where I had a
good sail towards Lauwersoog. Just short of the latter the
Heavens opened and I had to berth in the marina in true
monsoon conditions.
Sunday dawned warm, sunny and hazy with light
North Easterly winds. Although there were no shops in
Lauwersoog, the harbour-master was able to provide
some grease for the stern gland and also very kindly lent
me his bicycle so that I might ride to the Ferry Terminal
to get some petrol. As soon as I had finished my bicycle
ride, I got under way in order to catch the sea lock by
0900, here I met the young German crew again and soon
we were under way in company down the Zoutkamperloog to the sea. The winds were very light but with
the tidal stream they carried us along well past
Engelsmanplaat to the Westgat, where the swell from the
previous two days onshore blow breaking on the shoals
created a very confused and uncomfortable sea, which in
turn slowed progress right down.
Once clear of Westgat the passage along the coast of
Ameland was not uncomfortable but the light Easterly
airs made it very slow progress despite running through
all possible combinations of sails. The visibility remained
bad and the only checks on position which were available
for the alteration of course down the coast of
Terschelling were the breakers on the Borndiep and the
offshore BR buoy -- an unattractive but happily effective
combination.
The passage dragged on but by 1900 I had sighted
the wreck buoy to seaward of the Thomas Smit Gat and
by 1930 feeling suitably cheerful entered the channel

itself followed by the Germans whom I had discouraged
from taking an "overland route". The passage was very
rough and we had to fight the ebb but the wind mercifully freshened so that by 2100 we were in calm water in
the open water between Terschelling and Vlieland. Here
disaster struck as the wind dropped and once more a
large plastic bag enshrouded my propellor. In the failing
light I had only minor success with this and so had to
limp slowly on under sail alone for an hour; until, with
the wind dropping, a black night and the flood beginning
to run very fast, I once again tried the engine and was
rewarded by a healthy throb. Within twenty five minutes
I was off the entrance to Vlieland Harbour and had to
turn in to avoid being swept on into the unknown. I
found the lights, the pattern of boats and loud cries in
Dutch confusing and only narrowly avoided a major
disaster on the chain boom with which the harbour
entrance is closed at night.
However, kind people in the Dutch yachts lying
higgledy-piggledy in the harbour entrance outside the
boom cheerfully helped me’to secure, whilst chuckling
over this apparent British attempt to avenge De Ruyter’s
efforts with the boom at Chatham; and so, finally, late,
hot and tired to bed until 0400 when we all had to get up
and move to allow a fishing boat out. Although the boom
was lowered briefly the next morning just after 0800 I
had no wish to enter, and was almost relieved to be under
way again by 0900 Southward to Kornwerderzand.
Sung Foon herself seemed to thoroughly enjoy the
passage on the flood with a favourable but light wind in
splendid sunshine up the narrow channel, and it gave me
ample time for maintenance and odd jobs. The transit
through the locks took the bare half hour so that by mid
afternoon I was on course for Einkhausen with a brisk
breeze. However, off Staveren there was a short burst of
very heavy rain which killed the wind, and so, taking the
hint, I entered the old harbour and secured alongside a
Dutch yacht from Utrecht with whose friendly owners I
spent a very pleasant evening.
The next morning Staveren provided good, helpful
and friendly shopping, enabling me to be away early with
a fresh North Westerly breeze and to have a splendid sail
to Einkhausen, where the locks were very crowded and
fairly hectic. Clearing the locks I had another splendid
sail with a freshening wind into the channel up to the
Schelling Woude Brug and Oranje Sluizen.
After a wait for the bridge to open, I joined the
melee off the entrance to the locks and just managed to
squeeze in at the end of the second one to open. Despite
the crush all went well until the owner of the Dutch boat,
to which I had secured, cast off my head rope and then
shouted to his wife to go full ahead so that she charged
ahead without letting go of my stern rope. Disaster and
the lock wall stared me in the face; but with a wild
scramble, a badly twisted knee and a touch of full ahead
I managed to avoid both; but had to stop clear of the
locks to have a good rest!
Once clear of the locks I motored slowly against the

strong wind up the North Sea Canal towards the
Hembrug railway bridge, which kindly stayed open a full
two minutes more than it should have done to let me
through. Then in the fast fading light I first tried to find
a place to secure in the Nieuwehaven on the North Bank,
which initially looked promising, and then pushed on to
the Zijkanaal at Westzaner Overtown where I secured
alongside a "house barge" owned by a young couple with
a large and reputedly fierce dog and many cats. They
kindly entertained me to coffee after supper, and I had a
fascinating evening hearing all about their barge, what
they did, thought and hoped.
Wednesday dawned grey and cold with a fresh
North Westerly, and, after I had slipped away from
alongside my friends of the previous night without
waking them or the "fierce" dog, I had to motor for two
and a half hours up wind to reach the sea locks at
Ijmuiden. However, this was enlivened by the reappearance of the barge, which I had "failed to
overtake" in the Dokkumer Canal, and which now
passed me with cheerful shouts and much waving.
Clearing the locks by 1245, I had an uncomfortable
time getting out of the harbour, and then, well-reefed,
had a fast sail down the coast to Scheveningen, where the
entrance is now well marked and lit. Despite the swell,
the entry was not difficult and I was soon comfortably
secured alongside a friendly Belgian yacht in the Marina,
which, already very crowded, became virtually stuffed
with yachts by nightfall.
The next morning after a quick dash to the Bank,
and with a gloomy forecast and sky, I reefed well down
inside the inner basin before attempting to leave. This
happily proved unnecessary for weather reasons but
invaluable when the engine stopped just as I cleared the
signal tower and had to make a series of narrow tacks to
work my way out out between the breakwaters.
With a favourable stream, a good breeze and warm
sun, I was soon past Europort, and, seeing a survey vessel
at work in the approaches to the Gat Van Der Hawk
channel, I decided to hold on for the entrance to the
Slijkgat arriving there just as the tide turned, which then
carried me up to the Stellendam sea lock. The transit of
the lock went splendidly and easily; but as I entered the
Haringvliet the engine again failed, and so I sailed across
to the North Bank where I anchored off the Hoek De
Kwak in order to clear an air lock in the fuel system.
Repairs completed, I entered Hellevoetsluis for a
quick visit to the shops before they closed, and then
pushed on with a good sailing breeze to Meneerscheplat.
After paying my toll into a shoe in traditional fashion,
although with some difficulty owing to being unable to
find any change in my pockets, I had a good run up the
canal to Middelharnis, which was very crowded. The
fresh wind and the confined space made turning
difficult; but I was able to secure to a large Dutch Motor
Sailer, named Own Effort having been built by her
owner, and had a cheerful evening and peaceful night.
Friday morning was grey; but I had a pleasant

forenoon walking around and shopping in Middelharnis,
with its attractive buildings and Radthuis until just
before noon, when I set offdown the canal. Once clear of
the entrance I had a good fast sail to the locks near
Willemstad, where after about three quarters of an hour
I entered the new lock for yachts -- a great improvement.
However, my pleasure in this was soon spoiled by the
antics of a large British Motor yacht with its C.aptain
arrayed in a smart blue ski cap with a gold braid
encrusted peak, but the yacht soon suffered a very
crumpled pulpit.
Leaving the locks with the first of the ebb and a
freshening WNW wind, I had a very exciting sail in short
seas down the Volkerak. The fast ebb stream was further
speeded up by the new works in the Krammer so that It
almost hissed through the Zijpe narrows by Bruinisse. I
turned up Krabbencreek with some misgivings, in view of
the strength and direction of the wind, as to how (on the
morrow), I might fight my way back against the flood.
However, I was soon comfortably anchored off St.
Philipsland, where I spent a snug and peaceful night
despite the wind and the rain.
By the next morning all was sunshine and the wind a
pleasant breeze so that I had a good passage back to the
locks at Bruinisse and into the Grevelingen, followed by a
splendid passage to the approaches to Brouwershaven.
Here the 13th lived up to its reputation, for readily
misguided by black conical buoys, presumably marking
the Starboard side of the channel, Sung Foon soon came
to a halt with a judder; but, with the aid of three kind
policemen and their boat with a powerful outboard,
embarrassment was soon over.
Once in the old harbour in the middle of the town it
all proved well worthwhile for it was the day of the
"Town Fair" with many people in traditional dress, with
games on the Square, with the shops still open and with
most of those serving in these also in traditional dress.
After a celebratory walk around, I sailed on to explore
the western shores of the Meet; but nowhere offered a
pleasant secluded and sheltered setting except
Kobbelaarsgeut where I anchored.
After a quiet and peaceful night and a leisurely start
in light airs, I "ghosted" back towards Bruinisse and
Hompelvoet Island. By early afternoon what breeze there
was disappeared and I had to motor to the locks, which I
cleared just after the top of the tide. The ebb carried me
into the main stream where I then sailed backwards with
the tail of the flood until the evening breeze sprang up,
which enabled me to have a good sail down towards the
road bridge near Zierikzee. I just missed the opening of
the lifting span but shot one of the arches of the bridge
with a roaring ebb and 14 metres head room, so that by
2000 1 was comfortably berthed in Zierikzee, where I had
a cheerful and lively night with the crews of the two
Dutch boats inboard of me.
Monday 15th dawned still and calm with a forecast
of light variable Northerly winds and poor visibility.
After shopping and storing I decided to set off down the

Ooste Schelde to Burghzluis and either stop there or
push on across the North Sea depending on the wind and
visibility. By the time I had cleared the Harbour entrance
the visibility was about a mile and the sea "glassy"
despite the strong flood stream. I motored up the
Hammen past Schelphoek, where construction activity
was intense, until at 1400 there were signs of a breeze
from the North East and half an hour later, off
Burghzluis, it was fresh enough to encourage me to try
and clear the coast in the poor visibility before dark. I
had an interesting and sometimes tense time feeling my
way from buoy to buoy to seaward with the strong
streams running and low visibility, but by 2000 I was on
course for the Thames Estuary having made my
departure point.
The night was very dark and visibility poor with only
a light East North East breeze but Sung Foon kept going.
It was eerie to hear the thumping of the engines of the
fishing fleet and not know where they were, but before
long although one could not see their lights it was
possible to detect a glow in the sky. Then suddenly just
after midnight the Nord Hinder light burst through the
mist dead ahead -- a most comforting moment.
As the night passed the wind slowly freshened, and
luckily there was little shipping except for one large
tanker, who passed close and obviously neither saw nor
detected me, and who caused me both some alarm and to
reverse course.
By 0730 the wind was picking up fast but the
visibility still very poor so that I had seen neither of the
two buoys, which I had hoped to do, and with the wind
and following sea was having difficulty in picking up the
beacon on the Sunk Light Vessel. However, half an hour
later I had the signals ahead and soon had the further
encouragement of seeing the loom of a large tanker in the
Sunk deep water anchorage.
As I passed the Sunk the wind was up to force six
and with the visibility still very poor, I ran down towards
the South East as a departure point for my passage
between the sandbanks up the Swin. From North of the
Sunk Fort, affairs moved fast, the flood stream gathered
speed, the wind freshened to force seven and, having
reduced sail progressively to a working jib boomed out
each side, I was soon hurtling along through the murk,
greeting the glimpse of each expected buoy with much
relief. By 1400 I was approaching Burnham itself and,
after two quick trial runs as I ran up the river at
approaching buoys in the prevailing difficult wind and
tidal conditions, I was soon firmly, contentedly but very
exhaustedly secured to my own buoy. It had been an
"interesting" passage and a suitable climax to a
successful cruise of over 700 miles in 17 days.

Safina in the Hebrides
W. M. Nixon
After her hugely enjoyable mini-cruise to Wales in
1976, everyone was at first a little nervous about planning
the ’77 cruise for Johnny Roche’s Safina (26 ft. South
Coast O.D.) for fear of it being an anti-climax. In the end
we took the easy way out by choosing one of the world’s
best cruising grounds -- The Hebrides -- and giving
ourselves nearly four weeks in all, with a crew change at
Stornoway. I was lucky enough to get away for the entire
cruise, in which the principal consideration was, that if
possible we would call only at island anchorages.
Somewhat exhausted after the usual preparations and
making the arrangements necessary to be away for nearly
a month, Safina sailed out of Howth on Monday,
June 27th at 1525 with John Malcolm as crew.
John is a first class person to sail with. After the first
day or so any talk about the technicalities of sailing
became superfluous, which made for a very harmonious
outward cruise. Progress through the Irish Sea and North
Channel was slow. Our fine fair westerly disappeared at
Lambay to be replaced by a cold wet nor’easter of varying
strength, and thereafter we were turning to windward for
much of the passage northward. The engine was used for
one windless period and at breakfast-time next morning
we nipped into Portavogie for petrol. Finally in the
evening with wind and tide both against us, we went into
Carnlough, finding 8 ft. 6 ins. in the entrance at about
two hours before high water, the usual crowded conditions in the basin and good steaks in Frank O’Neills’s
hotel. We met friends of friends, dined well but not at all
wisely such that your correspondent in particular was
very delicate as we sailed out of the basin at 0900 on
Wednesday, June 29th. As it turned out this was about
the only sailing we were to do. A boring calm descended,
causing us to motor with the little egg beater of an engine
painfully slowly almost the whole way to Gigha, where a
wind, and driving rain with poor visibility, caught us. We
were able to enter under sail, which is always easier, with
Safina’s positive if slow handling characteristics, than
using the engine.
Gigha was memorable for the sight of Derek Cart’s
beautiful owner-maintained 50 ft. ketch Melora III in the
anchorage, and eminently forgettable for a former navy
type on a nearby yacht twitting us over the loud hailer for
forgetting to put up a couresty ensign; very bad
manners on our part to make the omission, even worse
manners to use an obnoxious loud hailer to say so; we
would have remembered in the morning.
During the night it blew strong from the sou’west
with much rain, but by morning the sun was breaking
through, though plenty of wind remained. We had a

magnificent sail, with tide under us, up the Sound of
Jura, through the little islands, and on round the corner
to lovely Puilladobhrain. We covered 45 miles in just over
six hours with Safina thundering along under working jib
and deep reefed main. Curiously enough it was my first
visit to this lovely place and it exceeded all expectations,
not least through being relatively uncrowded.
A calm in the morning (Friday, July 1st) saw us
motoring across the Firth of Lorne. Sunshine and a
gentle sou’easter caught up with us at Duart Castle and
gave a delightful and leisurely run up the Sound of Mull
to Tobermory. With a gale and rain the following day we
lingered until Sunday and created wassail with many
boats and people, notably John and Helen Anderson
aboard their world-girdling Halcyon 27 Kyon and then
later with Jack Flanagan and his crew from home aboard
his S & S 30. With this entertaining mob in fact I
suddenly discovered that we were yarning in the back
room in Bert Hall’s Macdonald Arms at 0230 on Sunday
July 3rd, which was somewhat at variance with my
scheme of sailing north at 0530. Without so much as a
good-bye I frog-marched John out of the place, and
miraculously at 0530 we were under sail in a nice
southerly with the genoa boomed out. We sailed past a
docile Ardnamurchan and went quickly on over the sea
to Skye for another satisfying passage made under sail
every inch of the way, the hook biting in Isle Ornsay at
1320.
Contrasting pleasantly with the grim mountains all
around, Isle Ornsay is an attractive little place, and in
recent years a former Edinburgh Merchant Banker
called Iain Noble, (a great Gaelic enthusiast), has been
revitalising the place. He has improved the look of it no
end, and he has one of the cheapest pints of ’heavy’ in the
Isles -- 28p the throw! Also at Isle Ornsay we met up
with Peter and Sheila Warner on the Salar
Quanto H RCC, aboard which the night passed
entertainingly. As it became my birthday at midnight,
brandy and cigars appeared, all of which seemed to be
yet another conspiracy to prevent an early departure, this
time to get the tide through the Skye narrows.
Astonishingly, at 0535 we slipped silently away under sail
in a quiet southerly, collected our unsuccessful lobster
pot in under the island, and sailed on into what should
have been the peaceful waters of the upper Sound of
Sleat. The air was rent with the noise of swarms of
helicopters from the aircraft carrier Hermes taking part
in an Anglo-Dutch amphibious exercise (James Bond
stuff), so we were glad to get on through and past
Kyleakin and on into the quiet of the Inner Sound,

Hunting for supper (or breakfast, or anything ....

). John Malcolm rigs the lobster pot on Safina at Puilladobhrain. Photo W. M. Nixon.

Safina in solitary splendour in Acarseid Mor, South Rona, with Skye beyond and the Cuilins in the far distance on the left. -- Photo W. M. Nixon
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weaving our way through the islands to Portree.
By this time an obliging High which had been over
France, sending lows into Scotland, had moved north
and we had a very warm and eventually sunny southerly
to send us on our way. After the charms of Tobermory,
Portree seemed unattractive. It was hot and crowded
with cars, so after a minimum of shopping and a phone
call home we headed on in the afternoon to Acarseid Mor
in South Rona, a perfect antidote to the grockle-land of
Portree, a sublime anchorage into which we were able to
sail gently under main only. A light sou’easter made it a
reach in past the several rocks and so to a perfect berth
behind the islet at the head of the inlet. Paradise. We
swam, climbed the hills, generally pottered around with
the usual unsuccessful laying of the lobster pot, and as
the sun set beyond the north point of Skye, we watched
the herons gliding out of the woods in the corner. On a
little peak nearby a huge bird called to the evening; it
was a sort of short low key screech, so it was probably an
owl of some sort, but it was easy to believe that it could be
a golden eagle.
The High having settled over northern Scotland by
this time, we motored across a very flat Minch, past the
Shiants looming purple and mysterious through the
haze, and on -- now sailing on a spinnaker reach in a
local sou’westerly air to Mariveg in Lewis. That
fascinating maze of rocks, islands and winding channels
is where Denis Faulkner and family make their summer
home.
We were aboard the splendid Arvor III in the
morning; and Denis showed us around every inch of her.
We had a very enjoyable gossip over some beers about
the world in general and Mariveg in particular. Betore we
headed on Denis showed us a rock he had investigated in
Mariveg’s north entrance. It’s about 50 yards out from
the southeast corner of Rosay, and isn’t marked on any
chart or plan, but it has only 4 ft. over it at extreme low
water Springs; the recommended route is to hold close to
the Rosay cliff. That afternoon, after some sailing
around in the Loch itself, we went out this way with no
bother. In a light and flukey breeze, mostly from ahead,
we trickled up to Stornoway where Safina marked the
completion of 375 miles really enjoyable cruising from
Howth by sailing as neat as you please into a berth
alongside a fishing boat in the inner harbour.
Stornoway in theory at least makes an ideal crew
changeover place, as the delightful cruising ground
around Lochs Mariveg, Erisort and Grimshader is
conveniently near and so you can continue cruising while
being within easy reach of any appointments. There are
daily flights (except Sundays) to Glasgow, but this is
where the system becomes a little creaky. The flights are
somewhat expensive and time-keeping is erratic. We had
restocked ship in Stornoway. The drinking that goes on
around the place is truly awe-inspiring, and it seems
churlish not to join in. Surprisingly we managed to get
everything done that was needed, though on one occasion
did get a little off the rails and ended up aboard a large

German ketch where the crew were less than delighted
with my quotation of Mark Twain’s remark that a
German joke is no laughing matter .....
The plane that took John home disgorged the new
squad, Johnny Roche bringing with him John Harbison
(the dead-end Doctor) and Denis Drum (the Fine Art
Auctioneer). With Johnny himself being a wine merchant
and my being a sailing hack (we always say that his
business is my pleasure and my business is his pleasure)
we covered most of the useful professions. It promised to
be an entertaining if somewhat crowded cruise home.
Having experienced some of the citizenry of Stornoway
homeward bound on their flight, the lads wanted to
spend one night at least in this town of heroic topers,
something which proved to be enough, for though it
started very pleasantly with a spot of refinement aboard
the Faeroes-bound Arvor III (they were in Stornoway to
collect Peter Bunting off the same plane) Stornoway on
Saturday night can be dog rough and it was some relief
that we sailed away in the morning (Sunday July 10th)
out into a misty Minch.
With a northerly breeze the spinnaker was soon up
and drawing, and with the fog clearing a superb day
developed, the first one, as it turned out, of a week of
good weather with great sailing right down the entire
chain of the Outer Isles. By mid-afternoon Safina was
tacking sedately into North Harbour on Scalpay which is
a charming and prosperous little place, where the pride
of the busy local co-operative is a huge bull.
It being a Sunday the bull was tethered in
Sabbatarian celibacy on top of the hill, and seemed not
at all pleased about things. There is not a pub in the
place, so when we headed on next day (Monday July
llth), sailing once more with fair winds and sunshine, to
go a dozen miles down the coast to Rodel at the southeast
tip of Harris. The inner anchorage at Rodel, Poll an
Tigmhail, has a shallow and very narrow entrance where
you need some rise of tide to get in, while the pool itself is
very deep. It is undoubtedly well worth visiting for the
charm of the anchorage itself, the nearby presence of
15th century St. Clements Church, the most notable
ancient building in the entire Outer Isles, and especially
for the Rodel Hotel. The Hotel looks a bit run-down from
the outside, but rewards close investigation into the
warren of passages inside. The people who run it are very
kind. We were met on the doorstep by Mr. McCallum,
the Patriarch of the establishment, and on the Doctor’s
mentioning that we had just sailed down from Scalpay,
he indicated that he understood exactly what we meant.
Unfortunately his own bar wasn’t open until S o’clock,
but would we like a drink while we were waiting?
In fact, we delayed the libation until later, going off
to the church and then spreading variously for hill
climbing, sub aqua activity, lobster pot laying and so
forth. That evening, an excellent meal in the hotel off a
spotless white table-cloth, followed by an entertaining
night which culminated in the kitchen with Denis and
the Doctor negotiating with Mr. McCallum’s daughter
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The Adonis of the Wizard Pool, after Michelangelo (a long way after .... ) Photo W. M. Nixon

(the Widow MacDonald) for the purchase of Harris
tweed. This being our last port ,in the Long Island, two
rolls of tweed came home in the fo’c’s’le, and have since
been turned into natty gents suitings by Jack O’Rourke.
A long night, for back on board under the clear
northern sky Johnny and the Doctor sat out in the
cockpit comparing malt whiskies, swinging from Islay to
Speyside and back ~’s dawn broke. SaUna is run on a shift
system, and I was on deck again soon after to lift the
lobster pot, wind and tide both suited a sail out of the
Pool and away to the south.
This was another of Safina’s great sail-all-the-way
passages, and like the Gigha-Puilladobhrain one, she
averaged more than seven knots. With a good fresh early
morning northerly, she roared through the Little Minch
towards the mountain of Hecla on South Uist, and under
it we found Loch Skiport where she was sailing over
smooth water by 1030.
~kiport is of course the Wizard Pool and the Kettle
Pool; it is an utterly sublime anchorage. In fact, it’s more
convenient to think the two pools as one anchorage. You
just pick the spot which best suits in the prevailing
conditions, but as we wanted to go into the hills above the
12

Wizard we went in there tbr temporary anchorage
although a slight roll was finding its way in from the
brisk northerly outside. As at Rodel there wasn’t another
yacht in sight; indeed there probably wasn’t another
human being within miles. With the early morning
greyness giving way to afternoon sunshine, the visibility
was unbelievable. We could see clear across Uist and well
into the Atlantic to the westward, while to the east it was
possible to see beyond the Cuilins and the mountains of
Rhum.
Thanks to the trimming work of sheep, the going
ashore was fairly easy, and best of all above the Wizard
we found some little lakes where the water carrier could
be re-filled and where fresh baths were all the rage. The
Doctor, never an ablutions enthusiast at the best of
times, took to the waters. Then in the evening we moved
into the perfect shelter of the Kettle Pool. After dinner
we went ashore to walk over the island of Shillay More,
and finding boulders delicately poised, passed the time
until darkness heaving them over the cliff-edge.
The morning (Wednesday July 13th) brought a
splendid sunny spinnaker run, roaring round to Loch
Boisdale, though our average speed was only six knots.

Loch Boisdale itself is a right dump of a scruffy ferry
terminal, and after lunch beers and phone calls we sailed
out at 1610, having a very brisk sail with rolls in the main
round the corner to Big Harbour, Eriskay.
The recommended way through the rock-choked
entrance to Big Harbour is to hold close -- about twenty
yards -- to Grey Point at the southern side, but with the
wind (now strong nor’east) we reckoned that passage was
potentially dangerous with backwash from the cliff.
Fortunately, thanks to the generosity of Paul Campbell
in loaning me a very comprehensive set of charts of the
Hebrides, we had the detail chart of Barra Sound which
shows the Big Harbour entrance in detail. The tide being
high, we sailed through the middle channel on a bearing
on a point of land inside. We negotiated the passage
round other rocks further in, and came to the anchorage
without further ado.
Eriskay is the Paradise Island. The cheerful
population seem just one big happy family, and though
the place is as rocky and barren as any of the isles, it
exudes well-being and seemed like heaven, especially
after Lochboisdale. The scenery and colours are superb,
and the famous Prince’s Strand is one of the finest
beaches in the world. Nearly a mile of flawless silver
sand, though in the course of two swimming expeditions
there, we found that there’s all the difference if you swim
towards high water, as the clear waters of the Sound of
Barra are warmed as they flood in over the sand. At low
tide it’s freezing!
The weather was beginning to show signs of change.
After spending a week out in the north Atlantic, the High
which was the main factor in our weather was retracing
its steps and was going eastward, so by mid-morning we
had a gentle easterly and nice sunny reach round to
Castlebay in Barra where, with the wind going light, we
had the hottest day of the cruise. This attractive little
town with jaunty Kissiemull Castle was slumbering
under the summer sun, such that even well up in the hills
the heat was Mediterranean. Denis really excelled
himself by managing to negotiate the purchase of a
lobster and a large bag of crab claws through speaking
Irish (Donegal Irish being almost the same as Barra
Gaelic). The dour lobsterman actually showed bonhomie
under this torrent of charm. As it turned out, despite our
continued putting-down of the lobster pot, this was the
only lobster we were to see in the whole cruise, and Denis
did justice to it. We cleared off the boat for a couple of
hours while he prepared a mountain of a meal for which
a cockpit locker door was the only thing large enough to
use as a serving dish. We set to, and in half an hour the
saloon, indeed the whole boat, was a sticky shambles
which it took several days to dispel completely. My word
we did eat well!
Through the night the wind veered steadily and was
southeast and freshening by the time we were stirring in
the morning (Friday, July 15th), which made it bang on
the nose for our proposed passage in from the Outer Isles
to Arinagour in Coll. Hoping that the backing would

continue, our departure was unhurried and by the time
we got under way with working jib and three rolls in the
main, at 1030, the wind was southerly and we could just
lay the course to the Cairns of CoU hard on the wind.
Naturally we hoped the veering would continue to
give us a nice reach but the wind would not oblige;
indeed, at times, it backed to have us below the course
and although a couple of minor veers freed us a little, we
stayed hard on the wind to claw back lost weathering.
There was considerably more wind than forecast. A local
trough going through undetected made the Sea of the
Hebrides astonishingly rough, such that on several
occasions we had to luff into steep breaking seas for fear
of damaging the vulnerable doghouse. Despite low
driving murk, it took a long time for the dark shapes of
Muldoanich and Barra to disappear astern. Finally
however, we left the Outer Isles after ten days superb
cruising, but all that interested us at the time was finding
smoother water.
By late afternoon conditions had improved and at
1700 low land was sighted ahead to starboard. At 1740
the lighthouse on Eilean More appeared fine on the
starboard bow, a fortuitously perfect landfall; the wind
was beginning to ease, the sea was smoothing. By the
time we were tacking down the east coast of Coll, Safina
was under full main and genoa. As there was still some
bite to the wind, on sailing into Arinagour, we had to get
into a snug berth right behind the little islet, where the
hook was down by 2105 with 52 miles logged.
The weather was now breaking up with a vengeance,
such that even the forecasters appeared to be confused by
the depressions queuing up out in the Atlantic. The idea
of four of us being cooped-up in a 26-footer, weatherbound in some obscure loch, didn’t appeal, so the plan to
go home via Islay was .scrapped in favour of a passage to
Tobermory to be followed by the navigation of the Crinan
Canal.
Before the weather broke we’d a delightful day
(Saturday July 16th) on Coll, mostly thanks to Alaistair
Oliphant whose Inn at Arinagour is one of the most
pleasant in the isles. After hot baths we were enjoying a
long and leisurely lunch when the unmistakable shape of
Wild Goose was observed out in the anchorage. Wally
and June Clark came ashore with their crew soon after
and we’d one of those sudden combustions of conviviality
which eventually sent Safina’s crew floating out of the
hotel so smoothly that we got under way under sail out of
the restricted anchorage with seemingly no bother at all.
Sailing across to Mull, there was an unnatural clarity to
the air which certainly presaged some change in the
weather. I felt a little foolish on going into Toberrnory for
’shelter’, as it was a perfectly calm evening by the time we
got there. The rest of the gang had never been there
before and they were absolutely enchanted with the
place. Johnny and the Doctor were at home in the
MacDonald Arms which has a selection of no less than
sixty-four different brands of malt.
The wind and rain built up through the night, and

by mid-day there was a southerly gale with downpours
from time to time. By late afternoon we’d had enough of
festering, and when there was a slight clearance and a
temporary swing of wind to the southeast, we nipped out
and got down to Loch Aline for the night just as the next
lot of filth was sweeping in. Loch Aline was our first
mainland anchorage, but it made a handy stopping
place.
The morning (Monday July 18th) saw us away by
0645 to try to catch the tide through the Dorus Mhor.
Despite gale forecasts it was a calm misty morning, and
soon the fog lifted to give us bright sunshine. It was
freakish weather and as we were to find later that it was
blowing a westerly gale at exactly the same time in
Dublin. With the little engine doing its best, progress was
slow as we climbed up and down the big swell running up
the Firth of Lorne. Once past Fladda a westerly breeze
gave some assistance, but where this breeze swept
through Corryvreckan, it brought fingers of thick fog.
We approached the Dorus Mhor a little nervously as we
knew it was the day of the Clyde Cruising Club’s
Tobermory Race and with the turn of the tide hundreds
of boats would come sweeping along the other way. Then
just as suddenly we were through the fogbank, and the
sunlit sea was sparkling with sail as the Clyde boats were

literally poured through the Dorus Mhor with the new
flood. As Johnny said, it was just like a bunch of Paddies
to be the only boat in 200 going the wrong way! After we
had picked our way through the racing fleet we managed
to get through the Dorus by rock-hopping in the slacker
water right inshore on the north side of the Channel,
while only a few yards away the tide was literally going
downhill.
Crinan was crowded and sunny. Despite an engine
breakdown due to dirty fuel which was eventually cleared
by Johnny and Denis, we got through to Cairnbaan that
evening occasionally using sail, and in the morning with
the weather again gone to pot with ferocious squalls we
headed on to Ardrishaig. In the late afternoon we
streaked down a windy Loch Fyne to Tarbert, which we
knew instinctively would be our last Scottish port. Not
inconsiderable wassail was created, and the ship’s snuff
supply was replenished from a marvellous little
tobacconists where they even stocked historic brands like
Gold Flake and Woodbines.
The weather was trying to settle down next day, so
we didn’t get away until 1140 (Wednesday July 20th). In
sunshine and rain showers and a spanking westerly we
went romping down Kilbrannan Sound; there was a
slight easing of the breeze passing Campbelltown in the

-- Homeward bound -- a fair wind for Safina and her bunch of heather sailing south down Kilbrannan Sound -- Photo W. M. Nixon.
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early evening, but as we cleared the Mull of Kintyre the
wind blew with renewed vigour out of the nor’west.
Safina fairly roared on her way down the North Channel
with the tides suiting nicely (another reason for our late
departure). The going was pretty lumpy at times but the
Doctor managed to prepare a paella which not only did
for supper, but also provided a midnight feast and an
early breakfast in the small hours as we sailed serenely
past the County Down coast, the breeze having eased.
With a day in hand we planned to go into
Strangford Lough for a look around, but at first light as
we reached the bar the tide was already ebbing against
us. As it was we could only get in by using the channel
west of the Angus Rocks, and even then we could only get
up to the very handy anchorage at Cross Roads where an
extremely convenient berth is marked by beacons on the
shore. We slept the foul tide away, and after breakfast
took the new flood up to Portaferry where Safina rafted
alongside Dick Gomes’ Ainmara on her moorings. Then,
so much for our scheme of exploring Strangford, we went
ashore to find we were in the midst of Portaferry Regatta,
and that was that. I can remember at some stage in the
day a large man with a red wig wheeling a pram into the
midst of the party in Dumigan’s. In the pram was an
object which on closer examination turned out to be
Denis about to take part in the annual pram race. He
and his rivals were all up-staged at that moment by a
man walking up the street with two camels in tow. In
other words, it was just a typical Portaferry regatta. We
finally extricated ourselves at midnight to the strains of a
German gentleman rendering Irish airs on a trombone,
and once aboard, notwithstanding the fact that only
minutes before he had measured his length in a pile of
seaweed, the Doctor insisted that he was the only one
sufficiently clearheaded to take the shipping forecast.
The rest of us went to our bunks imploring him at least to
make sure that he got the weather reports from Scilly and
Valentia. The morning revealed a forecast pad with
strange hieroglyphics but at least he’d done as asked -Scilly was clearly down as having winds North Sou’west
4, while Valentia was Sou’west East 3 . . .
So it was appropriate that we motored out into a fog
and flukey winds between east and west. Eventually the
breeze settled in sou’west and the day passed turning to
windward under the Mournes, until in the evening the
breeze became more westerly and good progress was
made. The fog having long since cleared, visibility now
became incredibly good, and we had an interesting
exercise of bearing taking, using points as distant as
Lambay and Slieve Donard (four in all) which went
precisely through one point to put us exactly sixteen
miles from Skerries. If progress was maintained we could
just make it in there for a last cruising pint; it was, we
did, and in the sailing club we talked Hebridean cruising
with Milo Reddy.
Away at 0700 (Saturday July 23rd) for an
increasingly brisk beat over the last 14 miles home, with
it really smoking up from Malahide south. In all, we’d

logged 830 miles. The variety of anchorages had been
wonderful, and generally the sailing had been the best.
With eleven passages made entirely under sail from
up-anchor to down, and the best of it all in the Outer
Isles. Getting into Howth, as usual we were brought
down to earth with a thump. Johnny was particularly
proud of the lump of heather which the Doctor had
brought down from the hill above Rodel, and pointed it
out to Frank Hendy the club boatman as having been
well earned by a fat little 26-footer getting north of
Ardnumurchan. Frank was totally unimpressed, and
reckoned that it was a great deal of unnecessary bother
just to get a bunch of heather on the pulpit. After all the
Hill of Howth is covered with heather . . .
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Buying another boat and a passage to Andraitx
John Mullins and the Crew
When I parted with Bonnet Rouge in the autumn of
1974 I breathed a sign of relief at shedding the
responsibility of boat ownership. But before many
months had elapsed I found my eyes wandering to the
’For Sale" advertisements in various yachting magazines,
this weakness leading to the inevitable requests for
further particulars, ordrs to inspect, etc.
After much talking, advice seeking and general time
wasting, I ended up buying a secondhand Nicholson 44
Ketch which I renamed Maid of Killeen. Thus only
remained the job of getting my new toy home to Ireland,
which of course developed into an operation of
unprecedented urgency and importance.
Four I.C.C. members came to my aid, namely
Reggie Lee, Andrew Curtin, Michael O’Leary, and
Muilins Junior, all travelling to Gosport in time to
embark the following day (Good Friday) with destination
Dun Laoghaire.
This passage was made without incident and we
satisfied ourselves as to the Maid’s good behaviour under
the tough conditions prevalent in early April.
Being the possessor of a 20 ton ketch of design and
accommodation appropriate to my advancing years now
posed the question of what to do next. A summer or two
in the Baiearic Islands seemed a good idea.
In Bonnet Rouge the height of my cruising prowess
was a passage made to La Coruna and optimism
suggested that I only had to repeat the process and carry
on until we reached a large rock (you can’t miss it), turn
left and find Majorca to be the second island on the right
hand side. But it did not seem to work out quite like that
so I am passing my readers over to members of the crew
who will tell the story of how we got to Andraitx in their
own words.
With the help of Jimmy Miller of the Royal Irish,
John White and Eugene McAnaney as crew, and Stephen
Barry as navigator, the final prepartions for the long leg
were completed by Wednesday the 8th June and we set
sail at 2100 hours.
We sighted the Scilly Isles on Friday and set course
for Cape Villano. We picked up a fair nor/east force 5 to
7 with big rollers for two days. There was heavy shipping
on the corner of Cape Finistere and the weather was
calm.
While we were enjoying tea and Mrs. White’s fruit
cake a giant shark carried away the log. The Helmsman
"Neco Auto Pilot" was not keeping a proper look out. As
a result of this catastrophe, we lost our way. We turned
towards the shore and identified a Portugese lighthouse.
From there we motored through the middle of an

The Maid of Killeen under way -- Photo Andrew Curtin

illuminated sardine fleet to arrive in Cascais in the early
morning of Wednesday the 15th June.
We found the Fishing Port of Cascais very friendly,
and after the formalities we took on diesel, for which we
paid in Spanish currency. The Diesel was piped to a
floating buoy in the middle of the moorings and "Fresh
Water" could be supplied through the same pipeline.
"No thanks!"
There followed a very pleasant and uneventful
passage to Cape St. Vincent where we were joined by
some dolphins and very heavy shipping. Then on to
Gibralter on the 17th. It took us only two hours to
bunker. Fuel and water had to be paid for in sterling.
The rock is very impressive from seaward.
From there, in the company of dolphins, we had a
fair south westerly force 5 for two days. When the wind
dropped we started the engine and found it was floating
on its mountings. Thanks to Stephen Barry emergency
repairs were effected and we proceeded to the Balearic
Islands, which we found in misty weather. We tied up to
the public quay in Puerto de Andraitx at 1600 hrs. on the
29th June. The passage of 1554 miles was completed ip
lll/2 days.
After four days on this island paradise, it was
homeward bound. While a taxi waited to rush us to our
plane, the excellent and perfectionist navigator made his
only mistake of the cruise. Failing to navigate the
gangplank, he slipped and plunged into the harbour.
There was no real harm done.
We all look forward to a long and successful
cruising career for The Maid or" Killeen.
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Finndabar to Cowes
Recorded by George Nairn and Don Richardson for Patrick Jameson.

The crew on Findabar’s delivery trip to Cowes was
skippered by George Nairn who, despite being long in the
tooth, had volunteered to take the ship there, enjoy
Cowes week, do the Fastnet and sail home.
Three of the crew were provided by the owner
namely Bobby and Marna Law, and Andrew Somerville.
George added a reliable engineer, his co-author, Don
Richardson (an accomplished barman), who in turn
suggested David Anderson -- his son-in-law, a first class
navigator, and daughter Rosemary, an excellent sailor
and cook. This, with a former sailing friend, Fred
Hanna, was the ship’s company and all of them good
company.
The joining instructions allowed for a departure
from Dun Laoghaire at 2000 hours or, at the latest, 2100
hours on Tuesday, 26th July. Upon joining ship before
2000 hours we found the cockpit filled with wives and
friends celebrating the occasion in the accustomed
manner. Having carried out the necessary stowage of
moveable goods and clearing ship of non crew, we
managed to cast off at 2100 hours and on a beautiful
calm evening motored out of Dun Laoghaire harbour to
hoist sail and make tracks for Wicklow Head.
Finndabar, a fine Swan 40 with a reliable Penta
Volvo Diesel engine motor sailed until just after
midnight. Off Wicklow Head sufficient wind allowed us
to cut engine and proceed under Main and No. 4 only.
We alternatively sailed and motor sailed throughout the
night -- the only remarkable incident being the fact that
one of the husbands in the party decided, after the first
watch, that he would share all future watches with his
wife and the skipper
Having left Tuskar on a convenient westerly wind in
the early hours ef Wednesday morning, we reached the
Longships just after 0700 hours Thursday morning,
having passed through a thunder storm during
Wednesday night. We had VHF conversations and
obtained fixes from a couple of cargo ships -- we were
proud of those log entries. Our passage was enlivened by
schools of porpoises who played around the boat both by
day and by night. At night they looked like torpedoes
shooting through the fluorescent water, aimed under our
hull.
We moored in Helford River at 16.30 hours
Thursday 28th. On arrival the Skipper and the co-author
of this article disappeared ashore in the inflatable dinghy
to arrange moorings and case the area. (It was some two
hours later the Skipper was hauled back by the Customs
launch to furnish the necessary clearance.) The engineer,
in the manner born, had holed up in an old pub where we
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obtained some delicious Cornish Pasties and crab
sandwiches. The crew had found the engineer without
difficulty. The entrance to the river is well marked and
the Helford Yacht Club made us very welcome.
The following morning, Friday 29th, a volunteer
watch dropped the mooring and we left under engine at
0600 hours hoisting sails outside the fiver to spend a
pleasant few hours on a broad reach to Fowey harbour
where we picked up a mooring at 11.30 hours and
adjourned to the Yacht Club for the internal and
external application of liquids -- beer, baths and
showers. The beer was chiefly for drinking, but one lady
crew said that her pint was for a shampoo; if true, what a
waste.
Having investigated the streets and shops of this
lovely Cornish town with its beautiful natural harbour,
we slipped our mooring at 1600 hours and motored and
sailed to the Yealme River outside Plymouth Sound. For
those who do not know the Yealme it is a very peaceful
and pleasant spot with a very strong tidal flow which
makes anchoring in an area of permanent moorings
unsuitable. We ’borrowed’ a mooring and after dinner
the thirstier members of the crew set out for the local
hotel. After grounding on the unlit spit, tangling the
outboard propeller in weed as our ’driver’ was attacked
by parent swans protecting two cygnets -- without engine
the punt left the spit at a ’rate of knots’.
Arriving at the hotel after a steep clumb we were
disappointed to find that their closing time was 2300
hours and not even the Irish blarney or the gentle
persuasion of our ex-patriot returning to his native land,
could perform an opening ceremony. The hotel’s
cockatoo could not assist us.
On leaving we saw a remarkable amount of
florescence when we walked across wet stones carrying
our dinghy to the water’s edge. Never had be seen such
bright florescence looking like sparks as we kicked up
drops of water. The crew members who had stayed
aboard had and were enjoying the ship’s stores so the
boat party joined them and much merriment followed
our return on board.
We felt that the Yealme River was probably relieved
when the Irish sailors left the river to its normal
tranquility early the following morning.
Again the volunteer crew slipped mooring at 0600
hours and in a dead calm we motored out of the river
picking up a westerly wind. We eventually tied up
alongside the fuel pump in Dartmouth at 1450 hours and
topped up our diesel fuel and fresh water, moving later to
a double buoy mooring.

The Dart is very tidal and we crossed in our dinghy
in a crab-wise course. We met with courtesy from the
very gentlemanly Harbour Master who called to collect
his dues, and with welcome hospitality in the Yacht Club.
We also visited yet another ’oldest pub’ in England.
At 0608 hours on Sunday, July 31st, we slipped our
buoys and motored out of this beautiful natural harbour
to motor and sail to Weymouth where, after opposing a
foul tide off the Bill, we arrived at 1700 hours, carrying
out a seaman like manoeuvre in the harbour mouth
under sail to pick up the sailing hat of a crewman in an
unscheduled man-over-board exercise. We took on more
water at the Ferry Pier and eventually tied up alongside
the very attractive yacht Pelieac in berth No. 7
Weymouth at 1800 hours. Here we were joined by Patrick
who seemed surprised that we were on schedule, in one
piece and in good heart.
We again had an early start on Monday morning,
August 1st, when we slipped lines at 0600 hours and in a
lovely breeze set a reaching course for The Needles in
company with Pelieac. This trip was enlivened by the
excitement of one of our lady crew who when finding that
she was in full command of the boat over a measured
mile gave a wonderful illustration of female chauvenism
-- and clocked 10.02 knots.
As we approached Cowes calamity struck when
dropping the main, we proceeded under engine past the
Brittania.. The main halyard jammed and our lightest
crewman, David, went aloft in the bosun’s chair. Whilst
most of us were concerned at the time it took, one of our
ex-naval types was heard to express -- "It would have to
happen in sight of the Royal Yacht."
We arrived in Cowes which was full of the
excitement of the week with ’Britannia’ and several
warships moored off the Medina River.
Once berthed we could call on the owners’ son,
Kieron, to assist with the fouled halyard. He, with the
dignity due to a professional sailmaker said that he
’could do the job the next day’, and he did it.
The Owner-Chairman
of
Irish
Lights
Commissioners had arranged for us to berth at the
Trinity House Depot, but owing to a misunderstanding
we had a most uncomfortable time in narrow tidal waters
sharing the berth with craft which made our 40’ look like
a dinghy. This persuaded us to move the following day to
a Marina.
Cowes in Cowes Week is something to be
experienced by all yachtspersons and it was enjoyed by
all, but delivery crews beware, once you arrive in Cowes
the only question you get from the skipper is "Well when
are you leaving, the crew arrives tonight."
Our trip was a happy one with a good boat, perfect
weather, and above all a good crew. Under these
conditions Devon and Cornwall compare favourably with
any cruising grounds and the delivery crew would
willingly return in 1978 or any other year!
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The long way round to St. Kilda.
John Gore-Grimes.
Shardana is a 26 ft. Offshore 8 meter designed by
Van der Statd. Crewed by Bob Fannin, Tom O’Gorrnan
and Jake Kelly, this year she provided us with one of our
most enjoyable and interesting voyages. Shardana has
now been sold and after eight good seasons we leave her
to her new owner with much affection.
Our cruise started on the 28th July when we left
Howth filled with Smithwicks and optimism, bound for
Lerwick in the Shetlands. We planned to call at
Castlebay and St. Kilda but circumstances changed our
plans. The sail to Castlebay was a pleasant introduction
to our holiday and gave us time to settle happily into the
boat’s routine. The plotted course from Howth to
Castlebay is 238 miles but a pencil line drawn on a chart
before a flickering fire on a winter’s evening is so often
more comfortable and direct than the reality of a
summer’s cruise. At sea we were suddenly free from
telephones, things to complete, people to please, clerical
errors and closing times. A Boeing raced overhead at
600 m.p.h, as Jake recorded our speed at a pleasing
4Y~ knots. The beat up the Irish Sea went unnoticed until
we were reminded of it by the log on the next day. The log
deservedly complimented the Hasler Self-Steering Vane
and as the wind left us at Strangford we motor-sailed
over to the Scottish Coast and headed up under the Mull
of Kintyre thus avoiding the worst of the North Channel
Flood which seems, in an almost human way, to caress
the Maidens with a greater intensity when compared with

the lesser currents experienced in the Mouth of the Firth
of Clyde. We passed Mull of Kintyre into a damp and
foggy sea which was black during the night and wet, cold
grey during the next day. Orsay was not to be seen but we
held on a N.W. course before tacking towards Skerryvore
Light. The fog cleared at dusk and that night we glided
over a silvery moonlit sea of the Hebrides towards
Barra Hd., guided in our direction by the powerful Barra
D.F. Station. The signal was received at 305 on our
Seafix although Reids gives the Station as being 291.
Jake agreed, to send Reids in for calibration on our
return! We arrived at Castlebay Pier at 10.27 on Sunday
31st July after 3 days and 7 hours at sea. We had logged
301 miles.
Castlebay has often been recommended to us and it
is a good Port with a protected anchorage and Pier.
Water, fuel and basic supplies are available and there are
are two hotels. It is a quiet place.., even the dogs barked
quietly.., but it was Sunday and the Sabbath, like the
fog, lay heavily over the town. A fisherman on the next
boat told us how an American named MacNeill had
bought and restored his ancestor’s Castle which stands
proudly in the middle of the Bay (it is from this
combination that the place has been named). When the
re-construction was complete MacNeill quit Barra and
returned to the windy hurly burly of Chicago. His
departure, we were told, was provoked by his own
impatience and had not been influenced by the legendary
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severity of the Scottish licensing laws.
The lunchtime claret put us to rest until 17.55 and
by the time Tom had found the radio switch they were
giving reports from Coastal Stations which had no
significance. MacNeill’s Castle, albeit only half a cable
from the Pier, was out of sight. Perhaps MacNeill had
shifted it to Chicago... anyway we never saw it again.
We set sail directly to St. Kilda but ended up sailing
indirectly from Castlebay to Lerwick. The passage
through Vatersay Sound proved to be an interesting, if
anxious, departure. Visibility was poor and the course
was plotted on the Admiralty large scale Chart No. 1144.
It was not possible to see the shore on either side of the
Sound but eventually we passed through and lined up for
St. Kilda. Tom prepared a meal of meat and onions and
as it was consumed we sailed into a damp and foggy
night. Three men filled with meat and onions were forced
to leave the cabin and stay in the cockpit for several
minutes while Fannin remained below and grinned.
Hasler did not seem to mind. Later a foghorn surrounded
us with blasts from the bows, midships and stern; the
sound seemed to pass ahead of us, or was it behind us? It
depended on which ear heard it pass.
We started to search for St. Kilda at 06.00 on the
morning of the 1st August. It has no navigational aids
but, as we were to learn later, the Island of Hirta has a
powerful radar scanner which would have plotted our
laborious progress through this part of the North
Atlantic. At 08.15 we had depth readings of 40 fathoms
and the sea was filled with bouncing Fulmars,
Sheerwaters, Skuas, Gannets and Puffins. The wind was
E.S.E. and registered 20 knots across the deck. The sea
was lumpy and the rain dropped down through the fog.
We could smell Hirta and Boreray but we could not see
them so we sailed on to make quite certain that we had
missed them. The soundings increased and the Seafarer
was soon unable to reach the bottom. The D.F. bearing
from Barra suggested that we had passed between Hirta
and Boreray and the soundings seemed to confirm this.
Later, we tacked and picked up the Butt of Lewis D.F.
Our course took us through the Flannan Islands and the
fog persisted as the Hasler did some great work while we
watched, slept and ate. The Flannan Islands passed us
within minutes, thickly covered in Scottish camouflage
fog. Even the sheep on these Flannan Islands (once
known as the Flannel Islands) were invisible. It had
rained for 10 hours but as we passed the Butt of Lewis
and set a course for Sule Skerry visibility improved and
we reached quickly into a grey dawn in a N.W. wind of 20
knots. Later, as the wind backed to the W. and blew at 25
knots we boomed out the genoa and ate a hearty
breakfast at 01.00 hrs. on the 2nd August. We noted with
satisfaction that our speed was in excess of 6 knots but
breakfast, with Bob in charge, was somewhat slower. The
Puffins from Sule Skerry watched us with busy curiosity
as slice after slice of burned toast flew up from the galley
to settle on a bumpy grey sea close by them. On this
course we passed over Sulisker Bank, the Solan Bank,
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Nun Bank and Papa Bank without being able to
distinguish one from the other. Jake, who is in that
business, wondered wistfully if their overdraft rates were
more favourable than the home banks.
During the evening the sun took a brief look at us
before dropping into the Western horizon on its way to
awaken sleeping millions on the American Continent.
We picked up Noup Hd. Lt. and later N. Ronaldsay Lt.
with a favourable wind from the N.W. blowing at a fairly
consistent 25 knots across the deck. Having consulted the
Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas we hardened sail and put
some N. into the course to allow for leeway from
anticipated tidal set. At 02.00 a sleepy Bob relieved a
sleepy skipper and shared several strong Malt nightcaps.
Bob then relieved the well behaved and tireless self
steering vane . . . the course became eratic and we
narrowly avoided some Chinese gybes which seem to lurk
about the N. Atlantic at that time of morning. Bob found
it difficult to contain the Malt in a glass wedged firmly
between his knees, so with the experience of a man who
has been at sea for many years he quickly re-connected
Hasler. Happiness was restored and the glasses
re-charged.
As we approached the feared Sumburg Rost, off
Sumburg Hd. at the S. point of the Shetlands, we were
surrounded by 30 or more dolphin; they played about the
bow for 20 minutes. The Sumburg Rost is described in
awesome narrative in the Admiralty N. Sea Pilot
Volume 1. It behaved magnificently and allowed a
tranquil passage around Sumburg Hd. From Sumburg
Hd. we motored for 19 miles to Lerwick observing the
Great Skuas diving at the Fulmars. The Fulmars were so
alarmed by these fearsome attacks that they regurgitated
their catch which was then caught and eaten by the Great
Skuas before it hit the water. Thus edified, we arrived at
Lerwick at 15.45 on the 3rd August. We had travelled
681 miles from Howth on a Rhumb line distance of
591 miles.
The Harbour Master and the Customs were
particularly helpful and we were told that an Irishman
with a name like a brewery had departed six hours
previously. We deduced that John Guinness had taken
Deerhound northwards earlier that morning. The
Mission for Seamen provided excellent showers and
baths at a most reasonable cost. Every kind of fuel and
provision are available at Lerwick, and there are several
good chandleries and basic hotels. The population, until
recent years, had been declining. In 1961 it was 17,500
approx. With the discovery of oil and gas in the N. Sea it
is now estimated at 25,000. North Sea oil has, to some of
the inhabitants at least, been a mixed blessing. We were
told in the back bar of the Queen’s Hotel that oil and gas
were the cause of many ills and that before it’s discovery,
the inhabitants of the Shetlands had lived to a great age
and had seldom died of the doctor. The 20th century,
and more particularly the last decade, have come as a
shock to a people who for centuries were in a complete
and isolated darkness from November to May of each

A dolphin swimming ahead of Shardana’s bow off Sumbury Head -- Photo J. Gore-Grimes

year. The Shetlands are the ultima Thule of Britain and Very soon, the wind registered 43 knots on the Brooks
some of the Lerwick graffiti reflects the extremity of and Gatehouse and we took in a further 5 rolls. We sailed
these islands. A list of definitions appears on the wall close hauled to compensate for leeway. We tacked off
over the weeping tiles in the Queens, one of which reads Fair Isle to give ourselves sea-room and, for the next 7
"Civil Service -- something that used to be found in hours the wind howled through the rigging and the waves
washed over the hull. Very little was said and the seas did
restaurants".
It started to rain on the afternoon of Thursday 4th all the talking as they argued forcibly with Shardana’s
August. There was a gale warning for Fair Isle and the hull. It may have rained but it was difficult to tell. The
forecast was for N.W. 5----6, locally 8. We left Lerwick at seas were big and the crests of the waves were breaking,
18.55 in heavy rain with 25 knots of wind from the N.W. punctuated only by the skilful Stormy Petrels which flew
The passage down to Sumburg Hd. was fast and we with remarkable ease between them. The hull coped well
cleared the Sumburg Rost without trouble. It was low and the self-draining cockpit dealt with the water
water. At midnight we noted that the barometer had efficiently. Inevitably the cabin was soaked and, having
dropped 10 millibars to 998. Shortly afterward the wind little or no bilge, the water was very soon above the floor
dropped and we motored for two hours waiting for the boards. We rolled up the bedding and for several hours
inevitable blow. We had planned to shorten sail at the one person was detailed to empty buckets of water from
first sign of wind, but when it came, it came so fast that the cabin sole. After one early clout, the Hasler Vane
we were unprepared for it. It was 04.00 and it took three became disconnected and it was not possible to go out on
of us about 40 minutes to hand the genoa, set a storm jib the stern to repair it, so we were unable to test the vane
and roll down the mainsail 10 times around the boom. steering in those conditions. The worst was over by
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midday but the afternoon’s wind continued to give us
some exciting sailing. By 19.00 we had got things back to
relative normality. The bunks were made up again,
Hasler was repaired and the gas grill and paraffin lamp
quickly warmed the damp cold air inside the cabin.
Eventually, we made breakfast which was a little late but
very good. By taking D.F. Bearings we were able to plot a
large cocked hat. We were not too far offour Rhumb line
position, but the wind had backed and we headed down
to the N. Coast of Scotland. We must have looked an odd
sight drifting through the night with reefed main and
storm jib in 10 knots of wind; a good night’s sleep was
the priority and Hasler allowed it. At some time during
the night, while Jake was on watch, the wind gusted to 25
knots and almost justified our rig.
We rounded Cape Wrath and motor sailed for 25
miles to Loch Inchard, arriving at the top of this most
peaceful place some 45 hours after our departure from
Lerwick. We had travelled 201 miles compared with a
180 mile Rhumb line. Our average speed over distance
travelled was a surprising 4.4 knots. Inchard is a perfect
anchorage and the tranquility of it’s waters was a
remarkable contrast to the conditions which we had
experienced 30 hours earlier. We were given baths and a
good meal at the Rhi Chonic Hotel and we spent much of
the night absorbing the silence aided by the occasional
dram of Malt.
We left Loch Inchard on Sunday morning and
motor sailed for 33 miles Southwards to Loch Inver
passing the spectacular entrance to Loch Laxford. Bob
applied himself to the preparation of lunch and the crew’s
hunger came and went as he fussed over pots of boiling
water and complicated instructions printed on the back
of assorted packets. For a while we thought that the
process became more urgent as he hurriedly opened veal
stews which were to be consumed before "March 1978".
His timing is never perfect and we started the meal with a
well prepared tinned fruit salad followed by veal stew
then, potatoes and peas on an instalment plan, ending
with an unusual lukewarm mushroom soup.
We moored at Loch Inver at 16.10 and found it to be
a busy fishing port which affords complete protection.
Food supplies and diesel are readily available and the
food at the Culag Hotel was excellent. We left Loch Inver
at midnight bound for Loch Rodel on the S. end of
Harris after the hospitable barman had told us that the
bar would only close, "whenever gentlemen, it is your
pleasure to leave".
The North Minch was warm and calm as we reached
across it at 4 knots. Dawn came up behind us, to
illuminate the Shiant Islands and the sea around us was
filled with sleepy puffins. As we approached Harris we
sailed through an oil slick which took us well over an
hour to clear. We arrived at Loch Rodel at 13.00 and
anchored at the head of the Bay. This anchorage is
exposed to the S.E. and with time, it is wiser to enter Poll
Tighmahil, the entrance to which has a depth of 13 ft. at
H.W. but less than 1 ft. at L.W. The attraction of Loch
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Rodel is undeniable and the well restored St. Clement’s
Church stands contentedly amidst the timeless beauty of
the place. The small hotel has made no concessions
whatsoever to the 20th century but the friendly staff and
wholesome food confirm one’s best impressions of
Scotland. At closing time, the inhabitants shuffled off
into a dark night one saying to the other: "Good night
Angus MacLeod . . . Good night Willy Browne",
speaking with quaint gentlemanly manners derived from
an old respect which has so often been shattered by
modern custom. Aboard the Shardana our own revelry
continued and when someone started to sing Jake
listened with jaundiced ear before remarking: "the old
songs are best because nobody sings them". This piece of
philisophical wisdom subdued the song and sleep soon
subdued the philosopher.
We left Loch Rode1 the next morning and motored
South in a flat sea. The Clyde Cruising Club notes are not
enthusiastic about the N. Channel in the Sound of
Harris, so we passed through the well buoyed S. Channel
with considerably more ease than we had anticipated.
With reasonable visibility, no swell and provided one
does not have to beat, a vessel drawing up to 8 ft. will
have no difficulties. There is one shallow patch of 10 ft.
(at L.W.S.) at the W. end. There was no noticeable tide
until we reached the No. 2 buoy when we met a S.E. set of
between 11/2 and 2 knots. Having passed the bar at the
W. end of the Sound we entered Speir Sound which,
though shallow, (down to 8 ft. at L.W.S.) can be
navigated without anxiety in fair conditions. The sun
shone as we reached open sea and we could distinguish
St. Kilda to the West. The distance from Speir Sound is
39 miles and with Southerly winds we covered that
distance at an average of 51/2 knots arriving into a very
black Village Bay at 22.55 on the evening of Tuesday
9th August. We anchored off the Pier in sand and found
ourselves close to Wild Goose. Our Rhumb line distance
since Lerwick was 331 miles and we had logged
373 miles.
St. Kilda may be ranked among the greatest
curiosities of the Northern European Islands. It consists
of 4 small islands and 3 naked stacks. Its present
facilities comprise a well run and welcoming Army
Barracks and four restored cottages inhabited by guests
(albeit paying guests) of the Scottish National Trust. For
the yachtsman this is a most pleasant contrast, for he can
examine the old civilisation with interest safe in the
knowledge that after a good days’ walk there will always
be a brimming pint ready for him at the Puff Inn which is
a comfortable pub within the Army complex.
On our first day at St. Kilda Wallace Clark had
arranged an expedition on Wild Goose to Boreray (which
lies about 31/2 miles off Hirta) for ornithologists who
lodged in the National Trust cottages. Wild Goose and
Shardana. with our respective guests aboard, set off for
Boreray. One of our party was a lady named Flora Craig
(nee Gillies) who, at the age of 11, had been evacuated
from the island in 1930. Flora was born on Hirta but this

was her first visit since the evacuation. Boreray had a
particular significance for Flora. In July of each year the
men of Hirta were taken by boat to Boreray to shear the
wild Soay sheep which graze there. The men stayed on
this desolate island, which affords no shelter, for 3/4
weeks until their work was complete. Flora’s father took
her 11 year old sister Rachael with him to Boreray in July
1921 on the annual sheep shearing expedition. Each
evening the men stacked turf in a particular way on
Boreray as a signal to their families on Hirta. On one
evening the turf stack signalled a death on Boreray. The
wind blew for 3 days and the women on Hirta prayed at
the Pier in Village Bay, being unable to find out whose
husband had died. When the boats finally got to Boreray
they found that Flora’s father had died from a burst
appendix.
We sailed close to Boreray, which rises 1,240 ft.
from the sea. It is steep too and has no apparent landing
place. It is flanked by two barren stacks which comprise
the largest Gannetry in the world. At times the sky was
almost darkened with great numbers of Gannets. We
were haunted by Flora’s story and saddened by the misty
loneliness of this island. The Soay sheep are still there
but nobody, apart from the Gannets, visits them and
their value has been rendered worthless in this
progressive age. The stories of St. Kilda would certainly
fill this journal but Flora’s father’s death clearly
illustrates the harsh conditions which prevailed there
until 47 years ago. Such tragedies were commonplace.
The next day was spent examining cottages, ruins of
cottages, cleits, water-wells and the small graveyard
where Flora’s father rests under a humble piece of uncut
stone. Flora showed us around and explained her
people’s way of life. The cleits are stone buildings with
grass roofs and these buildings served as dwelling houses

Shardana

reaching

until 1860 when MacLeod, the Landlord of St. Kilda,
built 16 cut stone cottages. The Army too has made its
own peculiar contribution to the present ways of St. Kilda
and Hirta has been furnished with a bus stop and a post
box, both installed high on the shoulder of Conachair.
The legend on the post box reads hopefully: "St. Kilda
Post & Telegraph Company -- Collections Dec. 25 -- 12
noon."

We left St. Kilda bound for Howth with 301 miles
between us. The wind in Village Bay had been gusting up
to 30 knots and the sea outside looked white and
uninviting. As soon as we had cleared Kilda conditions
improved and we settled in to a long beat home. It took
26 hours to cover the 68 miles to Barra Hd. but we had
logged 112 miles. Hasler sailed from Barra Hd. to the
North Coast of Ireland and landed us just West of Malin
Hd. We tacked to pass Ireland’s own ultima Thule,
Inishtrahull. We sailed over to Orsay in a wet and lumpy
sea. We tacked at Orsay and arrived just W. of Rathlin,
some 5 hours later. The tide had played peculiar tricks
and it took us another 3 hours to pass through Rathlin
Sound.
The last leg home was a slight mystery. We started
to celebrate our anticipated arrival and time seemed to
pass quickly. Port Patrick radio gave a securite warning
about a mine in the N. Channel but a short time later a
Shell Tanker announced that it had spotted, "a hollow
topped object covered with weed -- definitely not a
mine". Port Patrick radio sounded disappointed but by
this time we were well on our way to Howth. We arrived
there at 06.55 on the 15th August. We had been away for
17 days 15 hours and 30 minutes. We had been at sea for
11 days 13 hours and 40 minutes. We had logged 1,457
miles and the Rhumb line distance was 1,236 miles. The
engine had run for a total of 93 hours and 40 minutes.

past Boreray with gannets overhead -- Photo Wallace Clarke.
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Rhumb Line

From -- To
Howth -- Castlebay
Castlebay - Lerwick
Lerwick - Loch lnchard
Loch Inchard - Loch lnver
Loch Inver -- Loch Rodel
Loch Rodel - St. Kilda
Hirta- Boreray
St. Kilda - Howth

238
353
180
32
61
58
13
301
TOTAL:

Actual Distance

mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.

301
380
201
33
67
63
13
399

1236 mls.

mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.
mls.

1457 mls.

Shardana’s track to and from Lerwick.
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Time

Engine Hours

67 hrs.
58 h. 30 m.
45 hrs.
6h. 20 m.
13 hrs.
11 hr. 55 m.
2 h. 50m.
73 h. 25 m.

34 h. 20 m
16h. 45m.
14 hrs.
6 hr. 20 m.
9 hrs.
3 hr. 15 m.
2 hrs.
8 hrs.

277 h. 40 m.

93 hr. 40 m.

Pellegrina -Anglesey to the Blaskets.
Michael Tomilson
Pellegrina, a Peter Brett design and now 16 years
old, cruised this year once again to West Cork and Kerry.
The cruise was planned in two parts. A week in the
middle of June to get to the cruising ground, and later in
July for nearly three more weeks to get further west and
then back to Anglesey.
My crew for the first week were: my wife Molly, also
an I.C.C. member, Jimmy Legatte, an old crew from our
off-shore racing days in the 50’s and early 60’s, and
"Ham" Ridler, now retired Royal Navy and an
experienced yachtsman but who had not cruised with us
before.
We arrived on board on the evening of Friday, June
17th, and slipped our moorings at Moel-y-Don
proceeding along the Menai Strait mooring un to thP
visitors buoy off Caernarvon, just as it was getting dark.
This is a rubber fendered large round steel buoy which is
laid by the Caernarvon Harbour Trust west of the
entrance to the River Seiont and well positioned so that
one lies out of the worst of the tide.
Next day, three hourse before high water, we got
under way again. A grey rather cold day, with no wind
and under engine we reached the entrance buoys to
Caernarvon bar before the tide had turned in our favour.
By the early afternoon, the day had much improved and
we were delighted to have N.E. winds sending us on our
way to the Tusker. Mostly running but with short spells
of engine in the calms, we carried the S.W. going tide
well past Bardsey Island meeting the N.E. tide in the
middle of the Irish Sea where it is weakest. The next tide
carried us past the Tuskar to be abeam the Coningbeg
Light Vessel by 06.45 in the morning.
The N. to N.E. winds Force 3/4 helped Us well on
our way, except for 2 hours in the afternoon when we
were slightly headed. Ballycotton Island was passed at
18.00 and we anchored in Oysterhaven at 22.00 on
Sunday, June 19th. A very satisfactory start to the cruise
being less than 36 hours from the entrance to
Caernarvon.
With the rest of the week in hand, and in glorious
weather, we were able to show our crew some of our
favourite places between Cork and the Mizen. We spent
a night in Castletownsend, a few hours in the middle of
the day anchored in Barloge and finally cleared customs
in Baltimore. We negotiated the passage north of
Sherkin Island and tied up for the night in North
Harbour, Cape Clear. Next morning provided a glorious
sail around the Fastnet before going into Crookhaven.
Sailing around the Fastnet was of special interest to
Jimmy who had accompanied us in our off-shore days
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twice round that particular mark in a certain race from
England, but had never seen it before in daylight! We
spent an afternoon in Crookhaven and went ashore for
dinner. Next day a beat out of Crookhaven in a fluky
easterly wind which shortly backed to the S.S.W. but
with sunshine all the time we sailed through Barrel
Sound, anchoring off Long Island for a short walk ashore
before carrying on to Schull where we picked up a
mooring for a couple of hours. Then, back through the
Gascanane Sound, we anchored off Sherkin Island for
the night before moving next day to a safe mooring in
Church Strand, Baltimore, which had been so kindly lent
to us by our old Cape Clear friend Kieran Cotter. The
first part of the cruise ended ~;ith an excellent dinner at
Baltimore House.
My crew for the second part of the cruise was also
confined to four members, which included as well as
Molly and myself two younger members m Keith
Williamson, who had been much help of recent years
while fitting but and sailing locally and James Cooper,
aged 18 years, the younger son of a family of experienced
cruising friends. Keith, who had only done one extended
cruise with us before was of the greatest help on the
foredeck. James was always cheerful and at his best in
rough weather. We arrived back on board at Church
Strand in the early afternoon of Tuesday, July 12th. We
took Pellegrina to the quay at Baltimore for provisions
and to re-fit the echo sounder and transducers which had
previously failed and had been very quickly serviceed and
repaired by the makers in U.K. Early to bed for an early
start.
Wednesday, 13th July -- up anchor at 05.45 with
again a light N. wind having avoided the usual number of
salmon nets, we brought the Mizen Head abeam by 10.00
Our information was that Dursey Sound was closed
owing to cable repairs, so we laid a course to Dursey
Head, having to use the engine across the entrance to
Dunmanus and Bantry Bays on a hot, hazy day. The Calf
off Dursey Island abean at 1S.00 Log entry 16.55
reads:-- "Stopped engine -- Hurray". With wind W 2
Moylaun Island was abeam by 17.50 and we negotiated
the narrow entrance to Derrynane under sail. A lovely
evening, during which we exchanged visits with Aidan
Dunn, who was in harbour with his family in Anasu II.
Thursday, 14th July -- motored out of Derrynane
harbour in thickish haze, no wind. Bolus Head was
abeam 08.10. Puffin Island 09.00 and with poor visibility
we eventually anchored off InishvickiUane for lunch.
Afterwards we went ashore two at a time landing on the
small landing beach. To our surprise there were

workmen on the island, who were very friendly and told
us that they were building a house for a politician. Such
is the power of the helicopter and the urge to get away
from it all[ Beautiful and remote though the anchorage
is, the island did not seem quite the same thrilling place
as it had been when we first landed there in 1958. In the
late afternoon and evening, we had a memorable sail
with a light N. wind in brilliant sunshine, idling along the
south side of the Great Blasket, across the entrance to
the Blasket Sound and along the first part of the
southern end of the Dingle peninsula. With good
visibility the many early Christian stoneworks were
visible to the naked eye. We anchored in Ventry Harbour
for the night.
Next day, under sail with light S.W. wind we
returned to the Blaskets, anchoring off the landing place
on the Great Blasket by 09.30. Here we all went ashore
and found, instead of a deserted island with deserted
houses, which we remembered from earlier visits, a guest
house, a cafe and pleasant young people. A fast rubber
speedboat acted as a regular ferry from Dunquin. One
wonders what the original Blasket islanders would think
of such goings-on. Nevertheless, the beauty and the
remoteness of the great Blasket was by no means spoilt
and we will always go back. By 11.20 we were away again
under sail. The wind by this time being W.S.W.3 with
rail. Conditions were unfavourable for a landing on the
Skelligs, so we sailed back into the Kenmare River,
anchoring again in Derrynane by 19.15.
The next three days were spent in exploring the
anchorages in the Kenmare River in poorish conditions
with fresh westerly winds. Anchoring for a few hours at
Garnish Island Sneem we walked in the garden by kind
permission of the owners. After running up to
Dunkerran which in these conditions appeared to be a
rather exposed anchorage we crossed over to the other
side and anchored under the lee of Dinish Island. During
the night we dragged anchor, but were perfectly secure
when we moved to an inner position, south east of the
White Post between Dinish Island quay and the point to
the east side of the bay. We had a storming beat from
Dinish Island to Killmakilloge Harbour, at times being
down to storm jib and 8 rolls in the mainsail. Within
Killmakilloge we sounded into Bunaw Harbour (N.B. the
leading marks are posts with yellow and black bands).
Here We went ashore for a drink at the pub. Later we ran
up to the anchorage at Dereen at the eastern end of the
harbour which, in the conditions prevailing, was
obviously an exposed anchorage. So we sailed back to
Collorus still within Killmakilloge. That evening we
walked ashore up the hill to the south of the harbour
where we had unforgettable views of Killmakilloge
Harbour, the Kenmare River and the mountains to the
north.
Tuesday, 19th July -- a fresh sail out of the
Kenmare River, again with at times storm jib and 8 rolls
in the main. Rather than go outside Dursey Island, we
decided to attempt the Sound. Although it was officially

closed, we had heard rumours that it was possible to get
through under one end of the cable. In any case, with the
north going tide, we felt we could have sailed out again in
necessity. Hugging close to the western shore our 45 ft.
mast had plenty of clearance under the cable. After this
we freed our sheets and ran up to Berehaven, Bantry and
enjoyed splendid sailing with fresh winds and sunshine.
As usual much time was spent dodging salmon nets and
on two occasions unavoidably going over the top.
Eventually we anchored in Castletown Harbour in 18 ft.
off the north east of the quay. Ashore for a drink in the
early evening when we met the owner of a French ketch
who had gone outside Dursey Island with an excitable
story of having quite definitely seen a whale.
Wednesday, July 20th -- after a morning’s shopping
in Castletownbere which we found a much improved
centre for stores than we had remembered some years
ago, we left at 145.30 with a northerly wind giving us
gentle reaching conditions, eventually anchoring in lovely
Glengarriff at 17.40.
Thursday, 21st July- up anchor Glengarriff 08.40.
Off the entrance we motored around for a short time
catching mackerel which were plentiful. The log was
streamed offthe Corrid rocks but by 09.50 with Sheelane
Island just abeam, the weather thickened and visibility
lessened. With the help of the large buoys now in Bantry
Bay, we made our way out to Sheep Head. The fog
thickened all the time so that when we were abeam Sheep
Head, although we could see the rocks at the foot we
could not see the lighthouse. There then ensued an
exciting navitagional exercise with visibility down to less
than a cable. We were off Three Castle Head by 14.55
and eventually rounded the Mizen at about 15.30,
navigating from rock to rock and small headland to
small headland as by now we were in thick fog.
Fortunately, we were able to identify the coast and after
passing Bower Head, we eventually sited the perch on the
Alderman Rocks at 16.30 and shortly afterwards
anchored in Crookhaven. I was certainly pleased to have
on board an accurate compass and log, and even more
important was Molly’s accurate, minutely detailed,
navigational directions. In the evening we again visited
Anasu H which by this time had swopped crews and had
on board Leonard Shiel and his family. They had come
round the Mizen in fog like ourselves, but with much less
worry as radar had shown the coastline up all the way.
Next morning was spent in harbour. In the afternoon a
gentle run took us past the Fastnet and we eventually tied
up alongside North Harbour, Cape Clear by 18.00.
Saturday, July 23rd -- a great sail through the
Gascanane Sound, passing the Kedges and the Stags,
clocking 7 to 8 knots on the log most of the way to
Castletownsend where we were at anchor by 17.30.
Ashore to Mary Annes’ for drinks and to sign the visitors
book at the Castle.
Sunday, July 24th -- 09.00 tacked out of Castletownsend. Then a splendid reach to Cork Harbour.
09.45 High Island abeam. 09.55 Galley Head abeam.
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12.40 Seven Heads abeam. 14.05 off Old Head,
eventually finding a berth alongside the new pontoon at
Crosshaven. Ashore for drinks and supper in the Roycl
Cork where we met many old friends.
Monday, July 2.Sth D away from Crosshaven 08.00
with reasonably flat sea conditions but having to roll our
mainsail up and down as the wind varied and even
getting down to storm jib for an hour or so, a very
satisfactory passage was made, arriving in crowded
Dunmore East by 18.15.
Tuesday, July 26th -- we left Dunmore East an hour
and a half before the tide served for our passage back to
Anglesey. An hour later we were off Hook point and with
a moderate N.W. wind passed between the Saltee Islands
at 13.00. Black Rock was abeam shortly afterwards and
we sailed clost to Carnsore Point as we were going inside
the Tuskar. Departure was made from the South Sheer
buoy at 15.50 and a good course was held until about
18.00 when the wind dropped. At this point, in the
middle of the Irish sea we came across our old off-shore
crew and navigator, Dr. "Dickie" Richardson going
south from Anglesey with his family in his newly
launched Matthew Walker, an Olsen 38. So we hoved to
and happily chatted for S minutes before motoring on
again to the north west. By 01.00 on Wednesday, July
27th, we had picked up the loom of Bardsey light, but
just before dawn at the change of watch when we came
abeam the island, the wind began to blow very hard from
the north which meant reducing sail in cold wet
conditions. It moderated by 07.00 when we were off
Porth Dinlleyn. The low Anglesey coast with a pale
yellow sunrise throwing up the distant Snowdon range
made picking up our landfall of the Caernarvon Bar
entrance buoys off Llandwen Island extremely difficult.
This resulted in just missing the last of the flood tide over
Caernarvon Bar. So we anchored in Pilots Cove,
Llandwen for 7 hours while we slept, had a good meal
and tidied up ship before proceeding at 1 hours’ flood in
the late afternoon over the bar and up the Straits where
we picked up our home mooring at Moel-y-Don in
brilliant sunshine.
It had been a memorable cruise, mostly down wind
all the way. We had been in 29 harbours and anchorages.
Having only four crew members on board at any time
made living, conditions most comfortable. We much
appreciated being able to wear the I.C.C. burgee, as a
result of which, as always, we met much kindness and
friendship on the Irish coast. In retrospect we were quite
thankful that Pellegrina has a conventional "oldfashioned" under water shape, with the propeller well
hidden in the deadwood forward of the rudder. On the
four occasions upon which unavoidably we had to sail at
right-angles across salmon nets, we glided over
comfortably and without worry.
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Malaprop to Rockall
Brian Cunningham
It is a seafaring variation of Murphy’s Law which
says that the more difficult a rock is to find, the easier it
is to hit by accident. So it is with Rockall and in the
mid-nineteenth century a heavily laden immigrant ship
bound for the New World had the incredible misfortune
to founder on RockaU. Its position had been well known
for many years and the Royal Navy landed a party on it
as long ago as 1811. Being only 60’ high and about the
same in diameter Rockall appears on the chart only as a
tiny speck 250 miles from the nearest land. Presumably
the unfortunate captain had failed to notice it.
It is the very remoteness of Rockall that is its only
attraction. To find it is no mean feat, and a passage out
to Rockall and back requires a combination of skillful
navigation, good seamanship and luck. Ian Reynard’s
boat, Malaprop, is a Rival 34 in which he has cruised
extensively for a number of years amassing many
trophies for both cruising and racing. She is based at
Rhu Marina at the entrance to the Gareloch on the
Clyde. His crew for Rockall consisted of Tony and Dave,
both of whom had often cruised with him; and between
them they had all the necessary navigation and
seamanship skills. I was brought along to provide the
luck.
Their plan wag to pick me up at Portrush and take
our departure from there. This duly happened and near
midnight on Sunday, 3rd July we set sail from Portrush
to Rockall.
The wind was south and Malaprop swept out past
Innistrahull into a lumpy sea. Progress was good, if a
little jerky, and soon the harmony of the night was being
rudely marred by the sound of last night’s dinner being
chucked overboard. Malaprop crashed on and breakfast
relentlessly followed. Towards evening on Monday things
began to settle down somewhat. The wind eased, the sea
calmed and the pattern of life on board began to
stabilise.
Ian and I shared one watch whilst Tony and Dave
took the other. It was a good arrangement. Both Ian and
Tony are master navigators and spent the major part of
each watch navigating. In this way Malaprop’s position
was being checked and rechecked practically every hour.
Day and night it continued with a constant succession of
sun, moon and star sights, consul, DF and DR positions.
By contrast Dave and I enjoyed a relaxing sail happy in
the knowledge that if Rockall were to evade such intense
navigators there was little we could to to help matters.
Tuesday brought some fog which added to the
tension of it all but the fog cleared early on Wednesday
morning, unable to match the will of the demon

navigators. Meanwhile Malaprop reached happily
onwards. The southerly, which had blown so steadily for
the past 3 days, finally left us and, on a smooth sea,
beneath a clearing sky we motored steadily towards
Rockall.
Luck was indeed with us and at 11.00 Dave sighted
it dead ahead. In fact he could have seen it earlier but
apparently it had been hidden by the mast. Quite a
tribute to the navigation. The tension which had been
gradually mounting during the past three days suddenly
vanished like a stale smell in a fresh breeze.
Congratulations flowed freely, cameras clicked and
preparations for landing were begun.
The already good conditions improved and, by the
time we reached Rockall, the day was perfect. The sea
was flat and the sun shone. The air was full of buzzing
puffins and soaring fulmars, everywhere there was life
and noise. Although Rockall is, for the most part sheer, it
is pitted with curious fist-sized holes in the rock and
these serve as perfect handholds for the climber. They
also provide sheltered roosts for the seabirds and they
are, consdquently, mostly filled with droppings.
Our flat calm turned out to be a lazy 6 feet swell
which was sufficient to deter the skipper from attempting
a landing. It was therefore left to Dave and myself to
scramble ashore. Once safely established on the rock
Dave began to patiently chip off a few highly-prized
pieces of the crystalline rock whilst I set off for the top.
The climb to the summit is straightforward but
requires care as it is steep and slippy on account of the
bird droppings. On top, apart from the light, there is a
spacious platform of rock just about big enough to take a
deck chair. The last 10 feet of the Rock were, in fact,
dynamited off in 1972 when the light was erected. This
light was only serviced until it was either no longer
required or, more likely, the political end had been met,
and it was then stripped. All that remains now is the light
casing and, surprisingly, some odd pieces of wood which
have been trapped inside. The casing is substantially
constructed of bronze and will undoubtedly last for many
a long year.
There are three bronze plaques inset into the rock
near the summit. One tells of the first helicopter landing
in 1952 when, in a moment of inspired foresight it was
formally claimed for Great Britain. Another records the
building of the platform whilst the third records the
commissioning of the light in 1972.
From the summit the nearby Hasselwood Rock was
clearly visible as a brown smudge beneath the surface 50
yards to the north.
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Oddly enough there was nearly a knot of tide as the
Atlantic drift spilled over the Rockall Bank which is a
mere 30 fathoms deep as compared to the 1000 fathoms
which surrounds it.
In a strange way the stillness of the sea and the
bright sunshine accentuated the vulnerability of the
Rock and although the view was serene the mind’s eye
saw the ferocity of a winter’s gale with great Atlantic
waves crashing over this impudent and stubborn
challenge to the sea’s dominance.
Having savoured a few timeless minutes on the
summit I scrambled down to a handy promontary and
rejoined the dingy by leaping the last 30 feet into the
Atlantic. Dave then jumped off from his stance at the
water’s edge having previously lobbed the precious rock
samples into the dingy.
It was Tony’s turn now, and, clad only in an oversize

pair of purple y-fronts and an inflated life jacket he
swarmed inelegantly but effectively up the rock. Pausing
at the summit only long enough to re-hoist his droping
y-fronts he then swarmed back down again. Having not
really considered a summit attempt as a possibility he
was euphoric and I will long remember the sparkle in his
eye as I helped him into the dingy.
A few moments later we were all safely back on
board Malaprop. We motored slowly around the Rock
carefully avoiding Hasselwood Rock and then, in the
style to which we had become accustomed, the Skipper
produced a bottle of vintage champagne and we all
drank a toast. By 16.30 Rockall had vanished once again
beneath the horizon and it was all just a memory. It
remained calm for the next few hours and we motored
gently over glassy seas under a sombre sky, then a
friendly NW wind appeared and blew us home.

R. C. A. Hill

Roane 1977
In 1977 Roane followed much the same path as she
did in the previous year visiting the N.W. corner of
France and Cornwall. The crew consisted of the owners,
Nancy and Cecil Hall, and Olga and Brian Gale. The
weather was mixed but we had no very bad passages.
There was strong N.E. wind and thunder storm in Scilly
-- also fog. Our landfall in France was in thick weather
and we were well inside Ushant Island before we saw
land. In France we called at Cameret, Brest, Anse de
Auberlach; we had a look at Morgat but preferred
Treboul.
On the way North we called again to Cameret to
L’Abervrach. Most of the time in France there was a cold
wind blowing from the North and it needed a bit of sun to
remind us that it was July. There was more fog in
L’Abervrach which delayed us several days. When we did
leave for Falmouth it was a beautiful morning but before
long we were in thick fog again just in the shipping lane
where we did not want it. We heard the engine of a ship
and felt the wash but she passed ahead alright without us
seeing her. We motored a while and then stopped to
listen and all being quiet moved on again. Suddenly we
came out into bright sunshine and had a grand sail
across the channel with big headsail and mizzen staysail.
By nightfall we were down to staysail and reefed main
with strong wind and rain -- in fact a passage which
produced all sorts of conditions. A couple of days were
spent between Falmouth and Mylor with a voyage up the
Fal thrown in. During this time there was strong N.W.
wind and showers but it moderated to give us quite a
good sail around to Newlyn during which we were
entertained by the R.A.F. giving their annual display.
Rather than go into Newlyn where we were fairly roughly
handled by the fishing boats last year we anchored
outside which was much more satisfactory, the wind
being offshore.
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We then made our way back to Scilly on a beautiful
warm day with not much wind. The main thing about
this was that we completely misjudged the strength of the
North-going tide and finished up by rounding the Seven
Stones light vessel before making back to New Grimsby.
The wind freshened up a bit giving a good sail in, with
the tide race North of Scilly in quite a lively mood.
After a day at anchor in New Grimsby with strong
tide and a big roll coming in which was most
uncomfortable we eventually sailed for home. This
looked as if it could be a fairly unpleasant passage as
there was a nasty Northerly lump and we could not lay
the course -- in fact a motor sailing job. With 28 miles
on the log the steering gear gave trouble, the wheel just
turning free. At the same time the auto pilot failed so the
emergency tiller was shipped. This turned out to be
almost useless in spite of a complicated system of tiller
lines which we rigged. The steering gear appeared to be
alright and the trouble was traced to the top of the
pedestal. A change of fuse fixed the auto pilot and this
brought us back to Scilly. The difficulty turned out to be
the key falling out of the keyway in the pedestal and
falling down to jam the works below and fusing the auto.
The key was found in the engine room after anchoring
and before long we were in business again. All hands
then turned in for a night’s sleep and then we sailed once
more.
This was a most pleasant voyage home, even though
it was engine all the way. The sea had gone down, it was
warm even at night and the sea was full of life. The sort
of night when no one wants to go below. The following
morning was also warm and sunny and this brought us
back into Crosshaven early in the afternoon.
We had about 800 miles on the log and eleven
anchorages for a three weeks holiday. Not a great
achievement but thoroughly enjoyed by all.

A tale of two skippers
J. B. Law
Joint Skippers p Richard Comes, Brian Law
Crew -- Deirdre Comes, Rosie Law, Brian Morrow.
Yacht n Sai See
Class -- Finisterre C. B. Yawl
Dimensions ~ 39"7" x 27’6" x 4’0"
Built n 1960 Hong Kong
It is not every year that circumstances combine to
allow a more ambitious cruise to be planned. Usually
children, in-laws or the twelfth fortnight determine the
range that can be attempted. Over the occasional pint
Dick Comes, of Ainmara fame and I had idly discussed
combining resources and attempting a longer cruise than
either of us could undertake individually. Now, two
skippers in one boat could very well be worse than two
women in a kitchen, but think about it for a moment. We
had sailed on one anothers yachts off and on for four or
five years. We had been on several delivery trips together
and had cruised more or less in company to Brittany last
year. The advantages were enormous, halving the
planning and provisioning, sharing the navigation and
quartering the strain. Think how many times a skipper
does not go to his bunk because of a landfall due in two
hours and then a further two hours pass before making
port. On the other hand imagine your starboard skipper
knowing that at the end of his watch he has four hours
off, free from worry about weather, navigation or sail
change, all safely left in the hands of your port skipper.
Could this be a way of cruising further and more
efficiently? For better or worse and with fingers mentally
crossed we tentatively began planning a trip to the
Azores. The snag here was that while we looked forward
to the 10--14 day passage home, our wives did not -stalemate. Then one lunch time Comesie had a
brainwave. It may just be possible to circumnavigate
Spain and Portugal in the time available if we returned
by the Canal du Midi. Down among the coffee cups came
the Readers Digest Great World Atlas and allowing three
quarters of a match stick to one degree of latitude, it
measures something like 2,600 miles plus the canal, it
may indeed just be possible.
Sai See’s fitting out became more involved, new keel
bolts, rigging checks and repairs, order and fit a spray
hood, more fenders, stronger reefing gear and don’t
forget to replace the windy balls lost last year. Launching
date slipped later and later. Meanwhile charts were
borrowed from Alan Leonard and Michael VilliersStewart, provisioning lists planned and Brian Morrow, a
student at Queen’s University Belfast, agreed to come.
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The starboard skipper worried that if we could not make
Bayona, Spain, in 8 days psychologically ~ve would be off
to a bad start, the portly skipper thought that our worries
would drop with the mooring. March, April and May
passed, both Ainmara and Sai See were launched -- fix
leak in diesel tank, borrow cash and carry card and for
goodness sake don’t forget to organise the Water Guard
for the duty frees. Both portly and starboard were loosing
weight.
Finally it jelled, on Friday, the 24th June, all came
together at Ballydorn quay in Strangford Lough. Sai See
had been stored and provisioned the previous week, just
the fresh food and grip bags to go aboard. What a pile it
made on the jetty, still like each previous load it was
pushed and packed away. Fifteen loaves and eight stones
of potatoes disappeared as had £174.00 worth of tinned
and packeted food and all the conglomoration from calor
gas bottles to charging engine.
Last minute gifts from friends, shouts of good luck
from the quay and we’re off, escorted down the Lough by
friends from D.C.C. They turned for home at the bottom
of Ringhaddy Sound and a feeling of unreality lingers,
can this really be us, bound for the Mediterranean with
six weeks ahead, pinch me quick, somebody threw water
at me to make it real. 2315 hrs. Wind southerly force 4
against the ebb at Strangford bar and it is too dark to
avoid the worst of the overfalls by nipping inside St.
Patrick’s rocks -- unreality how are you. We could have
anchored until s:ack water in Audleys or Cross Roads but
everyone had wanted to keep going, as once one stop is
made the second is too easy. Now we cling grimly in the
cockpit saying little and each thinking "What a start" as
we punch through what was probably the worst seas we
were to meet on the entire trip. Guns Island abeam and
we have left the overfalls behind but still a left over lump
of a sea and headwinds so with engine on its
Dogherty-doherty across Dundrum Bay.
Through the night the picture changes, wind
NW 3----4 and the log entry for 0900 Saturday is
"Beautiful broad reaching, at times touching 8 knots".
Down the Irish coast, across the approaches to the
English Channel and the Bay of Biscay with headwinds
on day 3 which build up to force 6---7 when Dick got
clobbered by a winch handle. Slapped a plaster on his
nose, fed him sea and sympathy and six hours later we
are back to reaches again with morale climbing. Rolling
off the miles, eating like ploughmen and being
mind-blown on Brian Morrow’s stereo. Dolphins playing
round the bows, mizzen Staysail pulling and polishing
the brasses while averaging 71/2 knots on day four.

Sai See under spinnaker to Cadiz
Spinnaker up. Asti Spumanti and cigars in the cockpit
on day five. The log at 2300 hrs. reads "By the lee at
times but beautiful, full moon, dolphins and Kris
Kristofferson on ’phones". Day six bikinis and bathing
suits, nooners out while sailing past Cape Finisterre, a
touching moment that. On Thursday at 2130 hrs. six
days out to the minute we dropped anchor in Bayona.
"Horray! pass up the bubbly!"
Beautiful Bayona, the hospitality of the magnificent
yacht club and of Pepe and Maria Gonzales in the
English speaking Bar Conde and thirty four hours later
we are off to see about these Portugese Trades.
This certainly is sailing, warm gentle north
westerlies, spinnaker, mizzen and the works, ambling
along at five knots while the Ambre Solaire boils away
almost as quick as the beer. We had two days of this lotus
eating, following the spinnaker south along the Spanish
and Portugese coasts. Decks too hot to walk on, the
favourite sun bathing position was right up at the bows
where the down draft of the spinnaker kept the
temperature bearable.
Into Cascais for supplies and a meal ashore then a
sizzling day of motoring to Lagos. Basking on the beach

all day and a night on the town in a Spanish Bodega.
Departed Lagos in a beautiful north westerly breeze.
Spinnaker up pulling like a train, while the crew argue as
to what day it is. Changing down to poled out No. 1 and
the speed dropping from ten to nine and half knots as we
surge off the tops of the waves. The sunset from the
cabin, like a red golden halo around the helmsman’s
head. Creaming along through the night, adrenalin
running high and the boat going like a train and then
identifying the lights of Cadiz at 3.00 a.m. while tearing
down towards them at eight knots. We had averaged
7.1 knots over the 117 miles from weighing anchor until
the engine was started at the harbour entrance. Motoring
into the gigantic port and having our warps taken by a
harbour Police Inspector and a senior Customs Officer,
who, after two scotch for breakfast, did not seal the
bonded stores.
Cadiz is a fabulous concoction of narrow streets and
friendly policemen, ancient chapels and modern port
facilities. We had a paeUa pounding session that night
with the starters ranging from swordfish in wine sauce to
octopus in garlic batter.
Out early next morning bound for Africa and a
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scorching mixture of drifting along under Spinnaker
aided by Dogherty when the speed dropped below two
knots. Into exotic Tangiers by seven that evening, all the
mysteries and secrets of the east slightly dispelled by the
two massive policemen who boarded us in No. 16 boots,
took away our passports and blatantly asked for
cigarettes. Here we hired a guide, whose name naturally
was Mohammed and went on a tour of the city and
Kasbah. Literally hundreds of stalls and shops selling
copper, leather; fruit, cameras, watches, everything you
could think of and probably a lot else besides. A
Moroccan restaurant with five musicians, one of whom
was a juggler, funny little things crawling on the table
and a promise of belly dancers who did not appear as it
was their night off.
Back aboard by half past twelve, we stow our junk
and have supper. This is where the two skipper system
works best, instead of everyone turning in, we check who
had the last midnight to 0400 watch, get the boat out of
harbour and that watch goes below. Thirty miles of
motoring across the straits and by 0615 hrs. of our
sixteenth day from home we are tied up in Sheppard’s
Marina, Gibraltar.
THE MEDITERRANEAN
This is it, Gibraltar and the Mediterranean.
Declared a general holiday and did all the usual things
like washing hair, stowing stores, making friends in the
Marina and having a meal ashore. Next morning up early
in the cable car where our deck gorillas met the Rock
apes. Brian Morrow, taking his training seriously, ran
right around Gibraltar on foot while Dickie, his
navigational instincts ever alert, took a well chosen short
cut and came in a creditable second.
Early afternoon and we are off on a sparkling reach,
wind SW 4--5 gradually falling away through the night.
Next day we had flat seas and little wind, porpoises and
the decks unbearably hot. Logged 4.6 miles in four hours
drifting under spinnaker then started the dreaded
Dogherty again. This set the pattern for the next five
days to your actual "Bally-ally-arics". Mostly light winds
and quite a bit of motoring. We took two afternoons off,
swimming and exploring, calling at Porto del Hornillo
and the Tabarca Islands and arrived Sabina, on
Formentera Island, by Friday evening, the 15th July.
Lunch time Saturday and we motor the three miles
to Espalmador, a privately owned island north of
Formenterra with a well sheltered anchorage to the west
and beautiful beaches. Brilliant sunshine, the anchorage
packed with yachts of all sizes and nationalities, we
anchored a boat’s length from the shore in eight feet and
gazed in amazement at all around us. A Dutch boat to
starboard, the crew sunbathing nude, over to port a
German yacht anchored by the stern, her spinnaker up
and a crew member flying below it, and right ahead were
these birds. Fantastic birds, the variety, the size, the
colour, beautiful topless birds and a few of the

bottomless variety as well. Mind you there was the
occasional swimsuit, mostly inhabited by people over 40
or newcomers like ourselves. For an hour we were
spellbound and then we took the plunge, over the side
that is, to swim ashore and check this all out for
ourselves.
Back aboard, up goes the spinnaker and we really
try the high life. The wind is light, so just a line between
tack and clew, with one sheet as a recovery line. Then
into the water ahead to await lift off. Gomesie being the
lightest is the only one of us to be really airborne so we
pack the gear and vow to try again at the first
opportunity.
Later in the afternoon, Dick and Deirdre, while
walking along the windward shore were amazed to see an
expensive looking speed boat, anchored by the stern and
very low in the water. As they approached, the boat
slowly foundered and the horn began to blow, as water
reached the electrics. Up jumped this chap who had been
sunbathing nude, obviously asleep and began a frantic
dash for the boat, hopping along on one foot as he tried
to climb into his swim suit. He was joined by this
gorgeous Portugese girl. A slightly breathless Gomesie
arrived back on Sai See a few minutes later, explained
the situtaion and said that while he had not felt he could
commit the boat and crew to a rescue, we certainly could
be of help -- then he added that the Portugese girl was
topless.
Armed with two buckets and a plastic basin we set
off at the run, stumbling in our haste across the sand
dunes. We found the boat awash in four feet of water, the
stern gear being damageg by the pounding on the bottom
and the cushions and skis floating ashore. With the help
of the owner, two or three bathers from the beach and the
girl, we managed to hold the stern above water while
three people baled like mad. There was quite a bit of
jockeying for position here as the baling was strenuous
and Carla, the girl, was right in the thick of it. Finally the
speed boat was baled out and the anchor, by now
transferred to the bows, carried out into deeper water.
We then left the owner, Armando Gonzales Orejas, and
the lovely Carla standing by the speed boat and we
hurried back to Sai See, helping Deirdre who had
trodden on a sea urchin during the rescue. Up anchor
and motoring round the island we anchored as close in as
possible and swam a tow line in to the speed boat.
During the tow to Ibiza we came to know Armando
and Carla a little better. Carla is from Cascais, a twenty
year old photographic model and, thank goodness, she
refused the offer of a sweater from Rosie and Deirdre.
Armando appears to be a Spanish gentleman of leisure,
owning apartments in both Madrid and Ibiza where he
spends four months of each year. Later in the evening he
gave us a conducted tour of Ibiza visiting several
side-walk pubs, his apartment and a night club where he
did not appear to pay for anything. This was quite a good
thing as a round of drinks for five cost almost £9.00.
The next day was bright and cloudless, we managed
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Distressed maiden takes wheel. L. to R. Brian Morrow, Brian Law and the lovely Carla. -- Photo R. Gomez

to sail for a couple of hours but around midday, as we
drifted to a stop, all sail came down and we took a swim
in close to 1,000 fathoms. Sky and sea bright blue,
neither land nor ships in sight and the sunlight lancing
deep down into the sea. It was quite an eerie feeling to
swim down under the boat and experience the naked
aloneness that such space and depth can given an
uneasiness at the dark depths below, contrasting with the
maternal plumpness and safety of the hull, gently
rocking above and the relief at climbing back aboard
quickly dispelled by the normality of ones own
environment. Then, Dogherty-dogherty again and by
8.00 p.m. that evening we’re moored stern-to in
Andraitx, Majorca, where the crew quickly hit the high
spots.
After Andraitx we call for the afternoon at Cala
Tuent on the north coast and make a night passage to
Cuidadela the capital of Minorca. On the north coast of
the last island is Cala Morell, a beautiful and little
known anchorage, where we had a very successful
afternoon spinnaker flying and a meal ashore in a cave
fitted out as the ’Resturante Trogloditas’.
Heading northwards now for the Gulfe du Lion we
have to beat into a freshning Tramontana. Short

uncomfortable seas, gradually reducing sail until thirty
hours after leaving Minorca we anchor in the shelter of
Meda Island. The wind had built up to around gale force
and after dragging several times we motored over to
Estartit and berthed in the marina. The chart did not
show a harbour here but the facilities were excellent, if
crowded, in this Costa Brava resort. It was here that the
last of the kitty pesatas were spent, buying a treat of
chips with mayonnaise but, on receiving the bill, the
mayonnaise had to be scraped off and handed back.
Variable weather next day, mostly headwinds, at
times No. 3 and two reefs then by midday swimming
trunks and sunglasses, steering with one foot while eating
Christmas cake and custard. Then an impromptu race
with a large French cutter, we quickly shook out the reefs
and paid more attention to steering. An hour later and
we had drawn ahead, a further half hour and he turned
in towards the coast, in disgust we hope. Sai See self
steering through the night, at midnight the crew feasting
on curried chicken and rice with bread rolls and beer
under the mizzen floodlight. By 0310 hrs. on our
twenty-ninth day from home we are tied alongside a
fishing boat in La Nouvelle, our entrance to the French
canals.

Canal du Midi -- Photo .J.B. Law
CANAL DU MIDI
Up early next morning and preparations begin for the
canal. Close to the tow path a south going boat had left a
pile of old car tyres, most of them already made up with
rope tiers. These and our entire stock of fenders were
strung around the hull and a slip rope arranged each side
so that lifting the rope and hooking it over two
stanchions raised the fenders clear of the water. Sails,
booms and mizzen mast were taken off and preparations
made for lowering the main. This can be lowered from on
board, the forestay is shackled to the ends of the
spinnaker poles which pivot on the coachroof and the
whole lot is lowered by using the mainsheet as a tackle.
We had carried out this operation on five previous
occasions, each time it went smooth as silk, but now,
eight hundred miles from home, things went wrong. The
mast had been lowered to about 45 degrees when
suddenly a pair of blocks pulled apart and the whole lot
came crashing down around us. The mast struck a prop
set up in the mizzen tabernacle, broke this and landed on

the pushpit which further cushioned its fall. We shook
our heads in shock and checked that no one was injured.
Very luckily damage was slight (think of borrowing a
chain saw and looking for a French telegraph pole at
night). A gouge out of the wooden mast was shallow
enough to be filled with isopon and varnished over and
the bent pushpit was straightened in about half an hour.
Just imagine how good the cup of tea tasted at this
point.
Both masts were lifted onto props set in the
tabernacles and the boat clewed up. Burgee at the bows,
French tricoiour amidships and the ensign at the stern,
we take the first look, just before it closes, at 7.00 p.m.
local time. Through this and on to below the second lock
where we tie alongside the bank for the night. Fifty yards
above our mooring is a little cafe, chairs out on the tow
path and a juke box that sticks. A couple of beers, while
we listened to the owner kicking the juke box in French,
and then watch a local bowls match before returning on
board for supper of fresh bread and cheese.
0515 hrs. next morning Gomesie up like flint and off
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to start the lockkeepers dog barking in the hope of an
early start.
0530 hrs. locked through Ecluse du Mandirac. Our
procedure a bit rusty but quickly improving as a system
evolves. The lockkeeper will only open the gate and
paddles of one side and on this lower stretch, they favour
the right hand bank to keep in the shade. A crew
member goes ashore to port, opens his lower gate and
takes the warps. Closing the gate behind us he quickly
opens his near side upper paddle, if possible before the
lockkeeper completes the opposite side. This directs most
of the water across the oval lock, and makes the warps
easier to tend. Leaving the bow line tight with the stern
warp through a snatch block to a sheet winch is easier
than taking in the warps by hand but we eventually
found an ever easier system. The bow warp is made up,
the engine running slowly astern keeps it taut and the
bows are held in. If the tiller is hard over towards the
bank then an occasional kick ahead will keep the stern to
the bank, leaving someone to take in the stern line at
their leisure.

Spinnaker plying at Cala Movell Minorca -- Photo .I.B. Law

Very warm all day, the canal here rises quite quickly
through pleasant countryside and the locks come thick
and fast, up to four basins coupled together and counting
as a single lock. By midday everyone was taking bucket
baths to keep cool and this soon developed into diving
from one side of the filled lock to the other. Most of the
lockkeepers keep well tended gardens and will sell fruit
and vegetables and sometimes wine. We stopped on our
third day to see around a Chateau and stocked up with a
very drinkable claret.
On the fourth morning we took a 25’ French yacht
in tow as they were slower on the long reaches and yet the
lock keepers would hold the lock until they arrived. That
evening we were tied up in the centre of Toulouse and
invited the French crew aboard for a drink. With duty
free whiskey at less than £1.00 per bottle we conspired to
keep their glasses filled and watch the effect.
Unfortunately for that theory they brought with them
two bottles of this delicious rum punch. Whiskey and tin
whistle, rum and mouth organ --boy, it built into some
hangover.

Down locks now and we learn to use a Bargee’s hitch
properly. Each winter as the hard sailing news becomes
less, little pictures of this hitch can be seen in the
yachting magazines, showing an anchor chain made up
around a samson post. In its working life, however, a
bargee’s hitch is a much more noble thing. Your man,
the bargee, drops his bow line over a bollard, ties the
hitch around his samson post and wanders aft to tend his
stern lines. The hitch then cleverly pays out the bow warp
as the barge drops in the lock keeping it taut and under
control.
Most of the canal barges or peniches are beautifully
kept mobile homes as well as being beasts of burden.
Black and massive with rubbing strips picked out in reds
and greens and usually geraniums in pots or flowering
shrubs tucked behind the bulwarks at bow and stern.
Brass scuttles and ventilators gleaming, they carry wine
or grain in bulk and naturally have right of way on the
canal.
We had climbed almost 620 ft. above sea level and
now long winding reaches as the canal drops from the
summit level with the locks further apart and the fields
alongside becoming much larger and flatter. Fields of
vines stretching into the distance, occasional chateaux,
enormous fields of sweetcorn and maize, orchards of
apples and pears all glimpsed through the three hundred
year old trees lining the bank. Little black rush cutters
punts, hump backed stone bridges, lockkeepers cottages
surrounded by flowers and blooms with usually a vine
rambling up to the eaves and perhaps a family of ducks
swimming across the locks as we emerge.
By 8.00 a.m. on our eighth morning we are through
the last two locks and into the Garonne river. Here the
scenery is a complete change, wide and shallow, the
channel meanders between sand banks and shoals.
Wooded banks cut deep below the surrounding
countryside bear the scars of constant flooding. Trees
torn out, parts of the bank scoured bare of begetation
and further down the tangle of trees and bushes caught
and held in untidy heaps. Every hundred yards or so are
odd little black fishermen’s cabins, built up on stilts,
fifteen feet above the water, each with a pole derrick to
lift their net which, with its pole frame work, look like the
sails of a windmill.
We stop in a marina two miles below Bordeaux,
unrig our corset oftyres and fenders and raise the masts.
By six o’clock that evening we are ready for sea and
setting up one of our spinnaker poles as a derrick, we
step the mast of the French yacht.
Next morning a very depressing journey down the
Gironde Estuary. With up to eight knots of tide below us
we motor directly into a north westerly wind of
force 4---5. Bright sun but very uncomfortable short
muddy seas. After washing enough mud from the side
decks to grow potatoes we reach Royan and have quite a
job finding enough room to tie up in a vastly overcrowded
marina. Quite a touristy town but next morning we make
two journeys with a borrowed shopping trolley from the

supermarket to the marina. Fresh bread, milk and a
couple of bottles of claret each plus a few of plonk for the
kitty. I don’t think we were quite winevictims by this
stage but, certainly a meal without wine was about as
popular as a caterpillar in a vegetarian salad.
Departed at 1620 hrs. from Royan on Monday 1st
August, our thirty-eighth day from home and began the
homeward trip in light north easterly winds. We had
these delaying head winds right up the Brittany coast and
this meant that we could not call at La Rochelle or
Audierne as planned. By the fourth evening out the wind
went south westerly and gradually built up to gale
conditions through the night. A screaming reach past the
Scillies in very big seas and next morning the wind veered
back to north east leaving a very confused and
uncomfortable sea. At the midday change of watch as
Dick was half way out of the weather pilot berth, a
sudden lurch shot him across the saloon to strike his
forehead on the cabin table. Blood everywhere but
luckily, the cut is mostly in his hairline so the scar should
not show for a few years yet! With the wind forward of
the beam Sai See was trimmed to sail herself so that the
first aid and the now disturbed watches were not such a
problem, while making a landfall at the Tiskar.
Wind falling light the next afternoon, sail down and
a happy hour with the crew in the cockpit and the rum
bottle out as we take the scenic route through Dalkey
Sound. Back to normal watches by evening the wind
picks up again and we close reach past Rockabill and on
across Dundrum Bay through the night. For almost the
first time on the cruise the off watch are up half an hour
early next morning to see us into Strangford Lough. The
mists drift and mix with the early morning chimney
smoke as the houses of Portaferry emerge one by one
from behind Rue Point. Across the narrows the first ferry
of the day gingerly emerges from the trees that still hide
Strangford village. Forty four days and three thousand
miles since we last saw these sights. Good old Sai See.
0820 hrs. Sunday 7th August, tied up alongside
Ainmara at Portaferry.
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SAI SEE 1977
Port to Port
Distance

Departed

To

Ballydorn Strangford
Bayona
Cascais
Lagos
Cadiz
Tangier
Gibraltar
Pro. Del Hornillo
Tabarca Is.
Sabina
Espalmador
Ibiza
Andraitx
Cala Tuent
Cuidadela
Cala Morell
Medd. Is.
Estartit
La Nouvelle
Bordeaux
Royan
Portaferry

Bayona
Cascais
Lagos
Cadiz
Tangier
Gibraltar
Pto. Del Hornillo
Tabarca Is.
Sabina
Espalmador
Ibiza
Andraitx
Cala Tuent
Cuidadela
Cala Morell
Medd. Is.
Estartit
La Nouvelle
Bordeaux
Royan
Portaferry
Ballydorn

762
212
120
119
55
30
205
82
98
3
8
60
33
49
6
124
25
63
282
62
595
7.5

Hrs.
Engine
6.45
7.20
22.10
0.25
6.45
4.45
19.50
14.30
9.00
0.50
3.00
9.00
5.05
8.10
1.15
4.20
0.30
0.15
192 Canal
10,30
10.15
1.30

2,978 nautical miles

20 Foreign ports and 8 night stops in Canal in 44 days - Canal 121 locks, 148 lock basins 282 miles 31 days 15 hours elapsed time under way.
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Av.

Speed.
5.3
4.8
5.3
6.7
4.8
6.3
4.6
5.7
2.9
5.5
2.7
5.6
6.6
4.9
3.3
4.3
5.0
3.4
2.9
5.9
4.4
4.7
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To Lambay via Pentland Firth and
Corryvreachan
John Guinness
Deerhound is a G.R.P. Hood 50’ Ketch designed by
Ted Hood with a Tyler hull fitted out by C. F. Perrin of
Southampton in 1970. I bought her in the autumn of
1975, and am carrying out considerable internal modifications, which will not be completed for several years.
Last winter I completely rebuilt the galley, installing
a large Kenyon 3 ring gas cooker with grill and oven and
double sink, mounted midship with the basins fore and
aft. This layout has proved excellent as there is no need
to tie oneself in when at sea and in harbour, the sink is
accessable from both sides.
I also installed a Webasto 16000 B.T.U. heater
which burns diesel fuel and through a heat exchanger
produces warm air which makes living on board even in
the wettest weather, warm, dry and comfortable.
This year we decided to circumnavigate Britain,
firstly, so as Deerhound could be used as a dormitory for
Jennifer and crew at Torbay where she took part in the
Edinburgh Cup Dragon series in mid June. Secondly, I
wanted to be present at the Silver Jubilee Review of the
fleet at Spithead at the end of June, since as a
Commissioner of Irish Lights I had been invited to attend
on board Granuaile, the Irish Lights vessel. Our hull
needed to be repainted and numerous other jobs needed
to be done, so we took the opportunity of leaving her at
Moodys for a three week refit before we set out on our
real holiday.
The Review of the fleet was most spectacular, with
over 160 vessels of all types ranging from sail training
vessels through fishing boats, life boats, vast merehant
ships, to naval ships from N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth
countries. We spent two most interesting days sailing
alongside the assembled fleet. At times the whole surface
of the Solent stood on end with the continual traffic of
multitudes of small pleasure boats and yachts all
enjoying the spectacle of the Royal Navy at anchor,
possibly the last such assembly of warships that will be
seen. Submarines and their guided missiles seem to be
the navy of the future. Our berth was at Camper &
Nicholsons at Gosport, directly opposite H.M.Y.
Brittaina.
At lunch time on the 27th July we slipped from
Moodys, having spent the previous day victualling and
storing ship. On board were Davy and Francie McBride,
our son Ian, Jonathan Streete, Jennifer and I. Exactly
five days and 760 miles later, we entered Lerwick
Harbour in the Shetlands, having averaged just over
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6.3 knots. We had had a most pleasant passage and were
basically on the wind after we passed Dover. Fortunately
we had reasonable visibility when crossing the Thames
Estuary and making our way north to Flambrough Head,
before we lost sight of land below the horizon. I found the
I.A.L.A. buoyage system very easy to grasp; however,
there are so many buoys and so many hazards it is
essential to go close to the buoys to obtain positive
identification. We were somewhat alarmed by a series of
water spouts which formed at the edge of a heavy
thunderstorm. Luckily, none came very close; I shudder
to think what would happen if we had become enveloped
in one, but they were menacing enough for us to lower
the genoa when we were waiting for them to move.
Moodys installed a Neco Auto pilot for us. It works
either by reference to a magnetic compass or alternatively to a wind vane. I was slightly sceptical about its
ability but I can now say that Charles Albert (such is his
name) is a most admirable gentleman -- he steers a
perfect course, beats better than a human, does not eat,
drink or answer back, his only fault -- he does not like
running in a following sea with spinnaker set -- then he
asks for and gets a holiday!
We passed close to quite a number of oil and gas
structures, varying from flimsy looking gas production
platforms in the Wash to semi submersible prospecting
rigs and the really massive oil production platforms at
Claymore, off Aberdeen, which we passed at dusk. Away
over the horizon we saw the gas flare of the Piperfield,
which we at first mistook for the moon, until it started
pulsing like a pampas grass blowing in the wind.
At breakfast time on 1st August we picked up
Sumburgh Head Shetland on the Radar, since we were in
fog with visibility of less than IA mile. As we sailed on
towards Lerwick the sun came out to welcome us to the
most beautiful heather covered islands of the Shetlands.
For the next five days we cruised amongst them, enjoying
the magnificent wild and rugged scenery.
The
Shetlanders are a proud island race, determined to
remain independent from the mainlanders. Their hardworking industrious temperament is manifest in the
prosperity of each island, large or small. There is the
traditional cottage knitting industry for the women,
fishing for the men and now, of course, oil. The income
which will flow from the oil terminals is likely to be wisely
spent by the Sheltna Shetland Island Council and there is
no sign of the character of the islands changing, except in

Deerhound at anchor in Fair Isle -- Photo John Guinness
a few places close to the construction works at Sullom
Voe, where we found some of the hostelries less than
welcoming.
The sea abounds with birds, many common to our
waters. There were numerous puffins, eider duck,
fulmars and little auks. We were fascinated to watch full
grown gannets being forced to disgorge their catch by
several great skuas. Being so far north, the nesting
season is late and we were surprised by the number of
fledglings.
The anchorages are rugged and the bottom coated
with enormous wads of kelp, but it is easy fo rind a snug
anchorage in the many voew (fjord type inlets). Such a
place was Hammar Voe near Hillswick on the west coast,
where we rode out a N/NW gale in absolute comfort.
At Scalloway, Jack Wolfe, Vice-Commodore, Irish
Cruising Club, joined us for the remainder of our cruise.
We were there during the Jubilee Regatta, which drew
numerous dinghys of varying types, by far the most
beautiful being Shetland Models, which are double
ended clinker boats about 20 feet overall. They have no
particular sail plan and some sport 505 mainsails, whilst
the more pedestrian carry Enterprise. The festive air
generated by the Regatta was infectious.
When we left for Kirkwall at 0400 the next day we
could hear the revellers on their way home.
Luckily we were able to land at Fair Isle, which is a
bird sanctuary, on a beautiful sunny day and spent a few
hours walking on the island, which is very reminiscent of
4O

Lambay, but much larger. Most of the birds still had
young in their nests, especially the puffins and
guillemots. Much against our will, we had to push on as
Davy McBride and Ian’s friend had to catch a ferry from
the Orkneys early the next morning.
The first two weeks had been cold and not
particularly sunny but from now on we were blessed with
clear skies and free winds until the day we reached home,
with only minor exceptions. We probably saw the
Orkneys looking their best, the northern isles are low and
very fertile, with substantial farms, well kept. Kirkwall is
a busy prosperous town with many good shops, although
expensive.
We spent a night anchored off Whitehall Stromsay,
which, between the wars was the centre of the herring
industry and at times had over 1200 women cleaning and
salting the fish. All that remains of the once prosperous
industry are the ruins of the huts where the women had
lived. We sailed around to Scapaflow via the Pentland
Firth. The day was fine and the tide right, so it didn’t
look particularly menacing. However, next morning at
our anchorage near the Longhope life boat station we
were in thick fog and awoke to the sound of fog horns
and could well imagine the unpleasantness of the Firth in
such conditions. Several days later we heard than an
American tanker had run aground on the Pentland Firth
that morning!
Scapa Flow shows little signs of all that happened
there since the beginning of the century and is only

marred by the Occidental Refinery. Luckily the wind was
N/E and we were able to anchor offthe ancient stone age
village of Skara Brae, which was discovered in 1928, after
the foreshore was washed away in heavy gales. We spent
the night at Stromness, a most pleasant small town with
narrow paved streets and solid but attractive stone
houses.
Next morning in a strong S.E. breeze we sailed out
past the Old Man of Hoy, a most spectacular 600 foot
pinnacle standing out from the cliffs. We made excellent
time to the entrance to Lough Eribol but when the wind
dropped took the opportunity to press on -- became
most unpopular as we did not reach Lock Inchard some
30 miles further on until it was dark.
Having reached the mainland we had just over ten
days before we were due home. We arrived at Stornaway
late on 12th August, where we were met by a relieved
Mary Stewart; we had made a muddle and had
anticipated her arrival 24 hours later. Bud Bryce, ICC
was also due to meet us but he missed his connection in
Glasgow and was unable to get to us.
As part of the safety equipment on board I consider
that a radio telephone is most important. Double side
band radio will shortly be obsolete, thus I installed a
Sailor multi channel VHF radio during the winter,
reckoning that single side band medium frequency
equipment is too expensive. I did not realise at the time
how useful VHF can be in British waters. The Coastguard maintains continuous watch and within a few
years there will be a complete network around the coast

which will enable any VHF operator to communicate
with the shore, irrespective of where he is. We found the
Coastguard and harbour officials everywhere were
extremely courteous and went out of their way to be
helpful.
On our way south we sailed around the vast concrete
production platform built at a cost of over £100m. in
Loch Kishorn, it floats about 400 feet above the surface
and contains vast storage tanks. It is the world’s largest
concrete structure and will be the heart of the Ninian
Central Production platform. We stopped at Loch Alsh
for water and fuel and after that had a magnificent day’s
run with spinnaker set through the Kyles and on to
Tobermoray to excellent hospitality of the Mishnish.
We were lucky to pass Staffa (Fingal’s Cave) in ideal
conditions; we explored it in the rubber dinghy. In Loch
na Keal we anchored at Ulva Ferry and some friends of
mine, Cdr. and Mrs. Sutcliffe gave us hot baths and a
most enjoyable meal. We next called on David Todd, a
friend of Jack Wolfes’, who lives on Oronsay in the
summer time and visited the Church where the Monks
carved magnificent gravestones, which were exported all
over Scotland in the 13th century. We felt our way into
Tarbert west Jura in the pitch darkness, using radar and
were horrified by the mass of nasty rocks which showed
in daylight. The purpose of this adventure was to see the
most impressive raised beach. The level of the loch hass
dropped about 70 feet, leaving behind massive piles of
rounded boulders stacked up and graded by the sea
thousands of years ago and only disturbed by the tracks

The Ninian Central Production Platform at Loch Kishorn -- Photo John Summers.
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of deer coming down to lick the salt at the water’s edge.
Having a little time in hand we back tracked up to Lough
Craignish via the Corryvreachan. I had never really
considered going through the Gulf but it so happened
that the tides were right so we made up our minds to try.
We arrived at dusk just before the tide began to ebb.
Such wind as there was, was coming out of the Gulf at
the same speed as the tide, causing the surface of the sea
to be icy calm with tiny whirlpools. The rocks of the Jura
shore was bleak and barren as is the whole island of
Scarba on the north, utterly desolate and forbidding. If it
is so unpleasant and eerie in a calm, what is it like on a
rough day. It is easy to imagine it inhabited by witches
and evil spirits who lure such intrepid sailors into
whirlpools.

We left on our passage back home from Gigha,
stopping at Mew Island (Copelands) to visit the lighthouse where we were made most welcome. Having had
following winds most of the way it fell light during the
night and we had to motor until breakfast time, when the
wind headed us and we had to beat back from Lambay to
Howth.
Deerhound had been away for just over ten weeks
and been used for various purposes. In the five weeks I
was aboard we covered 2200 miles and visited over 45
ports or anchorages. She is turning out to be an excellent
vessel for the type of sailing we like. Apart from the size
and weight of the headsails she is incredibly easy to
handle in all conditions.

DEERHOUND 1977
June
lO-12
25-26
27-29

Howth - Torbay
Torbay - Gosport
Solent.

Distance
316
98
50

27 July1 Aug.

Hamble- Lerwick

763

Shetlands
Lerwick - Outskerries via Whalsay
Outskerries/Baltasund via Wick of Tresla Fetlar, Mid Yell Voe
and Middlesborough.
Baltasund - Hillswick, via Mukkle, Flugga and Sullom Voe.
Storm bound at Hammar Voe (Hammar Voe/Hillswick/
Hammar Voe)
Hammar Voe - Scalloway via Papa Stour sound
Scalloway - Kirkwall via Fair Isle.
Orkneys
Kirkwall to Whitehall, Stromsay.
Whitehall to Longhope (Scapa Flow) via Pentland Firth
and Whitehall Bay.
10

"

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Longhope to Stromness via Skara Brae
Stromness- Loch lnchard
Loch lnchard to Stornaway, via Loch Cairnbawn
Stornaway to Loch Erisort
Loch Erisort to Loch Shell
Loch Shell to Upper Loch Torridan via Sheildag
Upper Loch Torridan to Poll Domhain via Portree
Po|l Domhain to Tobermoray via Loch Kishorn and Kyle Alsh.
Tobermoray to Ulva Ferry Loch na Keal via Staffa.
Ulva Ferry to Tarbert West Jura via Oronsay.
Tarbert to Lough Craigish via Corryvreachan
Lough Craigish to Gigha via Crinan
Gigha to Howth via Mew Island

6.36

Engine
4 hrs.
2 "
5 "
30 "

32

1 "

35
74

2 "
8 "

4

1

’~

34
93

1 "
7 "

21

1 "

50

3 "

78
64
9
14
45
40
65
28
49
24
32
144

4 "
5 "

2191
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Speed
6.45
6.13

1
4
2
3
2
3
2
2
7

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

101 hrs.

~, SHETLANDS
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DEERHOUND
1977
CIRCUMNAVIGATION OF THE ISLAND OF
BRITAIN
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DEPART
RETURN
TORBAY 12 DAYS
SOLENT 30 DAYS
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Once more to the South and West in Tosca IV.
Hugh Kennedy
1976 had seen the installation of a Volvo Pente
MD 2B diesel engine in Tosca, which made a
tremendous improvement in her performance. The
previous engine, a Coventry Victor 14/16, gave a speed of
about 4 knots in calm conditions, at a gallon of petrol per
hour. The MD 2B at 1700 revs gives 5.5 to 6 knots, at
3 hours to the gallon of fuel. With a tank capacity of 14
gallons Tosca now has a minimum range of over 200
miles, whereas previously it was about 50. A folding
propellor ensured that her sailing qualities were not
impaired.
In 1977 Tosca had been launched (late as usual!)
and was almost ready for sea, by the 12th July. That
auspicious day dawned promisingly, the forecast being
for sunshine but with some mist or fog. Tosca was not
quite shipshape, as two new sheet winches had yet to be
bolted down, the ship’s compass had to be secured in
posibion, and (inter alia) the navigation lights and
masthead lights had to be connected; but the fuel and
water tanks were filled and stores (solid and liquid) were
aboard and stowed. The crew, consisting of Dr. J. Oliver
Woods from Armagh, Fergus McCartan from Belfast,
and yours truly, met at Royal Ulster Yacht Club. We had
lunch on the lawn where could enjoy Sean McCabe’s
excellent fare and at the same time watch the racing of
I.S.O.R.A. week then in progress upon the Lough before
us. We planned to set sail on that afternoon and to
collect my brother-in-law, Arthur Moynihan, in Dun
Laoghaire on the following morning at about 8 a.m. As
low water was approximately at 15.00 hours on the 12th
July, we intended to take advantage of the strong
south-going tide to carry us from Donaghadee Sound
past the Ards Peninsula and down to St. John’s Point.
The moorings were cast off at 14.40 and since the wind
was very light, we motored off to the East at 5.5 knots.
Very soon we cleared the South Briggs, but before we
arrived at Donaghadee Sound the mist thickened and
visibility closed down to such an extent that the compass
had speedily to be fixed in its position. After setting and
following a compass course, the Deputy and Governor
buoys appeared as expected, and, with increasing
visibility, Donaghadee Pier showed up. Very soon
sunshine re-appeared, and after clearing the bumpy
waters of Donaghadee Sound, Tosca settled down to a
pleasant passage for Skulmartin Buoy and the South
Rock light vessel. An entry in the log at 17.20 discloses
the Skulmartin Buoy abeam and "skipper still mucking
around". Soon the carpentry work on board was well in
hand so we enjoyed gins and tonics all round. At 18.30
the South Rock light vessel was logged as abeam and the
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course was set for the Kish light. The night of the
12th/13th July was calm and very dark, and since no
breeze interrrupted the stillness we continued to motor at
just under 6 knots. At 2.45 Fergus sighted Rockabill light
on the bow, which showed we had come somewhat to the
west of our course so we altered to a fresh course, to take
us to the Kish. At 4.40 Rockabill was abeam at 2 miles to
the west and we continued motoring uneventfully. At
06.15 the breeze freshened up sufficiently to invite the
setting of canvas, so we rounded up and set the main and
the No. 2 jib. The engine was stopped and the ship sailed
steadily south, but by this time, the sea between Lambay
Island and Howth Head was rather lumpy, so that the
going was not really very pleasant. At 08.30 Howth Head
was abeam and as we turned into Dublin Bay the
anticipated sunny morning had not materialised. As we
approached Dun Laoghaire Harbour it was decided to
revert to power, and here I experienced a really black
moment. When the motor was started, for some reason,
it would not drive the ship. Inspection revealed that the
shaft was turning, so an instant assessment was that the
propeller (newly fixed) had fallen offl (Since last year I
had changed over from a single pivot to a double pivot
folding propeller.) However, it was then discovered that
the new folding propeller was loath to open at any time,
and the only way to make the blades open with certainty
was to put the engine into reverse -- which apparently
threw the propellor blades open, and then to put her into
forward gear. Having made this important discovery, we
motored into Dun Laoghaire Harbour flying the Q flat,
and were shown to a visitors’ mooring by the ever helpful
boatman from the Royal Irish Yacht Club. We had logge
d90 miles from Ballyholme and had been at sea for 19
hours, of which only 21A hours had been under sail.
Arthur was awaiting us with 4 fresh steaks for
dinner that evening, and we went ashore, purchased a
new water carrier and set off again at 11.00 hours,
anxious to catch the south-going ebb tide which had
already begun to run outside.
Tosca had now acquired its full complement of
crew, and four contented and relaxed men set about
making a passage to Baltimore. As the breeze was steady
and from the north east we hoisted all sail, including
spinnaker, and set a course for the Breaches Buoy.
Visibility increased and the late morning and afternoon
provided ideal conditions for sailing. At 12 noon the
Muglins were abeam, and in due order the Mouldich
Bank Buoy and the Breaches Shoal Buoy showed up and
were logged. Though conditions were good, visibility was
far from excellent and a careful watch was kept for the

India Bank South Buoy. When sighted it gave us a E.T.A. for 23.00 hours. At 19.50 hours the Galley Head
certain take-off point to clear the Arklow Banks which was abeam and the entry in the log discloses "Dinner is
we were anxious to pass on the outside, so a course was served -- superboI" Here a special compliment must be
set to pick up the No. 1 Arklow Bank Buoy; which was passed to Fergus, who took full advantage of the smooth
logged as close abeam at 15.40. We then picked our way going on this trip to cook three excellent dinners on the
to the east of the bank from buoy to buoy and at 18.09 three nights we were at sea. He had provided himself with
the Arklow Lanby Buoy itself was about IIA miles due a selection of fresh vegetables from his own garden, and
west. With the smooth going, chart work was a pleasure. used some garlic to great effect. After clearing Toe Head,
Having tried all sorts of instruments for laying off inside the Stags, a course was set to clear the Kedges, and
courses, from the traditional parallel rules to the soon Tosca swung North into the entrance of Baltimore.
navigational set squares recommended by Mary Blewitt, At 23.00 the flashing Loe Buoy in the mouth of the
I found the easiest to operate was the "Hurst Plotter" harbour was close abeam, and Tosca motored quietly
into the shelter of Baltimore Harbour. It was a
supplied by Messrs. Brooks & Gatehouse.
We continued to run smoothly and swiftly before the memorable sight. The glassy calm water reflected all the
lights of the little village nestling above and around the
force 4 north easterly. By the late afternoon the tide had
turned against us, but the going was very smooth. harbour. We tied up alongside a friendly salmon boat at
Unfortunately the foot of the spinnaker began to tear so the North quay, and enjoyed a glass of Scotch. We had
it was lowered and the Genoa boomed out in its place. logged 289 miles from Ballyholme and 199 from Dun
Tosca continued to make good speed, bowling along Laoghaire. The passage from Dun Laoghaire took under
pleasantly before the wind. The only water which came 36 hours, of which less than 8 was under engine.
During the months of July and August, Tosca made
on deck during the whole trip were the sprinkles of spray
which spattered the foredeck from her bow-wash as she the now customary trips to Hare Island, Cape Clear,
ran with the spinnaker. After clearing the Arklow Buoy, Crookhaven and Schull. A place well Worth visiting in a
north to west wind is Toormore Bay. There is plent~ of
the course was set for "the Tuskar" and its powerful light
was duly sighted at 22.20. The tide was due to turn in our water up to the head of the Bay, with a delightful beach
for family picnicing and bathing to the west of Toormore
favour within an hour, and just after midnight we sped
around Carnsore Point with the tide under us and the Cove. Toormore Cove itself was too narrow to invite
exploration, although there are some permanent
great sweeps of the lighthouse beams away to the East.
The log records that the passage through the Bailies moorings inside.
One day we had an unfortunate experience when
produced "bumpy going". The log showed that the
Tuskar light was to port at 00.10, and that we had run 76 Tosca, with a very full complement aboard, was on a visit
miles from Dun Laoghaire, with 123 left to Baltimore. to North Harbour, Cape Clear. Having arrived and
The tide which had now been running south and west moored by kedge inside the harbour entrance, after
would continue to carry us past the Conningbeg Light lunch we decided to motor over to the quay wall for ease
Vessel and the Saltees. After clearing the Bailies the sea
of disembarcation. Unfortunately I omitted to re-check
smoothed considerably and we hauled our wind on
that there were no ropes hanging over the side before
course for the Barrels Buoy. The BBC shipping forecast starting the engine, which meant that the genoa sheet
for the Fastnet area promised a 3 or 4, locally 5, north fouled the propeller. Although I quickly saw what had
east wind. The Barrels were abeam at 02.45. It was a happened and threw the engine into neutral, it was to
beautiful night for sailing, a steady favourable breeze late; the end of the sheet was badly frayed and the
and smooth sea. The 14th July was a beautiful day and flexible coupling between engine and shaft was ruptured.
we enjoyed the warm sunshine, the favourable breeze,
I had had the engine flexibly mounted to provide a quiet
installation, which involved using either a flexible
and the steady motion of the ship. It had been decided
that if the boat speed dropped below 4tA knots the engine coupling or a flexible bearing; since the latter wasn’t
would be started because there was a distinct possibility feasible with the existint tube in the ship, I had to use a
that by maintaining progress we could make Baltimore flexible coupling. The result was that we were left on that
before midnight that night. Indeed in the early afternoon day with a falling wind, 5 adults and 9 children aboard,
I confidently gave, as E.T.A. for Baltimore 23.00 hours, and no means of propulsion back to Baltimore, a
but the crew were slightly sceptical. At 13.15 we were distance of about 10 miles. However, a friendly English
abeam of the Pollock Rock Buoy, but the wind was motor cruiser saw our predicament and towed us back to
fading. At 15.15, having travelled 81 miles from Carnsore Baltimore -- using the Gasganane Sound passage.
The shaft was obviously badly bent and could not be
Point, the engine was re-started. At 17.00 the Old Head
of Kinsale was abeam and we set course 260 degrees for salvaged. I cut the s.s. 1Vs inch shaft on the inside with a
hacksaw and then went over the side, and with a rope
the Galley Head. Since the west going ebb stream was
due to start to run at 19.11 hours, we were going to have secured the remainder of the shaft and propeller. A crew
the tide under us at the next three headlands, i.e. the member positioned himself inside the boat armed with a
Seven Heads, the Galley Head and the Toe Head, and so plug and heavy hammer, and as I slowly withdrew the
I was reasonably confident that we would make the shaft from the outside he drove the plug into the tube on
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the inside. Then, two days later, having had a new shaft
made up in Cork, I laid Tosca alongside the slipway at
Baltimore on a falling tide, and inserted a new shaft from
without. It was then a relatively easy matter to replace
the coupling (a Volvo Penta clamp coupling) on the
inside end of the shaft, and so to recouple the shaft to the
engine.
This meant that I did not replace the flexible
coupling but, on advice, I decided that I could dispense
with a flexible coupling at least for the remainder of the
season. There is a distance of about 9" between the end
of the stern tube and the aft face of the engine, and
although the engine is flexible mounted, the direct
connection between the propeller shaft on a fixed bearing

seemed to work very efficiently.
Because of commitments at home I hadn’t sufficient
time to bring Tosca back to her home moorings at
Ballyholme, so she was entrusted to Andrew Stott of
Rossbrin Cove, who had a largely leisurely and
uneventful passage with stops at Kinsale (to avoid the
gale on August 27th), Crosshaven, Dunmore, Dun
Laoghaire and Kilkeel.
Tosca isa now stripped out and shored up for the
winter, and we are wondering whether next year we
might try a passage round by the North West of Ireland.
Those who have sailed around that way seem very
enthusiastic.

An Epitome from Peter Mullins
I have nearly spent as much time deciding into
which category I should put myself as I have taken in
writing this epitome. I feel "I cannot write" would be
incongruous to my position as your Honorary Secretary
and an insult toyou Committee. To think "I will not" is
nearly true because I started this log while on holiday in
the Mediterrannean and left the copy on board, started
another and lost it and by the time I got around to
writing this summary I had forgotten where I had been
and who I was with. "I am too lazy", this could be true
but I would not like to admit it so for future years I think
we will add "I am too busy".
My season’s sailing commenced at Easter, taking
delivery of my father’s Nicholson 44 Maid of Killeen
from Campers to Dun Laoghaire. I was lucky to have
aboard the owner, Reggie Lee, Michael O’Leary and
Andrew Curtain, whom I had not shipped with since our
cruise to the Lafoten Islands with the late Dr. Ninian
Falkiner in Felise in 1970. We left Gosport on Good
Friday evening and made fast but cold passage to
Falmouth in 25 hours, in mainly light to variable winds.
Here we met Ronnie Slater also making his delivery
passage in his new Nic 39. We departed Falmouth at
1.500 hours Sunday and enjoyed a fine broad reach to the
Lizard when we were headed and had to beat to Lundy in
a force 5/6. Luckily the wind freed us to fetch the Tuskar
and home in a spanking 6/7 increasing to force 8 when
we arrived in Dun Laoghaire. The Maid of Killeen
proved an excellent cruising yacht and the passage was
made that much easier with the aid of a Neco auto pilot.
Still I wished the Westabo heating had worked. Having
to take care on an icy deck brought back memories.
Having acquired Tagnar last year in partnership
with Jennifer Guinness, the season was devoted to serious
one design racing. We campaigned the Dragon in the
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Irish Open Dragon Championship, The Edinburgh Cup,
South of Ireland Dragon Championship and the Gold
Cup. Our success was mixed something like the curate’s
egg -- good in parts -- or like my old school report
"tried hard but could do better". However, we enjoyed a
popular win in the Edinburgh Cup and finished fifteenth
out of sixty three. In the South of Ireland Dragon
Championship I surprised myself by coming third overall
with Rory O’Hanlon and Stanley Dyke as crew. In the
Gold Cup we were robbed of a gun and had to be content
with second place in one race and ninth overall. All this
had really nothing I know to do with cruising, except
possibly that the Dragon yacht, which in my mind is one
of the prettiest boats built, is now over fifty years old and
was originally designed by Annker as a poor man’s
cruiser for Scandinavian waters. It is hard to believe that
a new fibre glass Dragon in full racing trim now costs in
the region of £12,000.
As soon as the racing was over, I was fortunate once
again to be offered the use of Meermin for a fortnight in
the Mediterrannean. This year my crew consisted of
Michael O’Leary, Chris McCann, Richard Stapleton,
Dara Tracey, Ruth Ashenhurst, Rosemary Harvey and
others (from time to time). We made one short cruise in
company with Maid of Killeen and Elenora (Roy
Donovan R. St. G. Y. C.) and visited Ibiza Town and
L’Espalmador, a beautifully unspoiled lagoon, a popular
anchorage between Ibiza and Formemtora, popular also
to those wishing to commune with nature. The flesh pots
of Andraitx proved too much of a temptation to the crew
so for the second week I joined my father, Barney Heron,
Andrew Curtain and his wife, and enjoyed a fine sail
around the Island visiting Cabrara, Porto Cristo, Porto
Petro and AIcudia.
A full and enjoyable Seasons yachting.

A man in three boats
John Harbison
The 1977 season offered the prospect of joining in three very different cruises, two in the relaxing roles of crew
(rank unspecified) and one as delivery skipper. I relate them in chronological order.
1. THE RETURN OF SAFINA
Safina, Swahili for Noah’s Ark, is a South Coast
One Design sloop. Winkie Nixon had sailed John
Roche’s boat up to Stornoway, thus John, Denis Drum
and myself could enjoy more distant ports in one
fortnight by flying there and joining Winkle for the
homeward leg. The details of the voyage are chronicled
elsewhere in this Annual by Winkie, so I will confine
myself to impressions. Stornoway was a quiet harbour
but a busy, hard-drinking town. The town’s whiskey
consumption we later heard, is legendary and we were
there on a Saturday night.
With morning departure imminent, essential stores
were acquired in the form of Talisker, Lagavullin,
Glenmorangie and a miniature McCallaUan Glenlivet.

When Winkie and Denis had turned in, the skipper and
myself took to sampling and comparing the malts over a
bit of conversation in the cockpit. This practice, which
became a ritual throughout the cruise, was one of the
most relaxing moments of the day, made all the more so
by that beautiful northern twilight, known in the
Shetlands as the "Simmer Dim". The next day saw our
departure for Scalpay, an island two-thirds the way down
the east coast of Harris. Scalpay is pretty but
uninteresting, and we saw it on the Sabbath when people
kept out of sight. There is no pub on the island but
several little shops. Monday brought us to Loch Rodel,
the last anchorage on Harris when bound south. Rodel
was the most hospitable and enjoyable call on the return
voyage. The settlement comprises the hotel, a few chalets

Stornaway was a quiet harbour but a busy, hard-drinking town. -- Photo W. M. Nixon
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attached to it and the oldest church on the island. The
hotel is a museum piece, with Victorian furnishings in
the drawing-room, and a corrugated iron bar at the back.
The crew then explored the church whilst your scribe
climbed a hill and gathered white heather to attach to the
pulpit as a trophy and all returned to the hotel for an
excellent dinner. The hotel bar is the only pub for miles
so it is hectic at night. We nearly went to the
neighbouring village of Leverburgh for a ceili, but
insufficient petrol remained in the hotel pump to propel
us there. Instead the ship’s company ended up in the
hotel kitchen, buying lengths of Harris tweed.
The following day, Tuesday was our day and night
of solitude, as the only boat in Loch Skiport, South Uist.
The post office mentioned in the Clyde Cruising Club
Directions is now totally abandoned, with broken
telephone wires hanging down from some of the poles. A
derelict fleet of trucks is littered around the building, in
which I found a woman’s magazine dated 1956.
The place is quite desolate. Later we climbed hills
and washed in a mountain lake. Climbing boots are to be
recommended in one’s Scottish cruising kit. Wednesday
took us via a lunchtime stop at Loch Boisdale for beer,
lunch, bank, shop and phone calls, to the island of
Eriskay. Even this small island now boasts a new
concrete pier and mains electricity to all the houses. We
shared the anchorage with an M F V full of
bird-watchers. Next morning the crew betook themselves
to the strand on the west side of the island, where Bonnie
Prince Charlie landed and gave his name to a local
sub-species of convolvus. Though some bathed, your
scribe found the water Arctic cold and merely paddled.
By now we had come down near the Southern end of the
Outer Hebrides.
The skipper and I set out to have a look at the
church at the far end of the island, with strict
instructions from our somewhat volatile pilot-navigator
to be back in time to catch the tide. The houses along the
road were attractive and brightly painted. The view from
this road to the west where several small grassy islands
formed a lagoon beyond the snow white sand of the
Bonnie Prince’s beach, is one of the memories of this
enchanted area, I will cherish most. We arrived at the
church, a simple slated grey stone structure. Inside the
Mass sheets, hymnals and stations of the cross were all in
Gaelic. Curiously the women’s church cleaning rota was
in English. The most remarkable feature was the altar
which was constructed in the shape of the bow of a boat
pointing down the aisle with a prominent Fleur de Lys in
blue on the stem contrasting with the white of the boat.
I found a similar boat structure in the Church at
Castlebay. The shape of the boat suggested a Viking
origin and the Fleur de Lys a possible French influence.
Fearing the ire of the navigator we hastened back to the
big harbour as it is called, where half an hour late, we
embarked to find him with anchor aweigh, ready to
leave. There followed yet another spanking good sail in
sunshine with the Same following northerly breeze, we
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had been enjoying all that week. Sadly this was the last
fair weather sail we were to enjoy in the Hebrides.
Castlebay is a most attractive place with the castle of the
McNeill of Barra on an island just off the town. It is said,
his retainers would announce from the battlements that
the McNeill had finished eating, and the remaining
monarchs of the world could then sit down to dine.
Under the shadow of those same battlements, we enjoyed
a feed of lobster and crab prepared by Denis, without
permission from the battlements above. We earned the
doubtful distinction of being thrown out of both hotels in
the town, from one because Denis inspected the plates
decorating the walls too closely, and from the other, it
being Bastille day, for Winkie’s spirited rendering of a
bawdy version of the Marseilleise. The Auld Alliance
obviously lives on.
The next day the weather broke and we sadly left the
outer Hebrides for a close fetch over to Coll in force 5--6
southerly with rain. A dreary evening with long row
ashore at Arinagour was followed by a better day, a good
lunch in Alistair Oliphant’s hotel and a meeting with
Wallace Clark and his party from Wild Goose. A nasty
forecast drove us in to Tobermory for shelter, thus
deferring to another year two of the objectives of the trip,
a landing on Iona and a tour of the distilleries on Islay. I
made up for the latter by browsing along the 64 odd
single malts on the shelves of the MacDonald Arms at
Tobermory, a great experience. There I found an old
friend in Bruichladdich, the finest of the Islay malts, and
a new discovery, the one and only whiskey made on Jura,
very light and palatable. Now that Irish whiskey has been
raped and murdered in the name of progress and the
American market, the dedicated drinker of Irish should
look to the strong flavours of the Islay malts for whiskies
of the quality he used to know, different in character but
just as satisfying.
Sunday was a typical wet Scottish day. Despite this
there was something magnificent, even perversly
enjoyable, standing malt in hand with one’s back to a
blazing log fire, in the middle of July, in the MacDonald
Arms, looking out at all that rain. Came 2.00 p.m., and
Bert Hall threw us out into the rain, so we adjourned
aboard armed with a bottle of Bruichladdich "to
dissipate the damp" as Percy French put it. The crew
slept and I made up a stew, but eating it had to be
postponed while we availed of a breeze down the sound of
Mull to Loch Aline. It tasted the better for the wait.
Monday saw us down to Crinan and into the Canal,
where Winkie in dramatic gestures, initiated the rest of
us into the art of negotiating locks, entering many of
them under sail, due to engine failure. Dinner at the
Cairnbaan Hotel was followed by an uninspiring session
with the Rhodesian manager. The hotel was nevertheless
of a high standard, with a reasonable selection of malts.
Tuesday brought us to East Loch Tarbert via lunch at
Ardrishaig. Much amusement was afforded to the
bystanders at the sea-lock, by a more than usually lively
discussion by all on board on the technique of rapid

departure from the basin. The spectators were assured
that such vigorous debates were common in Ireland.
Once in East Loch Tarbert, we tied to a naval diving
tender who were most hospitable and generous to us.
Stores were needed from shore, so a bottle of Glenlivet
was purchased and some snuff, unfortunately only the

mentholated variety was available.
From East Loch we proceeded home to Howth via
Strangford and Skerries and in each port we found
regattas in full swing. We were pressed to compete in
their races. Sadly our energies were not up to such
corinthian feats and we sailed on Saturday for Howth, a
tough beat to the last.

The Return of the Comet
A tale of disaster with apologies to the Astronomer Halley.
five. Half an hour before midnight on Monday 15th
August, we slipped our lines from Millbay outer dock,
"The engine won’t start, because the batteries are which had begun to assume the proportions of a prison,
flat and there is a leak in the electrical system. The and set sail for L’Aberwrach with full main and No. 3 jib,
’Seafix’ doesn’t work because it has been dropped, and before a force 4 easterly. We made a good start and by
the log is under-reading. The standing and running gear 01.30 hours, the Eddystone light was abeam.
are alright and there are plenty of Swissco pre-cooked
During the night the wind freshened to force 5--6
meals aboard." With these words of gloom and and dropping the mainsail was the easiest means of
encouragement, Anthony Gore-Grimes and John Goor shortening sail. Bond was broken at 0550 and the watch
handed over to me the 30’ Groupe Finot sloop Comet breakfasted on chocolate wholemeal and Glenmorangie.
after the 1977 Fastnet. She had been towed into Sail was further shortened to the storm jib at 0830. By
Plymouth the night before with all systems virtually midday the wind was veering and easing so that the main
defunct.
was reefed and hoisted. By lunch time the visibility which
I had undertaken to take her back to her home port due to rain had hitherto been poor, improved and the sun
Howth after the race, on condition I could have a short came out. It was somewhat as a surprise therefore that
cruise to North Brittany en route. For three days, with the 1355 BBC shipping forecast, promised us a gale,
crew Alistair Stewart and John "the Doc" Tierney we though nothing more than force 6 had been mentioned
had waited in the splendour of the Royal Western Yacht earlier. The same bulletin gave a small low of 1011 over
Club for the returning Fastneteers, but calms had Ushant. By this time our new Walker Log was giving us a
delayed the return of the fleet. Now on Saturday reading of 73. The wind continued to fall and head us so
morning, amid the chaos of a hundred or more boats in we tacked throughout the afterno6n and evening. The
Millbay Dock, and with the week-end ahead, I had to BBC at 1755 once more gave us a forecast of a local gale,
start getting Comet ready for sea. An electrician was but now described the low as being over the Scillies.
eventually contacted late on Saturday, but could do Since the winds continued to lighten, there was little
nothing till the batteries were charged. They were in a doubt that we had experienced this gale in mid channel
garage that would not re-open till Monday. At least before the British Meterological service were aware of it.
Saturday was not wasted with the purchase of a new
Landfall was made on the Tuesday night, when we
Seafix 250 and an unused secondhand Walker Log. A picked up the Ile de Batz light at 2345 just 23 hours out
survey suggested that nothing short of a rewiring would from Plymouth and by 03.30 Wednesday, bearings were
return the electrical system to health. With the batteries, also possible on Ile Vierge and Stiff light on Ushant. In
two main and one spare, back on board and charged, the light airs we beat towards L’Aberwrach, but the engine
motor was restored to life by John a member of the local had to be started at 0950 two miles off Ile Vierge. At the
lifeboat crew. After a test run out to Drake Island, I
Libenter buoy off L’Aberwrach it died, but a change of
decided it would be safe to attempt one or two easy North plugs coaxed it to life again. Halfway up the channel into
Brittany harbours, but with regret scrapped carefully L’Aberwrach off Ile Cezon, the engine died yet again
laid plans for Lezardrieux, Treguier etc. because of the with fairly obvious signs of fuel starvation. We continued
severe cross tides at the entrances to these ports. I up to La Paine marina and bert, hed against regulations,
mounted shoes for the Walker on wooden blocks and under sail at 13.20, with 153.2 miles on the clock,
glued these to the deck on both Comet’s Quarters. Since 37¾ hours out from Plymouth. The first Pernod followed
battery charging on board was doubtful, all electrical by Breton crepes and cider for lunch never tasted so
power was to be conserved for engine starting. All good. Dinner that evening at L’Escale was adequate but
lighting therefore was to depend on dry cells, with a not memorable.
fluorescent strip lamp as the main cabin light. A large
Thursday 18th August was a day of rest, with a
supply of batteries was laid in. A 60 metre line and sinker foggy rain dampening any enthusiasm for going to sea. A
was purchased as an Echo-sounder replacement. Most magnificent lunch of French bread and cheese was
important, a case of Glenmorangie and a case of Cotes shared on the neighbouring boat the Hebe June washed
du Rhone were brought in bond from Monsens who were down by Comet’s bonded Cotes du Rhone. Despite the
also helpful with extra charts. Preparations were name Hebe June was a fine comfortable wooden sloop
completed with the arrival of Clare Hogan and Ciaran with centreboard and mast pivoted in a tabernacle.
Foley from Dublin, bringing the ships company up to Visions of cruises in French Canals were conjured up by
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this layout. Our hosts were the co-skippers, brother and doubled up as engine cooling water cocks~ a dangerous
sister John and Jane Murphy with Brian Hiscock as crew. design feature.
From 0033 on Tuesday 23rd, the BBC started
Reluctantly they left for Falmouth, into the continuing
Breton drizzle. That evening a "blow-out" in the Belle rumbling about an Atlantic low approaching, replacing
Vue Hotel was memorable for excellent Langouste a the complex low over northern France which had been
L’Armoricaine, a delectable young English waitress, and giving us endless northerlies. By 1355 gale warnings for
a formidable gorgon of a proprietress who refused to Plymouth were being broadcast, repeated at 1755 as S or
"flamber" Ciaran’s langouste Irish style in brandy. She SW 7 or 8 later. At dusk the wind came fresn 4---5
southerly at first. It freshened as the evening and night
intimated it would be an insult to her cuisine.
Friday 0800 saw our departure in a light SW breeze wore on but at least we were laying a course of
under sail, but the motor had to be started once clear of 290 degrees, to clear the Bishop comfortably. The storm
the Grand Chenal. To give it its due, it carried us down jib had been set at dusk and the main reefed. As
the first half of the Chenal du Four before packing up midnight approached the sky blackened and a vicious
near Les Platresses light. We were rescued by a rain squall struck us, so we handed the main. As we closed the
squall which took us down to the Bale des blancs Scillies it became apparent that it would be unsafe to try
Sablons, where the engine agreed to function once more. and clear them to the westward, so at 0215 on
Clare produced Irish Smoked Salmon, her "Cadeau pour Wednesday 24th, we tacked ship downwind on a course
le bateau", salad, Camembert, Boursin au Povire, of 60 degrees to head up between the Scillies and the
culminating in Crepes de nectarines a la Glenmorangie, Longships. Conditions on board by now were somewhat
truly a gastronomic masterpiece. The meal was digested grim, with ships bearing down on us at frequent
in peace by everyone except Ciaran in the best sail of the intervals. The liferaft was made ready. The deck leaked
trip across the Iroise from the Chenal du Four to on the chart-table. Navigation was rendered more
Camaret in broad sunshine. Poor Ciaran retired to the difficult by the fading torch batteries (the fluorescent
foredeck with abdominal pain, there to be cosseted by battery lamp could not be used while operating the
Clare and tended by "the Doc". Gravely "the Doc" came Seafix DF set because it set up interference). Visibility
aft having made a provisional diagnosis of appendicitis. was not more than a mile, due to driving rail. At 04.30
However the phagocytes did their good work during the hours I took a DF bearing on Round Island and the
afternoon the attack eased off, a diversion to Brest and Lizard, and to my horror I got a position which put me
hospitalisation for Ciaran were averted and we made embayed in Mounts Bay, though on time elapsed and log
reading this was impossible. At this moment a blaze of
Camaret in time for evening meal ashore.
Two and a half days were spent in this ancient lights appeared in the mist. Was it a ship or was it
fortified port with its old sailor’s church on the quay. A Penzance? Fortunately, movement revealed it as a large
model schooner hangs from its roof beams. Social life is freighter. Returning to the navigation, I then discovered
usually good in Camaret as it has a good marina and is my error. I had been reduced to taking bearings on the
the natural port of call for boats bound north for the Seafix by the light of a gas lighter. Since the light on that
Chenal du Four or south for Biscay. We met Bert and instrument is too weak to illuminate the Compass Card, I
Mavis Whitehead and their two sons on Timbobbin. I noticed that the compass swung as I moved the lighter
had last seen him at Belle Isle in 1975, while on the away from it. Obviously the steel friction wheel was
Bandersnatch. He is a regular in these parts merely ’for affecting the compass. A replot with the lighter at the
the bond’ as his wife ruefully put it. She prefers Irish limit of visibility put me in the open between Lands End
and the Scillies. Nevertheless I continued short tacks
waters.
Paddy Donegan was there with his wife Olivia and across the wind till dawn at about 5.30 a.m. when I set
daughters, assisted by Mick Coyle as first mate. Visits course for home with visibility over one mile. At no time
were exchanged, charts loaned, and the last night for us while passing between the Scillies and Lands End did we
in a French harbour was spent at a great party on Force see a lighthouse or land. While the ships were terrifying
at times, at least they were a reassurance we were not in
One, Paddy’s new American boat.
We had been detained in Camaret by northerlies but schoal water.
The double reefed main was hoisted again by day
Monday 22nd August dawned fine and calm. The RCA
Dolphin engine to my astonishment, sprang to life and and in conditions of SW force 6---7 we sailed northwards.
the voyage home had begun. We motored to the southern A second night of near gale conditions followed, this time
end of the Chenal du Four, and intermitently thereafter. made vivid by a tremendous electrical storm. AnticiFitful breezes persisted for the first 36 hours of the pating the wind veering NW I had set course NW about
voyage, with the gradual demise of our engine. The 320 degrees. The veer came during the second night,
reserve battery was called in, but a screw fell out of the making the prospect of Dunmore East less hopeful, but
water pump, which also became too stiffto rotate. At this fortunately the wind stayed in the west. Dawn saw the
stage I wrote the engine off. A broken pencil from the reassuring sight of the Innisfallen making her way to
chart table plugged the hole in the water pump, enabling Cork and at 8.00 a.m. a welcome landfall was made at
me to re-open the self-draining cockpit cocks. These Helvick Head, some 10--15 miles off. As the day wore on
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the sun came out and a pleasant sail into Dunmore reading as the second block fitting had come off the deck
followed. Morale on board had been maintained by Clare just north of the Scillies. Fortunately the log had been
producing scrambled eggs on toast surely the best and tied on.
lightest dish with which to feed a queasy stomach. It was
Two days followed in Dunmore East, during which
noteworthy that seasickness was minimal on the return the delivery crew dispersed and I was joined by Alan
voyage but severe on the outward. The reason was that Black the owner and Jake Kelly, thus relinquishing
we had conquered the petrol fume problem with command. There we were held up by near gale force
"Bilgex" on the latter leg. We had suffered a jammed Northerlies, until Sunday 28th when a dash up channel
main halyard on the second night of storms, but to Howth was made after a southwesterly shift in the
managed to pull the mainsail down with the third slab wind once more. The ICC burgee was hauled down, and
reef and main sheet. We had made the passage from Comet resumed racing.
Camaret to Dunmore East in 3 days 7 hours. I had no log

The Third Lap: Mediterranean Peace
After the sublime delights of the Outer Hebrides
and the navigational horrors of Lands End I was at last
embarked on the ultimate relaxation a Mediterranean
cruise in Laim McGonagle’s boat Ounavarra; he is very
annoyed if you call her a yacht. The warm air at Palma
airport was immediately reassuring. Soon we were
wheeling the baggage down the outer mole of the marina
towards the Ounavarra. Once on board all the discomforts of the air journey were forgotten. The
accommodation is sumptious but at the same time for a
modern fibreglass boat she has a superb old-world teak
pannelled charm. Ounavarra is a Moody Carbineer 46, a
diesel powered ketch with deck saloon and dual controls.
Such was the heat that a beer per man from the
cavernous holds was most welcome and on that key the
crew turned in. The crew comprised Liam as Skipper,
Des Turvey as First Mate, Reg Revil as the Bosun cum
expert on everything else, and Michael Fitzpatrick and
myself as sybaritic passengers about to enjoy a good rest.
The next morning was enjoyed by a visit to the Real
Club Nautico and the swimming pool beside it. Despite
the fact that this was the 2nd October the sun shone, the
air was warm and the swimming pool undoubtedly
represented the Elysian fields for Northern yachtsmen
especially for one whose extremities had frozen on
Bonnie Prince Charlie’s strand at Erriskay. That night
Ounavarra set sail for Ibiza and as its principal objective
that island with the most un-Mediterranean name of
Tago Mago. The night was calm with no wind and the
worthy 96 horse power Perkins drove us steadily
westwards. The tedium of a passage under power, on
auto-pilot, was relieved by arguments on sail setting to
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catch the non-existent wind and evasion tactics to avoid
ships which turned out to be at anchor. The watches were
interspersed by commands to keep away from the rail,
for fear the well-dined crew members might take an
unexpected midnight dip. The next morning the ship
arrived at Tago Mago, inside which is a most beautiful
bay. There we anchored in 10 fathoms where the water
and the mottled weedy and sandy bottom were a most
extraordinary pale blue colour. The temptation was
irresistable and before long the entire ship’s company
was over the side and swimming.
From Tago Mago the ship wended her majestic
progress to Ibiza where she made fast around lunch hour
in the new marina on the east side of the harbour
entrance. After a welcome siesta, that evening all
repaired by dinghy to the old town of Ibiza across the
harbour, from the incongruous vantage point of the
George & Dragon pub we watched the evening parade in
the beautiful old mediaeval streets of the town. The
people were an extraordinary combination of natives,
drop-outs and tourists, many of them German. Thence
we repaired to a restaurant beneath the battlements of
the Citadel of the old town, where the ambiance was
superb though the food left much to be desired.
The next day was decreed by the Skipper a day of
rest and was spent at an adjacent hotel and swimming
pool where relaxation was the key note. Our voyage and
sojourn at Ibiza had been enlivened by the delightful
company of Kay, an English nurse whom we had met in
Paima. Alas, she left the ship that evening for Palma and
England. A similar evening to the one before followed
during which we met three delightful German girls,

Gertrude, Pichi and Mary. They agreed to join us next
morning for the voyage round the coast to Portinatx on
the north coast of Ibiza. However, with a light north
easterly wind and a huge swell coming in, the three girls
soon succumbed to an extreme form of seasickness, and
had to be left ashore at Cala Longa, a small bay about
half way between Ibiza and Tago Mago. The pollution
and cloudiness of the water in the Bay there had to be
seen to be believed. Having left ashore our fair but sickly
cargo we proceeded on around the corner and anchored
at Portinatx. This was a very beautiful harbour especially
when seen in the light of evening, with only one othe
yacht in the anchorage, an American. We went ashore
and enjoyed one or two sundowners but found the place
generally dead and out of season. We returned aboard
and set sail for Andraitx. The ships course was set
outside the entrance which was tricky to negotiate
because of the lack of lights.
I will digress here and briefly describe navigation
and passage making on board the Ounavarra. This has
none of the cramped spact at Safina’s chart table or of
the dripping uncomfortable hell which was Comet’s
saloon off Lands End. In the master cabin aft
surrounded by all the navigational aids, one sets one’s
course on a magnificent chart table in the style of a
partner’s desk. Armed with this information one went to
the wheelhouse, set the course on the auto-pilot, and
tuned in the Decca Radar. The radar seemed an
unnecessary apparatus, until one began to approach
Ibiza and its true value as a landfal spotter was apparent.
From this the reader may gather that there is very little
ship traffic in the Balearics in the month of October to
worry the amateur yachtsman.
To return to our passage, we approached the main
island of Mailorca at the port of Andraitx, closing it
about 3 a.m. We had made our first landfall on the
island of Dragonera with its lofty light on the northwest
corner of Mallorca. At this stage the wind began to rise
and we soon began to realise that the Mediterranean is
not always the beautifully calm sea that the holiday
maker might think it to be. We made an easy approach
to Andraitx and rounded the outer breakwater light,
anchoring in the roadstead behind it. By this time the
wind was piping up to about force 6. When the ship
seemed well anchored, all turned in, though your scribe
returned on deck to look around, only to receive a bellow
from the master cabin to get off the deck and stop
keeping the Skipper awake. Further bumps and chucks
on the anchor chain brought us on deck once more to
find that the anchor had dragged considerably and the
Skipper wisely decided to steam into the wind, raise the
anchor on the electric power winch and proceed to the
inner harbour. After much manoeuvring we eventually
dropped anchor in an area which held. Next morninbg
revealed that Terry Roche in Neon Tetra had arrived the
day before and was alongside on the opposite side of the
harbour. Peter Odium in his magnificent sixty-foot
Trews ketch was anchored close to our position. We went

ashore and met both crews at a cafe where apparently the
Irish Mediterranean set frequently meet. We preferred to
remain in Andraitx that Thursday in such conditions of
gale force winds and rain that the average Irish Sea
yachtsman would have felt quite at home. On Friday with
little improvement we put to sea, for Palma only twelve
miles or so away. After a very bumpy passage we arrived
at Palma in the afternoon.
On Saturday evening when all the cleaning up and
packing on board had been done, we returned to Terreno
for an excellent meal in Mario’s. Various nightclubs were
visited and the crew finally made their way via Palma
airport back to Dublin.

REFLECTIONS ON THREE VERY DIFFERENT
VOYAGES
--John Harbison
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I have been very fortunate in crewing with John
Roche to the Hebrides and Liam McGonagle to the
Mediterranean and in chartering Alan Black’s boat from
Plymouth to Howth via Brittany. It would be invidious to
compare the merits of any one of these three voyages.
The onus of being Skipper under difficult circumstances
prevented a true enjoyment of that particular cruise, but
on the other hand it was the ego trip that all voyages are,
when one is Skipper. The Mediterranean voyage was the
most superb holiday, Liam McGonagle being a most
thorough and sound Skipper who runs an extremely good
ship. He knows his Mediterranean and his guests enjoy
those sundrenched parts in a way that no ordinary tourist
possibly could.
But now I come to the Hebrides. This voyage was in
the smallest, most cramped boat of the three. Half the
cruise was spent in wet conditions. To compare the areas
in question it must be said that the Outer Hebrides have
a romantic atmosphere which I certainly have never
come across elsewhere. In his preface to the Shell guide
to Scotland the late Sir Compton McKenzie has said that
the two most romantic countries in Europe are Scotland
and Greece. Scotland in July 1977 certainly lived up to
that reputation. Even if we did not visit Greece, it is only
fair to say that the Balearic Isles at the other end of the
Mediterranean were not far short of the same beautiful
ideal.

Tres Agite- A Breton Voyage.
Robert Barr
Cruising in Scottish waters is a never-ending delight,
but the thought grew stronger in my mind over the winter
that a decent French boat like L’Etoile (Dufour 35, built
La Rochelle) should be allowed a visit to her native land
after five years devoted service. And so it was that a
Whitsun Cruise to South Brittany was devised for 1977.
Recruitment of crew proved not as difficult as
expected. Notwithstanding previous experiences in the
Outer Hebrides, Fergus McKinley, Peter Fagan and John
Peart were willing to take their chance again and
Kenneth Martin, one of our co-owners, and his wife,
Lydia, decided to join us for most of the cruise. A
compatible, resourceful and at time diligent crew they
turned out to be. Lydia in particular deserves the height
of praise.
We set sail from Dun Laoghaire on Wednesday the
26th May at 14.50 hrs. after a splendid lunch at the
Royal Irish as guests of Fergus McKinley which got us off
to a good start. The wind was north east force 2 to 3 and
we motor sailed until 17.00 hrs. when the wind freshened
to 10 knots. The Tuskar was abeam at 00.30 and we had
a pleasant, uneventful sail across St. George’s Channel in
a calm sea and light airs with assistance from the engine
now and then. At 01.08 on Friday, the Seven Stones L.V.
was abeam about 200 yds. to starboard. Visibility closed
in then and we did not sight the Wolf Rock light. At
dawn we were joined by a school of about twenty
porpoises which played about on both sides of the boat
for half an hour or more. During the day we were visited
by many swallows which sat along the rails. Later on
while sailing in French waters we were surprised at how
few sea birds there are in relation to our own coasts.
Ushant was sighted on schedule at 20.10 hours. We
followed the advice of Adlard Coles and stood out about
five miles so as to minimise the effects of a powerful
adverse tide. Our intention was to sail 190 degrees m. for
the whistle buoy due west of the ArMen L.H. and then
alter course for Audierne when well clear of the Chaussee
de Sein. On that course we should have picked up the Ar
Men light easily as it has a range of 15 miles. But for the
second successive night visibility was less than 3 miles
and we never saw that light or the whistle buoy. However,
at 00.15 hrs. we did encounter a remarkable sight which
at a distance looked like an oil rig on fire, but which
transpired to be a rescue ship pumping oil out of a
sunken tanker and burning it away. We did not notice
the surrounding slick in the dark but we knew all about it
when we saw the hideous "smile" on our bow the next
day. Not having picked up any of the lights expected, we
decided to remain on course for three hours longer than

our ETA at the whistle buoy and then alter course for
Benodet. Fortunately, we got good D.F. bearings on
Ushant, Ile de Groix and Belle Ile and at 10.50 hrs. on
Saturday we found ourselves pointing Penmarch between
Guilvenic and Lesconil. The mist cleared and we had
brilliant sunshine for the next 12 days. At 14.05 we
picked up moorings at Benodet off the town quay where
there were plenty available. We had logged 358.70 miles
from Dun Laoghaire in just under 3 days.
Benodet in early June is a delight. The town has
much character and there are several agreeable
restaurants. Our favourite is Beau-Rivage near the sea
front. The Yacht Club, which is at the southern end of
the town, is quite small but visiting sailors are made
welcome and there are good shower facilities. There is a
fresh-water tap and hose on the pier at Penfoul marina
but it is approachable only from half tide. The
acquisition of diesel oil on the other hand was a
somewhat bizarre exercise. What we were looking for was
fod (fuel oil domestique, i.e. ordinary central heating oil
which is much cheaper in France than diesel sold at
motor fuel premises) but none seemed to be available in
Benodet. Kenneth happened to mention the matter to
Madame la proprietrice of the Grand Hotel, a regal
octogenarian of most kindly disposition. She closed the
hotel and brought us around to a friend who lived
nearby. It transpired that the latter had a large barrel of
oil in her garden and was willing to do business provided
that we took not less than 100 litres. After negotiation the
price was 65 centimes per litre -- about .35p per gallon.
Our only doubt was that it could transpire to be paraffin
and not diesel oil; so it was explained to John Peart that
his appointment as ship’s engineer involved responsibility for quality control in that sphere. He was
prevailed on to taste the product and he expressed
himself satisfied with its identity and quality. In the
event, neither he nor the engine were any the worse for
the experience and we had enough diesel for the entire of
the cruise.
Sunday was declared a rest day and in the afternoon
we sailed by water-bus to the Cathedral city of Quimper.
The Odette must be one of the most lovely rivers in
France with pine forests and formidable chateaux set in
splendid park lands along its winding banks. The river is
navigable at low water up to within walking distance of
Quimper, but its nice to let someone else do the driving.
Monday was yet another glorious day and at
11.00 hrs. we set sail for Port Tudy, IIe de Groix, with
one slab reef in the main and the No. I jib. The wind was
a modest 10 knots easterly but more was forecast. Within

two hours it was gusting 25 knots and we ended an
exhilarating sail with a dead beat in a fairly big sea. Ile
de Groix is about 41/2 miles in length and Port Tudy is
halfway along its northern coast. The outer harbour has
ample depth and there are two or three large navy buoys
for visitors which several boats may share if well enough
fendered. We had one to ourselves at no charge. In
normal conditions Port Tudy would be a very snug
anchorage, but it is exposed to substantial swell in east or
north east winds. There is an admirable small restaurant
on the quay at the inner harbour called ’Auberge du
Pecheur’ where we had one of the best, and certainly the
most inexpensive, meals in Brittany. I still remember
with nostalgia the coquilles St. Jacques and moules
mariniere.
We regretfully left Port Tudy at 15.00 hrs. on
Tuesday bound for Le Palais in Belle Ile. The wind was a
steady 20 knots east-north-east for which we had two
slabs in the main and the No. 2 jib. Visibility was
excellent and the wind was soon gusting 30 knots. Even
with much reduced canvas L "Etoile averaged 6 knots over
the course of 23.40 miles.
We moored at the North Quay under Vauban’s
formidable citadel and made up to a chain on the quay
wall with a kedge astern. Once again, we were exposed to
swell and also spray over the harbour wall, but in the
prevailing S.W. wind that would not happen. It is also
possible to tie-up in the inner harbour, which is
completely sheltered in all conditions, but a disadvantage
is that entry is by lock gates which are open only once a
day. Adlard Coles alleges that the inner harbour is dirty
and should be avoided on that account. We could see no
substance for that complaint, but it may depend on what
sort of merchant shipping is using the inner harbour at
the time. Incidentally, fresh water is to be had from a tap
on the citadel side of the lock gate. Diesel oil and petrol
are available at a TOTAL station at the outer harbour
near the hotel Bretagne. The latter is a pleasant but not
outstanding place to eat.
We left Le Palais bound for Concarneau on
Thursday (2nd June) at 08.35 hrs. in an 18 knot north
easterly with the same rig as before. Once again, we had
an exhilarating sail in perfect conditions and arrived at
the new marina under the walls of the old town at
15.40 hrs. We had logged 39 miles at an average speed of
just under 6 knots. The only disappointment was that
Kenneth had purchased at enormous expense a
contraption for attachment to our fishing line which he
was assured had the effect of enabling fish to take our
hooks at speed. He is still endeavouring to claim on the
guarantee.
The new marina at Concarneau is excellent. There is
fresh water and hose pipes laid on at intervals and fuel is
also available at the pier nearby. The charge is £3.00 per
berth for 24 hours. There is also a large inner port for
trawlers and all manner of ships’ chandlery, engine
parts, etc. are available. Another attraction is a local
authority bath-house near the marina which is clean,

efficient and cheap.
Kennety and Lydia were cruising in West Cork two
years ago and they met Dr. Jacques Rougeulle and his
delightful wife, Marie-Claire. Although they live in
Normandy, they have a summer house on the Aven river
about 20 miles from Concarneau and Jacques keeps his
cruiser there. He met us at the marina and drove us to his
charming house which overlooks the river in a settting
reminiscent of Glengarriff. There the entire crew were
entertained to dinner which was a gastronomic tour de
tbrce. As we were leaving we were presented with a
magnificant Breton cake and the substantial remains of
the jeroboam of Beaujolais which had been opened for
the occasion. This has handsome hospitality indeed.
Jacques is a great lover of Irish waters and he has cruised
in the south and west for the past few years. His boat is a
Romanie 38 called Avel Mouvez and I am sure that ICC
members who cross his path will give him a warm
welcome.
On Friday Kenneth and Lydia were leaving us to fly
home from Nantes and we sailed across the bay to Loc
Tudy in what we had come to regard as normal
conditions of cloudless blue sky and a 20 knot north
easterly. There they got a taxi to the train at Quimper
and we consoled ourselves in a lively bistro where we met
a group of trawlermen who introduced us to a local
delicacy comprising Calvados and cassis.
Saturday was another beautiful day but there was a
heat haze and for once no wind at all as we motored out
from Loc Tudy at 09.45 on the ebb tide heading for the
Raz de Sein and Camaret. We had progressed about half
way along the Penmarch peninsula and the Martins’
plane for London was flying overhead when disaster
struck out of the blue. In the haze we mistook one buoy
for another and went aground. Our difficulties had been
compounded by the fact that our echo-sounder had
failed shortly before. We learned the hard way that in
Brittany it is wise almost always to stand well out to sea
when making a coastal passage.
Happily it transpired later that we had struck with
the tip of the keel only and no significant damage had
been done. However, the water was dropping fast and we
had little time in which to extricate ourselves. We were
only about 15 yds. from deep water and our first effort
was to attempt to slide the boat on its side into the
channel. We launched the dinghy and dropped the
anchor well out abeam with the warp attached to the jib
halyard. We then winched the boat over on its side as far
as we dared to, an angle of about 45 degrees, and she
began to move gently forward towards deep water. But
luck was not with us and the keel then encountered a
much larger rock which prevented all further progress.
We kept L "Etoile canted well over on her port side so that
eventually she would lie as comfortably as possible on
two of her principal frames. An inspection of the sea-bed
had disclosed that in our immediate vicinity, apart from
the rock at our keel, there was sand and small but not
unfriendly rocks which were well covered with thick
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seaweed. We moved all heavy weights to the port side and
also adjusted the batteries so that they would not spill. In
a short time L’Etoile took the ground so gently that at
first none of us realised that it had happened. There was
no bumping and no water came into the cockpit at any
time. Before long we were literally high and dry. We
knew that the tide would not turn until 13.15 hrs. and
that we would be unlikely to float until 16.30 at earliest.
The time was profitably spent moving the stone at the
head of the keel using the stock and fluke of the
fisherman’s anchor as crowbars. We also moved other
rocks and stones which were on our line to deep water.
This devotion to duty brought its own reward because
many succulent crabs were found under the stones which
made a good entre later on. The tide rose again fairly
quickly and L’Etoile lifted as gently as she had laid
down. We had inspected the hull very carefully while the
boat was high and dry and there did not seem to be any
structural damage whatever. After she was re-floated a
further inspection inside established that the boat did
not seem to have suffered any harm. The crew, who had
at all times remained in reach of light refreshment, also
survived the experience in good spirits. The most
remarkable aspect of the episode was that within 10
minutes of coming afloat and hauling ourselves along the
channel we had made into deep water, the wind
freshened from almost zero to a good 20 knots north
westerly. If this sudden change had happened 30 minutes
earlier the end result might have been very different.
All-in-all, a change of luck was probably not entirely
undeserved. By 16.40 hrs. we were back on course but
heading for Audierne and not Camaret. As night
approached the wind fell away again and we motored up
the coast taking the benefit of a slack inshore tide.
Audierne is not an easy landfall at night as there are
groups of outlying rocks and there is some difficulty in
identifying various lights. A general complaint which we
have against French navigational aids is that many lights
do not appear to be as strong as we are used to in
northern waters and others, such as the Kergadec light in
the town of Audierne, are not sufficiently high to be
readily distinguishable. However, at midnight we
anchored safely at the Anse de St. Evette where found a
spare mooring.
Sunday morning was dull and overcast which did
nothing for austere and rather gloomy place where we
found ourselves. The town of Audierne is about 11/2 miles
from the anchorage and is hardly worth the walk except
for the excellence of its bakery and pastry shops.
Our estimated time of departure for Camaret was
13.20 hrs. in order to make the most of the tide. In the
event, we were longer than anticipated in getting back
from the town and we did not sail until 14.10. At that
time the wind was 15 knots north westerly with more on
the way. I pondered whether it was wise to risk a passage
through the Raz de Sein with wind against a 4 or 5 knot
tide. Adlard Coles warns that the Raz is temperamental
and that "in strong winds contrary to the tide the
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overfalls are dangerous". It seemed to me that an adverse
wind up to 20 knots probably would be tolerable.
Our rig was the now familiar combination of No. 2
jib and fully reefed main. Visibility was about two miles
and there was a moderate sea running. By 16.50 hrs. La
Platte tower was abeam and about one mile to starboard.
The wind had freshened to 20 gusting 25 knots. A strong
tide, which we estimated at about 4 or 5 knots, was
running across the Channel diagonally. It was imperative
to stand well off La Platte and not to tack for Tevennec
until as close as possible to the Ile de Sein. In the event, it
was necessary to tack several times to prevent us being
swept down on La Vieille a’nd it was with much relief
that we reached mid-Channel and could safely tack for
Tevennec.
Mr. Coles is perfectly right about the overfalls. We
will not easily forget the forty minute passage through
the channel. L’Etoile was magnificent. Though pounded
fearfully at times, she thrashed through with flying
colours and without any damage.
After Tevennec the sea gradually subsided and we
returned to more usual sailing conditions. Our timing
had been very fortunate becaus~ soon afterwards the
wind freshened again and was gusting 30 knots north
westerly. But the excitement of the day was not over yet.
My intention was to make for Camaret via the Chenal du
Toulinguet. However, as we approached the coast and
before it came into view, visibility declined until
eventually it was down to about 600/800 yds. Our first
sight of "land" was an awe inspiring series of jagged
rocks, some of which were up to 30 or 40 feet high and
were rising straight out of the sea. There was also a buoy
on our starboard bow. Soon afterwards similar rocks
appeared on our port side and ahead there were two
more buoys about 3 cables apart which seemed to mark a
channel though we could see also more rocks beyond
them. Whatever about lying down in the balmy serenity
of Penmarch on the previous day, this was certainly no
place for a repeat performance. The scene had all the
appearances of being the narrow Chenal du Petit Leach
which was about one mile west of our course and by no
means the easiest way of getting to Camaret in the
prevailing conditions. However, if this is where we were
then, according to our detailed chart, there ought not to
have been a third buoy. I decided that we should go
about and make our approach again. Further searching
of the chart and books did not disclose anywhere in the
general area where there could be a combination of rocks
and three buoys such as we had seen. I decided that we
should go over the course once more, but it was still not
possible to identify the third buoy. At that stage, having
in mind the cardinal precept of the Dublin Horse Show
-- third refusal and you’re out -- I decided to sail
between the two leading buoys and hope that the channel
would lead us to happier waters. It did, and soon
afterwards we could see the lighthouse on the Point du
Toulinguet. We tied up at the marina in Camaret at
20.05 hrs. It had been a beat all the way from Audierne

and with much reduced canvas we had logged 29 miles at
an average speed of 5 knots. So ended a chastening
experience which none of us is willing to repeat.
Camaret is a pleasant port with an excellent marina.
The services provided are as good as at Concarneau but
the daily charge is only half as much. The Styvel Hotel
has an interesting restaurant and there are several
congenial bistros along the waterfront. Diesel oil and
petrol are readily available and there is a good ship’s
chandler at the northern end of the harbour. There is
also a boatyard for major repairs.
Gales blew in Biscay and Plymouth on Monday so
we devoted ourselves to various minor repairs. The Volvo
agent did not have a gasket for our injection pump which
was leaking diesel. However, John Peart was equal to the
problem. He made and fitted a new gasket which cured
the leak. The depth sounder was also repaired. A review
of our stock of provisions disclosed that we could
withstand a very long siege.
The sun returned on Tuesday and the wind
decreased to 17 knots west north west, so all was set for
the homeward journey. We departed Camaret at
15.10 hrs. Some overfalls were encountered in the Chenal
du Four and the Chenal de la Helle inside Ushant where
again there was wind against tide. But they were of
modest proportions by comparison with those at the Raz
de Sein.
In course of the next two days the wind fell away to
nothing and we motored for many hours in a glass calm
sea. At 09.30 hrs. on Thursday our estimated position
was 51 miles south of the Tuskar and we were pleased to
see the Normandy terry approaching about 11/2 miles to
port. We also saw a large ketch sailing southwards about
2 miles to starboard which was probably John Mullin’s
enroute for Majorca. At 11.40 the scene began to change.
The wind freshened to force 4 from the north east. We
stopped the engine and had no problem in making 51/2
knots under main and genoa. As the day went on the
weather deteriorated. The wind freshened again and was
gusting 30 knots north easterly. We had in stages
reduced sail until we were back to the familiar fully
reefed main and No. 2 jib. The wind was heading us all
the time and as we approached the Irish coast we had to
tack several times for the Tuskar in an adverse tide.
There were times when we thought that we would never
get round it, but eventually we did and continued a dead
beat up the Irish sea. The wind moderated for a time and
we motor-sailed but off Arklow it freshened again to
30/35 knots north easterly with a short, steep sea. And so
it remained. At 16.45 hrs. we were happy to see the
welcoming arms of Dun Laoghaire harbour and to take
up our moorings. We had logged 872 miles and it had
been an eventful 17 days.
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Spokestar 19 7 7
Eddie & Doreen Kelliher
Spokestar is a Nelson 37 (now marketed as
Nauti-cat 38) centre wheelhouse ketch which we bought
in Palma in Spring 1976, selling our Nab 35 which had
lain near her.
FEBRUARY:
We went to Palma for 2 weeks with Harry and Tiffin
Maguire. Fresh southerlies kept us in harbour for 5 days,
until we were able to make the 20 miles westwards to
Andraitx in force 5. The seas, rebounding from the cliffs,
were full of holes, into many of which Spokestar fell with
a thump.
Andraitx inner harbour was crowded so we
anchored close up to the outer breakwater, over which
the waves were breaking. Landing there from the dinghy
involved a degree of timing to ensure running the
gauntlet to the shore between heavy showers of spray.
The scend entering the outer harbour turned at
right angles inside the breakwater and took us abeam,
causing heavy rolling during the 3 days we spent there.
On the trip back to Palma the wind fell away and the sun
shone warmly in the manner usual during the Mallorcan
’Calms of January’.
JULY
This time our crew was Ivan and Muriel Firth. We
put to sea at midnight, and by 09.00 hours we were nearly
half way up the west coast of Mallorca and anchored at
Deya (home of Robert "I Claudius" Graves) for a swim
and breakfast. Starting with this turn westwards, we
made a figure 8 around Mallorca and Menorca. Our first
lunch was on bread and cheese brought from home, with
wine from the shipboard stores. Sunday dinner was eaten
ashore at Puerto Pollensa, where we laid in supplies next
morning. We anchored outside Pollensa, after our
Monday morning shopping, for a swim and lunch, and
were invited ashore to the new villa of Geoffrey Marks,
former owner of Spokestar now based happily near
Formentor hotel.
That evening we made the 25 mile crossing to
Menorca, anchoring in Cala Santandria, just east of
Ciudadela, where we waited two days in case Dick Gomes
made this tentative rendezvous during his 6 weeks
circumnavigation of the Iberian peninsula.
We made leisurely progress east about Menorca,
anchoring for a swim and lunch in each inviting cala,
until Mahon, where we spent two days. "Junio, Julio,
Augusto Y Mahon, los cuatros mejores puertos del
Meditarraneo". Our first night at Mahon, July 15th, saw
a procession of fishing boats, led by a small naval vessel
carrying a floodlit statue of the Virgin of Mount Carmel,

patronnes of the local fishermen. Several huge bonfires
were lit simultaneously around the shores of the great
harbour, accompanied by fireworks.
After Mahon (where we laid in some mayonnaise
and local gin) we moved on to Fornells for two days.
There was a national holiday, celebrating the end of the
civil war, and, over the silky night water of the bay, we
could see and hear the fireworks some 20 miles away at
Mercadel in the centre of the island.
A small (l) 38’ Spanish motor yacht towed in a
disabled 55 to 65 footer and left her to anchor in a
sheltered bight clear of the dozen or so sailing boats
anchored outside the little Fornells port. The German
owner sent his crew overside in a rubber dinghy to tow his
monster into a rather small space amongst the sailing
fraternity. The tow took an hour or more to cover a
couple of cables length, against a breath of sea breeze,
and we all watched anxiously lest a fresher air put the
mammoth across any of the anchored riddlers. When
eventually the engineless craft dropped her hook, a
young lady (topless) emerged from the saloon to display
her charms on the sundeck, so we stopped worrying
about how close to us the German had come.
As we left Fornells, Doreen and I were able to have a
chat with our son Desmond, first officer on Charisma,
which came in on charter. She is 90’ long with twin
Rolls-Royce engines ’of adequate h.p.’, has a crew of 8
and carries 8 passengers.
We went into Ciudadela to complete our rounding
of Menorca and, while we refuelled, the surface of the
lovely little harbour surged up and down about 5 feet
every 10 minutes, the sea sluicing in and out of the
narrow entrance like a fast running river. I had seen this
phenomenon before, in Andraitx, but not so pronounced,
and have yet to come across an explanation. After
refuelling, we spent the evening anchored over the sandy
floor of Cala Santandria.
A dawn crossing of 30 miles to the N. E. comer of
Mallorca got us to Cala Ratjada in good time for a swim
before breakfast. In the next couple of days we visited the
east coast Mallorcan ports of Porto Christo and Porto
Collum in conditions of fresh breezes and great heat,
ending the Firth’s fortnight at Cala d’Or by putting them
on the beach at 04.00 hours to be met by a taxi, by
pre-arrangement.
Doreen and I took Spokestar round to Porto Petro
and laid out the 351b. Fisherman with 15 fathoms of
chain, as the bottom is weedy. I was laid low and for a
couple of days Doreen worried as to whether she
shouldn’t go ashore for a doctor or ask for help to weigh
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anchor from any of the six or eight other yachts in the
anchorage at any one time. Deciding on the latter course,
she naturally turned to another R.I.Y.C. craft and Rex
Roberts and Mike Barrett from John Mullins’ Maid of
Killeen kindly did the needful. Doreen brought
Spokestar the 30 miles back to Palma, where I was
improved enough to help moor at our berth in Club
Nautico.
Total cruise 360 miles, mainly under power.
SEPTEMBER
We had signed on two novices to join us as old
friends for a lazy trip to Ibiza. Changed business
commitments for 1978 made us decide, in late August, to
bring Spokestar to Puerto Jose Banus, Marbella, as the
first leg in returning to these islands. Therefore Frank
and Molly Scully were told, just before leaving home,
that they were to take part in a delivery trip.
On a night passage from Palma de Mallorca to Ibiza
a warning light came on indicating the alternator had
stopped charging (we were motoring, without wind, using
the main only for steadying). Continuing to Ibiza, we put
into Cala Longa for a swim and breaktast, and lifted the
wheelhouse sole. Opening the engine casing showed the
drive belt turning the alternator happily, so we continued
to Ibiza Nueva marina in Ibiza harbour. Davis Morgan’s
electrician (English) found a field in the alternator, but
no output, and calmed my fears of having to buy a new
alternator. However, he said the only work bench on
which the alternator with regulator could be run up to
speed, and examined under stroboscopic lights, was
jammed with a week’s work. He put our batteries on
charge for 24 hours and we left, after 2 nights, towards
Alicante. We used navigation lights only when shipping
was within about 2 miles, which caused some problems
until moonrise as our compass light operates only when
the navigation lights are on.
Winds were light and we began to worry about fuel
as we had left Palma with half tanks and had loaded only
a limited amount of diesel at Ibiza Nueva by slow hand
pump, as a bull-dozer had ripped out the electric supply
while working on the marina extension. A fresh wind
south of Alicante was welcomed and, 36 hours out from
Ibiza I was engaged in taking down the main in the dark,
a couple of miles outside Almeria, while Dorreen
motored slowly into a force 4 wind. Our lights were off,
since there was nothing in sight, when a fishing boat
appeared at about 8 knots, on collision course. He
switched on his starboard light (apparantly nothing else
lit) and Doreen, roaring at me to hang on, whirled the
wheel to port. With little way, Spokestar turned slowly,
and as we swung down his side he passed us with about
three feet to spare. She circled us, then, still with only a
starboard light, and the crew roared at us, not, I imagine,
words of welcome to Almeria.
Next day we refuelled in Almeria’s small fishing
harbour. We motored on that day in a flat calm with
sunshine, and we were in ,before dark to the new jetty at

the pleasant Club in Motril. Next day we left in a
beautiful dawn and, motoring along the coast in similar
conditions, passed Malaga, Torremolinos and a
thousand hotels to get into Puerto Jose Banus before
dark.
Six days in the three year old yachtsman’s town
more than rewarded all for the 411 mile push from
Palma, the main hazards now being the Irish traffic
encountered -- Dermot Barnes, Gerry Henry and several
others. While we wined and dined, and returned time
and again to the Shark Club bar, the alternator/
regulator were repaired, the deadlights fixed over
Spokestar’s four opening ports in her stern topsides, and
other preparations made for the Bay of Biscay.
Having decided to make Puerto Banus by early
October, Doreen suggested that, as the equinox would be
well past, and October is usually a quiet month
weatherwise, I might as well do the rest of the trip.
Accordingly arrangements were made before leaving
Ireland tbr the crew of Dragon Alka to do this leg, and
we headed south for the 30 miles to Gibraltar.
The wind, as forecast, soon got up to force 4/5 on
the nose and we motorsailed down to Europa Point,
turning west at 16.30. Again as forecast, the wind in the
Gut moved south-west, to head us, so we motor-sailed on,
tacking into Aigeciras Bay and on to Tarifa. At midnight
we had the light of Trafalgar abeam and continued with
sail and engine in a dying breeze.
Thirty hours from Tarifa we rounded Cape St.
Vincent at 02.00 hours and headed north with a light
south easterly giving the motor no help. Next morning
brought an Atlantic feel, with many gannets and a few
small blue shark in a long, lazy swell. That night the
engine heated and we found the belt, driving alternator
and water pump, in shreds, and the closed circuit fresh
water cooling tank empty, having blown out a safety core
plug (which we failed to find in the bilge). From a
selection of softwood tapered plugs I carry, we trimmed
one which, wrapped in cloth, replaced the core plug,
enabling us to carry on with a loss of about a gallon of
fresh cooling water per 24 hours. The belt was replaced
by a spare.
Next day, along the endless Portugese beaches north
of Saudade, with the same Indian summer conditions, we
saw hundreds of duck about 3 miles offshore. That night,
with our bow wave hissing out across a velvet sea, we were
almost knocked down when a swell came out of the night
much shorter and steeper than those we had been
experiencing, and broke on us.
Our saloon and for’ard loo portholes were open and
bunk cushions, books, etc. got a good splashing. We had
been motoring about three miles off, roughly along the
25 fathom line, and a look at the chart showed a 5
fathom shoal projecting some 2 miles from the shore just
north of Torte de Monteiro.
For the rest of the night we proceeded to keep 4
miles offshore. Next day we were up to the rocky Spanish
coast of Pontevedra and the same lazy swells were
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bursting 20 feet high over outliers or on the cliffs. At
17.00 hours that evening we were in Bayona, Vigo Bay,
taking on 560 litres of diesel, after 560 miles of motoring,
at the pleasant Club de Montereal. Time from Marbella
-- 4 days 7 hours.
The boys from Alka now had their first bit of leisure
on Spanish soil and enjoyed a meal of calamares en su
tinto (baby squid in its own ink) and merluza (fresh hake)
in a fishing pub beside Calle de Carabella Pinta. In the
calle (street) a monument records that "Here in October
1492 the Caravel Pinta arrived with the news of the
discovery of a New World". Pinta was literally coming
home since, further along the sea front, another
monument marks the site of the boatyard where she was
built.
With our main up, mainly to steady us in a light
wind, we motored out past half tide El Lobo rock over
which the swell fountained into 20 foot gouts of foam.
Turning north, the light fog partly cloaked the dramatic
islands and cliffs. However, visibility improved during
the evening and, as we took our departure from Cape
Finisterre after midnight, the stars were bright, the sea
glassy, and 11 ships’ lights sparkled to the west in the
south-going separation lane.
Next day, October 14th, brought a force 4 southerly
and we hoisted both jibs, wing a wing, before breakfast.
Shortly afterwards a pair of dolphins started to sport
under our bows and were joined by others until we had
about thirty in a carpet on both sides of our bow, flank to
flank. They appeared to be jostling to get a favoured
position right under our bow. For over an hour they kept
us company and we could hear their squeaky talk quite
clearly in the forecabin. They seemed smaller than those
we’ve seen closely in the Med. and were an attractive
shade of deep chocolate brown, with very white bellies
and flanks.
During the day the wind backed to the south east
and we dropped our smaller jib, continuing under big jib
and main, and so on through the following day, with the
crew taking the sun on the afterdeck.
On the 16th the BBC weatherman promised us
force 10 from a complex depression moving slowly
towards west Sole. However, with a massive high over
Europe, and our glass falling only 2 millibars in 24 hours,
we weren’t too worried. Of greater concern was when our
battery charging stopped again that night.
Since we expected two more nights at sea, and our
navigation lights, as we crossed the Western Approaches
and St. George’s Channel, would have to live off the
charge in our three batteries, we started the engine, lest
we not have the current to turn the 75 h.p. Perkins at
Currabinny. With the motor ticking over at 900 revs.,
and main and jib drawing well on a very broad reach, we
closked off a steady 6 knots. Without sail it takes 1500
revs. to produce this speed.
That night we saw very little shipping although, at
10.00 next morning, the 17th, we had Round Island
(Scillies) abeam on our Seafix. We could get no peep

from the Mizzen, though within range, so were unable to
check our easting from our dead reckoning position on
the chart. We agreed that there must have been
considerable luffing by all helmsmen, since Finisterre, to
keep the sails drawing, and there was a majority for
20 miles. I suggested it might be more, and that dawn
would show us the white smoke of the magnesite plant at
Dungarvan.
At 03.15 on the 18th, Ivan called me to check a light
on the bow and, in spite of the short and fairly steep
obscuring swells, it was easy to identify Mine Head.
Shortly afterwards drizzle closed in, and, having gybed to
the west, we caught only occasional glimpses of shore
lights and Ballycotton during the rest of the night. There
was considerable grumbling from the hands, who, for the
first time, had to don oilskins because the heavy drizzle
would have made it a wet job to tie up at the Royal Cork
marina, which we did at 09.30. Distance Bayona/
Crosshaven 580 miles, time 3 days 18 hours, fuel used
approximately 300 iitres.
Marbella/Crosshaven 1140 miles, 8 days 1 hour,
plus 26 hours in Bayona. Palma/Crosshaven 1551.
Spokestar remained in Crosshaven for a week while
the local Perkins agents, McNeill’s of Little Island, were
very prompt and helpful in servicing the engine and
bringing the faulty electrics in and out from the Lucas
workshop.
The tollowing Friday, October 28th, I returned to
Crosshaven with my son Malcolm and Ronan Beirne.
The tbrecast was for tbrce 8, southerly, so we took in a
few rolls in the main as we motored out. We cleared
Roche’s Point at 05.00 on Saturday. and, as we prepared
to shut off the engine, once again charging stopped.
There was nothing for it but to keep the diesel tickng
over so we motor-sailed for the Hook on a quartering
run. It never increased beyond force 5 during the night
but, by mid-day we had force 6 and at the Tuskar, in the
middle of a spring ebb, the wind against tide was
producing very high seas which, fortunately, didn’t seem
inclined to break.
We gybed at the Tuskar at 13.30 hours, our change
of course being accommodated by two 300 ton coasters in
close company. We were now on a dead run, inclined to
broach as the biggish seas lifted our stern. Accordingly
we sheeted the main admidships, but the leech gybed
continuously, breaking the battens. After about half an
hour we turned head to the seas to drop the main, and in
15 minutes were swept back nearly to the lighthouse.
The weatherman promised us force 9 for Sole,
Lundy, Fastnet and Irish Sea with gales in all sea areas,
so, when we resumed course, we opened up to 1500 revs
and made 7 knots through the water, against the ebb.
One surge down a swell during the afternoon clocked
nearly 13 knots.
Several south going coasters were pitching at angles
of 15 to 20 degrees and looked nearly more
uncomfortable than us as we swept north. By dusk the
flood was beginning and the seas started to subside,
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making steering much easier. The incoming front
brought nasty showers, but the glass was falling only
about 1 millibar every 4 hours. At 20.00 we had the
Arklow Bank light abeam and went inside the bank. In
view of the slow rate of fall in the barometer, we decided
to pass Arklow and Wicklow and push on. Our
navigation lights must have been weakening, and our
radar reflector (up near our triatic stay) effective, because
one south going coaster only half a mile away, looked for
us with her searchlight.
The seas were now easy and remained so, apart from
a little unpleasantness off Wicklow and Bray heads and
the entrance to Dalkey Sound. We were at the entrance
to Dun Laoghaire at 23.50, exactly 23 hours from
Roche’s point.
During the night the glass fell l0 millibars and the
11.55 (Sunday) forecast again promised force 9. We
motored alongside the R.I.Y.C. to discharge some gear
and, when we were ready to return to our mooring, the
batteries, switched in series, failed to turn the engine -the last drop of current was gone, so we sailed her out to
mooring and rushed ashore as the first nastiness blotted
out the Pigeon House. Sunday afternoon the promised
tbrce 9 arrived!
As I write, November 3rd, Spokestar’s batteries are
on charge, ready tbr the last leg to the Clyde, hopefully
tomorrow.
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Return Atlantic crossing on Jolina
Gerald Leonard
During Wishbone’s Atlantic Cruise her crew
became friendly with Hugh and Rosie Dalzell on Jolina.
When the arrival of a young Dalzell made their return to
the U.K. necessary, Gerald Leonard jumped at the
opportunity of another Atlantic crossing, while Rosie and
her son, Thomas Patrick, flew home from Bermuda. It
was his intention to write up the log for the annual, and
the brief personal log which follows was found in his
dairy.
Thursday, May 12: Left Belfast, Heathrow delay.
Rerouted via New York and San Juan.
Friday, May 13th: Arrived Tortola.
Monday, 16th: Jolina launched.
Wednesday, 18th May: 16.30 Left Tortola. Overnight
stop at Dead Man’s Bay, Peter Island.
Thursday, 19th: 12.00 Anchor up. Round Tortola. Log
streamed at Scrub Island. Compass Course 10 degrees
for Bermuda.
Friday, 20th: Pleasant sailing with easterly winds. Log
continually fouled by weed.
Wednesday, 25th: 13.00 Gibbs Hill picked upon RDF.
Thursday, 26th: 0200 Loom of Gibbs Hill Light. 0400
Stood offfor St. David’s Head. 10.00 Dropped anchor in
St. George’s Harbour. Later moved into inner Harbour.
(Anniversary of Wishbone’s arrival last year.)
Friday, 27th: For next eight days, great kindness by
Tregenza’s -- Meals, Baths, transport.
Thursday, 2nd June: Rosie and Thomas fly out.
Friday, 3rd: Jobs almost complete.
Saturday, 4th: Final provisioning and then 16.35 -Slipped lines and away. 1700 -- Streamed log at R & W
Buoy outside Town Cut Channel. Wind NW 3 -- 4.
Sunday, 5th: NW 3----4 -- 5. Seas becoming quite big.
Wind still increasing. Up to 7 naut. mls. recorded for
hour’s run. (Wind to W).
Monday, 6th: Near Gale conditions. Motion very
uncomfortable. Still weather increases. (Wind to SW).
Trysail and Jib, then Jib down.
Tuesday, 7th: Full Gale. Moderation apparent by 21.00
hrs. ie 48 hrs. of near gale to full gale to near gale again.
This was in the Gulf Stream, but wind with current. But
bad enough!
Wednesday, 8th: Servo Blade Coupling of Aries carried
away. Replaced quickly. Hugh:-- Big seas lifting counter
out of the water made it easy (!)
Thursday, 9th: 1400 Back to Main and No. 1 Jib.
Friday, 10tti: Wind moving forward, through SSE to SE
but only F.2--3.
Saturday, llth: Quiet sailing SE.2 -- 3.
Sunday, 12th: Reached 1000 mls. out.

Monday, 13th: Wind gradually died to F.O---1, but we
still kept moving.
Tuesday, 14th: Wee breeze began to come back, SE then
SW 1--2.
Wednesday, 15th: SW 2--3--4. Good sailing, good
progress.
Thursday, 16th: Bain’s Birthday! (L.B. Dickenson,
Seaboard, ICC, a close personal friend). SW 3---2. Good
sailing.
Friday, 17th: Wind rising SW 4, S, 6, 7. 7 rolls in main
and No. 1 Jib. Navigational plot moved to Eastern
Atlantic Chart.
Saturday, 18th: NW 4.
Sunday, 19th: Really Polar Air. Cold, even for Brass
Monkeys!
Monday, 20th: Nearing Chaucer Bank. Several huge
sharks and school of porpoise.
Tuesday, 21st: Blowing and looking threatening. 6 Rolls
in main for night.
Wednesday, 22nd: Wind easing. Beautiful sailing.
Thursday, 23rd: Very light wind. Scarcely steerage way.
Mainsail down for stitching.
Friday, 24th: Wind up and down, but a feeling of
reaching the home stretch. 525 miles to go.
Saturday, 25th: 844 miles in past week. Then, in evening,
wind away completely. Log hanging down, and handed to
avoid tangling with "Harry" (Aries gear).
Sunday, 26th: Log re-streamed at 03.35 hrs. Heavy
traffic. "MUNCHEN" to close.
Monday, 27th: Now getting BBC Forecasts at last.
"Buzzed" by RAF plane.
Tuesday, 28th: Some boisterous sailing. 260 miles to go
and really romping. Fair amount of traffic around.
Wednesday, 29th: Heavy fishing traffic in darkness.
LANDFALL- Wolf Rock Light appeared abeam at
23.15 hrs, then Lizard.
Thursday, 30th: Home run past Black Head Buoy,
Manacles. Log handed off St. Anthony’s Head.
Anchored in Falmouth at 0900. Customs on board at
0911 -- cleared.
3026.6 mls. in 616 hours -- average speed of 4.9 knots.
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Cuilaun of Kinsale under way. Photo W. M. Nixon.
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Denis Faulkner’s Arvor 111 at Mariveg. Photo W. M. Nixon.
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The Wizard Pool in Loch Skiport, with the Kettle Pool beyond. Photo W. M. Nixon.

Dunn’s Ditties
BRIEF REPORTS ON 1977 CRUISING BY OTHER MEMBERS
These reports which were so much encouraged by Aidan Dunn are a useful means of keeping in touch
with the activities of members and are most welcome.
RONAN M. BEIRNE writes that he is almost too lazy
but having spent the summer working abroad he did not
get an opportunity to cruise. However, a chance came in
Autumn when he was asked to crew on the delivery of a
Ruffian 23 from Strangford Lough to Dun Laoghaire in
the beginning of October. At 07.15 we dropped the
moorings off the Strangford Lough Y.C. and headed off
with a working jib and 2 reefs in the main. When we
reached the open sea we faced a long beat until we were
off Newcastle at about 17.00 where the wind dropped and
allowed us to wear a No. 2 genoa and shake out the reefs
from the main. We took this inshore route as we had
arranged to collect one of the part owners at Port Oriel
but as we did not reach Clogher Head until dark we
sailed on fbr Dun Laoghaire. As the night progressed the
wind freed more until we passed Rockabill on a
screaming reach in a furrowing sea and I thought I was
in my Fireball the boat was so lively. We eventually
moored in the coal harbour Dun Laoghaire at 04.30 on
October 5th. It was a very enjoyable sail as the boat
performed well remaining reasonably dry and easy to
handle at all times although it was the coldest experience
yet this year.
R. L. BERRIDGE writes: In May joined the
American yacht Faith and Hope at Camaret in dismal
weather, cold, wet and windy. In 10 days sailed south as
far as Auray, most of the time with fresh to strong
northerlies and precious little sun. A big sea running
north of the Raz de Sein. On two bad clays went up the
Chateaulin River and the Odet River, both very beautiful
and in each case we had them to ourselves.
Early in July with three on board Corofin we had a
delightful cruise from Crosshaven to Glengarriff and
back to Baltimore.
Later in July cruised for three weeks from Baltimore
to Valentia and back to Crosshaven. Again splendid
weather and only reefed on one day from Dursey Head to
Derrynane. Changed crews several times and always two
children on board. As usual, our companions nearly
everywhere were the ubiquitous French.
DESMOND BRADLEY reports that his team
recently sold Arran Dora and bought a Ron Holland
three-quarter tonner built by Camper Nicholson and
named Silver Shadow. One member of the Dun
Laoghaire water front expressed surPrise at the purchase
indicating that it was like giving your grandfather an
E type Jaguar. The boat has been nicknamed Silver
Broach due to some trouble with spinnakers. Silver
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Shadow completed a very full seasons racing including
the Isora programme and two Rorc Irish Sea races being
the Morcambe Bay and Clyde races. Silver Shadow also
participated in the Clyde Week Series but seems to have
had little time for cruising during a very busy Racing
Season.
PETER BUNTING writes that he did not cruise in
Sue this summer but spent weekend pottering between
Portpatrick and Strangford Lough. Peter did however
spend a week with his wife Ann cruising with Denis
Faulkner in Arvor Ili from Stornaway to the Faroes and
back to Stornaway again. The cruise was very enjoyable
with good weather.
HARRY BYRNE reported briefly that his season
was spent with Redrock’s Campaign in the Admirals Cup
Trials, Channel, Fastnet and other races.
PAUL CAMPBELL reports:-Verve’s 1977 cruise was only for two weeks, July 16 to
29, the first seven days beating from Crosshaven to
Derrynane and the second seven days sailing back to
Dun Laoghaire with a fair wind from Bantry Bay to
Carnsore Point, then beating again. I had energetic and
enthusiastic companions, William Dick (ICC) all the
way, John (ICC) and Peter White. For the first eight days
were joined at Castletownbere by Martin de Robeck,
Commodore of the Blessington S.C., and Peter Simpson
who has been sailing with me offand on since 1951. We
spent the second night in Broad Strand Bay, a simpler
place to anchor than Courtmacsherry and perfectly
comfortable in the SW wind. I made my first visits to
Kitchen Cove and Adrigole, both very attractive, the
latter even in West wind and rain. We anchored for
lunch in Garnish Bay after avoiding a couple of salmon
nets but having to sail across the last three. We also
stopped for lunch in Barley Cove in W.N.W. wind to
enable one of the crew to recover from rounding Mizen
Head. After getting up earlier than normal in Scull we
moored lbr breakfast in North Harbour; not being sure
of the depth alongside the quay (it was L.W.Np.) we tied
to the end of the outer pier where we saw a ladder. An
hour later a ferry skipper warned us that we were above a
rock; as we had not hit it there must be at least four feet
over it at M.L.W.S. (or -- for the benefit of future
readers -- one m at L.A.T.). We spent a night in the Bay
3 Ca North of Dunmore East Harbour, quite a
convenient position for going ashore having anchored
two miles E.N.E. of Kilmore Quay to leave Peter at his

residence and enjoy lunch and bathe there. We were across the Gulf Stream to Fort Lauredale. I flew to
easily persuaded next day to anchor inside Woulfe Rock Barcelona, Spain, and sailed to Sitges for the week-end.
and visit the McGeachins while waiting for the flood to
Racing on Big Apple the Fielding/Coveney/Love
start past Wicklow Head.
44-footer during the Season and I also did a delivery trip.
Sea miles made good 429, Underway 102 hours We delivered a boat from Cork to Callais with Fred’
using engine for 14½ hours.
Cudmore, an uncle and long time member of I.C.C.
We averaged 73A knots sailing. We also delivered a
PETER CLARKE reports that this year he took boat from Callais to Dublin and back to Cork.
Rinamara which had been based in the Clyde for four
One race during the year took me to Cieudadela at
years to Ringhadday where he has built a new home. the West end of Minorca. It is a really lovely port and it
During the season Rinamara was used mainly for day struck me as a place that would be nice to cruise to.
sailings since her arrival at Ringhaddy at the end of
April. The Clarkes attended the East Coast end of season
BRIAN DALTON reports:-- February I had a
rally at Port Oriel and they hope that they will again be family cruise in British Virgin Islands. Best holiday yet.
able to cruise to far distant parts in 1978 and look Enjoyable sailing in a chartered boat. The charters are
forward to the 1979 jubilee year cruise.
very well organised in this area but the food, almost all
imported, is expensive. Spinnakers are forbidden and
WALLACE CLARKE writes: Wild Goose spent only three head sails are allowed. It is not a cruise for
most of the summer in Scottish waters after a sortie to those who feel uncomfortable in 85 degrees F with high
meet Hirta, owned by Adam Bergius, at Inistrahull in the humidity conditions. The reefs which almost ring the
middle of June. Hirta is a forty five foot pilot cutter which mid-ocean "onion patch" keep navigators on their toes.
was first employed before the First World War as a Mail Rain squalls and heat haze can make landfall a cautions
Boat to St. Kilda. She is beautifully maintained with business. The hospitality is justly renowned. The Island
most of the original gear including dead eyes in the has many interesting historical Irish associations.
rigging and a bowsprit which seems about fifteen feet
long. Adam even tucked her into Portmore with her stern
ROGER DE QUINCEY writes briefly and before it
10 feet from the rocks, after spending the afternoon in is too late our season with Baltimore Beacon was much
the S.W. side of the shore in the mouth of Portachulla. curtailed by two insurance claims which was a bit much
Hirta was en route from the Clyde to Lough Melfort and for one season, when we were not to blame in either case.
made an overnight stop at the Hull which gave a good We did not get afloat until June 24th due to first collision
opportunity for a party.
(during the storm-of December 5th and 6th). We took
We had that delightful week from 10th to 17th July, part very successfully in the Race round Isle of Wight on
when the sun shone all day long, for a leisurely circum- June 25th until a larger boat smashed into our taffrail
navigation of Mull. When the weather broke we retired and sternguard rail and we were back to repairs again.
up Lough Linnhe and rolled in the snow on top of Ben This left Cowes Week and the return trip home when it
Nevis. The skipper had thought the climb pretty tough was nearly time to lay up again.
and was about to give up at the half way mark when he
We were able to test out Admiral Hoare’s entry for
was passed by a seventy year old leading a seven year old the R.Y.A. competition for a life saving dinghy i.e. life
by the hand. In August my son, Miles, Lynn Temple and raft and dinghy in one. For cruising there is surely a need
I fulfilled a long held ambition by reaching St. Kilda, the for just such a boat; seven foot 6 inches long with a ply
seventeenth yacht to do so in 1977. There we met John floor - cum - boat to support 40 stone with an Avon
Gore-Grimes and his crew. The swell in the bay made Redcrest (modified) top for a further 40 stone. It sailed
socialising on the moorings a bit difficult but we did have well, rowed well and gave adequate protection when the
the great pleasure of a sail round the group in company. canopy was up. Its disadvantage was sereening the
It was a very notable visit, well worth all the effort and helmsman’s view when stowed on deck. A glancing blow
one which we would like to repeat.
from a large buoy off Portland, and failing to spot the
Runnelstone until nearly too late were two examples.
HAROLD CUDMORE., Jnr. writes:-- After racing Perhaps this could have been avoided by deflating the
I took Silver Apple with an American and Spanish friend rubber top. The R.N.L.I. at Poole and Cowes were
from Nassau on Providence Island in the Bahamas to interested in it and it was a bold attempt to solve the
Fort Lauredale in Florida in the end of February.
problem and expense of carrying two boats. A slightly
We started with a fast down wind sail, stopping for a larger version is planned.
little snorkeling at a small "Cay", to Freeport in the
Light weather all the way home. Cowes to Plymouth
Grand Bahamas. An extraordinary place -- a sort of with Sheila my wife. Plymouth to Baltimore in 45 hours.
small Disney World for shopping and entertainment -- mostly under power when the fuel system was
not attractive. On the way down we rigged up, with some co-operating. I was lucky to have with me two excellent
elastic and bits of string, a self steering which was men from Cork namely Harry Wolfe and Billy Bateman
operational on a broad reach. From Freeport a fetch during Cowes week.
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JOE FITZGERALD writes: Melisande departed
at 20.00 hrs. on Friday 5th August to arrive at
Killmackillogue (via Dursey Hd. -- Sound closed for
repairs to cablecar). The voyage took 18 hours approx.
and the distance covered was 105 miles. Also visited
Castletownbere, Goleen (for diesel), Crookhaven (to
stretch legs, waiting for pubs to open), Schull (to see Josie
Driscoll and dine etc.), North Harbour (to hear all about
the Fastnet Racers), Baltimore (to see the Nancy Bet of
Island Cruising Club fame), Union Hall (to dry out the
crew) and finally Courtmacsherry (a nice change from
Kinsale). The crew included Peter Cagney (co-owner) for
4 days, Dr. Kevin Walsh (8 days), self, Stanley Roche and
Brian Jolly. We were away for 10 days and covered
approximately 255 miles. There was one wet day and that
was the day we picked to varnish the bright work!
DESMOND IRWIN enjoyed his first season with
Seal Morning a Nicholson 31. He cruised to Scotland
calling at Ardminish, Ardfern, Crinnan, Campbelltown,
Girvan, Port Patrick and Craighouse.
J. R. McDOWELL reports: Rosheen Bawn was
launched rather late in the season due to storm damage;
in addition there was crew trouble, one spent a lot of time
at Headhs playing the fiddle and another got married.
Our only cruise was a week from Bangor to Gigha and
back. The new wife of the crew member lost the bottom
half of her pyjamas on the way to Gigha but on the return
journey we were stopped and searched by the navy, in the
middle of the night, and they found the missing garment.

F. MAITLAND EVES writes: Takahe cruised for 12
leisurely days from Ringhaddy to Loch Sunart and back
during early August. We had the pleasure of introducing
two friends from Dublin to the West Coast of Scotland
during the first half of our cruise. Apart from two
thoroughly wet days, the weather was excellent, giving
some days of good sailing. Ports visited included
Carnlough, Gigha, Tobermory, Salin, Loch Drumbuy,
Oban, Puilladobhrain, Taylallich and Portpatrick. Our
new boat fully came up to expectations and gave us a
most relaxed and enjoyable holiday.
MICHAEL O’FLAHERTY writes: Apart from an
end of season delivery to the Clyde Cuilaun of Kinsale
cruised her south-west coast home water from her
Kinsale base. In the course of the summer she spent one
or more nights in Glandore, Castletownsend, Barloge,
Schull, Crookhaven, Castletownberehaven, Glengarriff
and Sneem. We also visited Bantry and Derrynane and
on a beautiful day landed our crew on Skellig Michael
which was the highlight of the season. The year’s most
unusual request was to lay a 65 lb. C.Q.R. as a mooring
for a Sunderland Flying Boat in Dun Laoghaire
Harbour. Apart from Brian Smullen, in charge at all
times, I.C.C. Members Aidan Brindley, John Henry
McConnell and Maurice O’Connor sailed with us on
occasions this season.

JOHN OLIVER writes: Having shifted my "ashore
base" from one address to another my cruising was
curtailed to a very pleasant 12 days aboard Moidart
(R.N.I.T.C.) from the 28th July to the 8th August. Under
CONNLA MAGENNIS writes: Having sold Merle of the command of R. W. Boyde (P.O.) we visited
Malham in April my sailing was mainly confined to Club Ardminish Bay, Gigha, Port Askaig, Islay, Scalassaig,
Racing in my Scorpian Dinghy. I jumped at the offer of a Colonsay, Erraid, lona, Bunessan, Mull, Staffa, Gottbay,
fresh water cruise cum delivery trip in a Shetland 570. Tiree, Arinagour, Coil, Tobermory, Dunstaffinage,
This is a two berth boat powered by a 55 h.p. O/B motor Oban, Gigha, Carnlough (badly silted), Glenarm and
which consumes enormous quantities of expensive petrol. back to Cultra. Mileage unknown. Due to gear box
Accompanied by my wife Geraldine we left Carrick-on- failure at Tiree the sails were very much in use and the
Shannon on Friday the 15th July and headed wind conditions varied from zero to Force 6 whilst at sea.
downstream to Lanesboro (where we were weather bound We had both long and short sailing days.
for two days) to Shannon Harbour, where we entered the
DAVID PARK writes: I will not write about another
Grand Canal and travelled eastwards via Tullamore,
Ballycommen to Robertstown. Distance 80 miles on river cruise to Scotland as it has all been said before but this
year we did try to go to places we had never been before.
Shannon and Lough Rea. 55 miles on Grand Canal.
Thus Cruiskeen with the family went from Ringhaddy to
JOHN MAGUIRE writes that he spent a total of 4 Donaghadee, West Loch Tarbert, Jura, Iona, Bunessen,
weeks on two separate cruises sailing with Liam Mull, Staffa (which we explored thoroughly), Tobermary
McGonagle on Ounavarra. In Spain they called at (here we managed to run all our anchor chain over the
Ampuria, Brava, Cadaquez and ports in France include bow but had it recovered by a skin diver -- the funny
Aigde, Marseilles, Bandol, Ille d’Embiez, Porquerolles, "ha-ha" joke of all cruising people!), Castlebay, Barra,
Port Cros, Cavaliere, St. Tropez and an anchorage off the Vatersay, Big Harbour, Eriskay, Wizard Pool, Loch
Skiport, South Uist, (a beautiful anchorage -- highly
South of Cap d’Antibes.
recommended), Loch Maddy, Rodel, Dunvegan, Arisaig,
JOHN AND MAIMIE McCONNELL report that Tobermoray, Oban, Ardfern, West Loch Tarbert,
have recently purchased a 30 ft. motor cruiser built by Kintyre, Donaghadee and home to Ringhaddy. We were
Broom of Norfolk and named Snow Goose. Their present away for 3 weeks in August and had beautiful weather
and managed to cover a total of 550 miles.
boat Kala has now been transferred to Maimie.
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MARSHALL AND MAURA PRITCHARD report:
Norella left Strangford Loch on the 3rd July and spent
two weeks cruising the West Coast of Scotland. The crew
included Marshall, Maura and 9 year old Jane Pritchard
and the anchorages visited were:-- Loch Ryan, Lamlash,
Holy Loch, Ardrishaig, Crinan, Tobermary, Canna, Loch
Carnan, Loch Skiport, Dunvegan, Sth. Rona, Kyle Askin
& Isle Ornsay. In the Sound of Sleat we were dismasted
and the broken spire and sails were cut away. Norella
proceeded under engine and jury-rig (spinnaker pole and
Spanish reefed storm jib set conventionally giving about
five knots) to Mallais, Tobermary, Puldoran, Crinan
East, Loch Tarbert, Tignabruich, Holy Loch and thence
to McGruers Yard at Rosneath for repairs where alas,
she still sits and sits and sits!!!!? ? We finished the season
sailing on eight metre Helen.

Strangford calling at Weymoutn (61 miles), Falmouth
(117 miles), Arklow (223 miles with 7---8 W.N.W.), and
finally to Ringhaddy (107 miles). We covered 528 miles in
7 days. Tandara was crewed by Ronnie and Denise Slater
plus 3 children (12, 9 and 5 years), Brian Smyth and Billy
Nelson. A very cold and uncomfortable trip.
In July we spent 3 weeks cruising up the West Coast
of Scotland (Slater family) and the round trip from
Ringhaddy included the Coplands, Lame, Gigha, W.
Loch Tarbert (Jura), Colonsay, Tinker’s Hole, Iona,
Canna, Rhum, Isle of Oronsay, Ob Tolaig (Duich), Kyle
Rhin, Poll Duin, S. Rona, Eigg Muck, Loch Drumbuie,
Tobermory, Cuan Sound, Is. Righ (Caraighnish), E. Loch
Tarbert, Campbelltown, Dudleys Roads and finally back
to Ringhaddy. We covered 572 miles and enjoyed a good
family cruise.

C. RONALDSON reports: Took delivery of Erlin
Mor in the gareloch in late April and delivered her to
Ballyholme via Lamlash. We had a mini cruise of five
from the 5th to the 12th June in miserable weather -generally Northerly force 6 plus and often 8. It was
always cold and rarely sunny. The ports and anchorages
visited include West Loch Tarbert, Port Askaig,
Craighouse, Eileann Mor, Tay Vallich, Caol Scotnish,
Ardminish and back to Ballyholme. Mileage negligible,
crack good, moral -- wait until July next year!!

JOHN WHITE writes: In June, a glorious passage
on John Mullin’s Maid of Kileen from Dun Laoghaire to
Andraitx, Majorca (see full account elsewhere in the
annual).
In July full of incidents with Paul Campbell on
Verve from Dun Laoghaire to Crosshaven and a most
enjoyable ten days cruising from Crosshaven visiting
many new and interesting anchorages, reaching Derynane before retracing our steps (again see full account
elsewhere).
All in July I sailed with Eugene McAnaney and
Peter Brown (a non-member) a Glen in which I have a
share from Mumbles near Swansea to Arklow -- an
experience which I never wish to repeatl This strong
yacht is to be re-named -- any suggestions?

TOM SHEPHERD writes: Once again we took
Greylag to West Cork from the 19th July to the 26th
August using her as a base for the family holiday. We
stopped at the Royal Cork’s Marina for a week, before
going further West to Castletownshend via Oyster
Haven.
Sailing back in easy stages we were fortunate to get
into Dunmore East on Tuesday August 23rd before a
southerly gale really got going. We were in some
difficulty during the small hours, with a rising tide, on
the outer end of the new jetty near the sailing Club. The
windage on the mast was such that the boat was listing
across the Quay, thus endangering the rigging. To add to
our discomfiture, we had a French yacht outside us
whose skipper was only too delighted to have Greylag as
a fender. However, we finally persuaded him to move,
and, with the help of Jack O’Reilly in Aeolus we worked
the Frenchman’s bow off the Quay, and then Greylag’s,
and motored to the shelter of the East Pier where we
spent a comfortable 24 hours before sailing to Dun
Laoghaire.
On passages, we were helped variously by Joe
Osborne, Ken Fletcher, John Sheehan, Keith Hunt,
Dermot O’Flynn (Junior) and Rorke Bryan, to say
nothing of Judy, Bridget, Mario, Megan and Duncan
Shepherd (from Crosshaven to Oyster Haven to
Castletownshend to Glandore and Cape Clear).
RONNIE SLATER reports: In April we commissioned and delivered Tandara from Gosport to

PETER WILLIAMS writes: My cruising started on
Saturday the 12th February 1977 when three men and
their wifes assembled at Marsh Harbour Abaco in the
Bahamas for a weeks cruising on a charter yacht. The
yacht was chartered from "Caribbean Sailing Yachts"
which is a fairly large American Company offering
bareboat charters from three different locations. The
boats are comfortable and well equipped. The Company
is very professional and efficient supplying everything
down to a spare diaphragm kit for the two Whale bilge
pumps!
The Company limit the area in which one may
cruise, which at first seems very restricting, but in fact
covers quite a wide range of small bays, harbours and
miles of deserted beaches and reefs that we would have
happily spent a lot longer in the area. One does not,
however, get much feel of ocean voyaging as there is
usually not more than 5 feet of water under the keel and
frequently none at all! We did spend the odd hour
standing in four feet of water pushing! Nightfall, Which
comes rather early in those latitudes, brings the very
American ritual of attaching the charcoal grill to the
stern rail and having a conflagration which can be most
impressive but (at least in my opinion) does very little for
the meat.
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All in all a very good holiday afloat -- much to be
recommended for those sailors and their wives who are
not over enthusiastic about flogging to windward in five
sweaters.
If any reader would like further details etc. with a
view to chartering in the West Indies, please contact me.
Yacht chartered was a Carib 39 feet centre cockpit
sloop with 13 feet beam and 4 foot draft plus centreplate.
We had a main and genoa with cotton panels which
protect the tereylene when furled. The engine was a
Perkins diesel and the boat carried 300 gals. of water.
There are 6/7 berths (effectively three double beds) -two heads and showers. The cost for 1977 for six people
including all food for one week and a 3S0-dollar
returnable deposit (which we got back) was 1,S00-dollars.

R. de Quincey’s Beacon of Baltimore sailing past the Amerigo Versucci -- Photo R. de Quincey.
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List of Members
An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member. The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
NAME & YEAR ELECTED
Adams, Peter J. 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
And.erson, A. W. 1961
Anderson, Gordon F. 1974
Andrews, David O.B.E., M.Sc.,
J.P. 1959
Aplin, Roger 1972
Archer, William M. 1965
Arnold, R. C. 1955
Balmforth, M.B. 1966
Barnes~ Dermot 1955
Barr, Robert 1969
Barr, R. G. M. 1973
Barr, Mrs. Hazel 1971
*Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)
*Barton, Humphrey 1934 (1954)
Bas~ett, Major C. S. 1969
Beck, Horace P. 1963
Bernie, Ronan M. 1975
Benson, Dr. R. 1975
Berridge, Lt. Col. R. L. 1946
Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. 1963
Beckett, Dr. W. K. 1973
Begley, William 1950
Bell, John N. 1974
Blaikie, James A. 1969
Booth, E. M. 1967
Bourke, John P. 1965
Bourke, J. Roger-1942
Bourke, Michael Paget 1975
Bowring, Wing Cdr. J.H. 1973
Boyd, J. M. 1963
Bradley, Desmond 1957 9
Braidwood, W. S. 1963
Braidwood, Mrs. 1963
Bramwell, Dr. B. R. 1963
Brindley, Aidan C. 1954
Broderick, K. J. 1943
Brown, J. Finlay 1959
’Brown, Mrs. M. 1973
Brown, Richard P. 1970
Brown, W. P. 1963
Bryce, Robert G. 1969

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.
2 Hopton Close, Eggbuckland, Plymouth, Devon. Carnalea.
Shangri-la, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co. Louth. Kami Kai.
Apline Lodge, Drumreighland, Limavaddy, Londonderry (3348). Lapwing.
’Lyndhurst’, Marlboro Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (806531).
Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13. (22451. Home: Bangor 60631). Ocean Dove.
Synge Street, Dublin 8. (756426). Tu Fri.
55 Silverstream Drive, Bangor, BT20 3LW, Co. Down. (66686). Petrel H.
28, Osborne Gardens, Belfast, BT9 6LE. (667377).
7 Dargarvel Avenue, Glasgow G41 5LD. (041/427--1176).
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Cu-na-mara.
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (893269). L ’Etoile (P.O.)
60, TuUynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down. (813369).
do.
c/o Rob Roy, Cook Street, Cork.
4 Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants. Rose Rambler.
53, Rivermead Court, Hurlingham, London S.W.~ Gioconda.
Box 442, Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A. China Bird.
Stokeville, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (806760).
64 BeUvue Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (802352). Marlou.
Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (021-831531). Corofin.
do.
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (889826). Dara. (P.O.)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Data. (P.O.)
Hillview Cottage, Shankill, Co. Dublin. (820335).
Sunnyside, Station Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322496).
Lyndhurst Crescent, Springhill Road, Bangor, Co. Down. (Bangor 2209)
Diff’rent Drummer.
Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin. (863094). Venetia.
Albert House, Victoria Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Firedrake. (P.O.)
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick. (061-45479. Office: 45444). Iduna.
10 Herbert Park, Dublin 4.
Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (853899).
51 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down.
Moorefield, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. (855622, Office: 533351).
Silver Shadow (P.O.), Debonair (P.O.)
3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down. (2382)
do.
Killinchy, Co. Down. Dinah 5-0--5.
25 Seabank Court, Sandycove, Co. Dublin. (809039). Glenisla.
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (886784).
151 Seafield Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3. (335789).
6 Monastery Crescent, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co. Down. (209).
212 Shore Road, Portaferry, Co. Down. (318).
St. Benedicts, Thormanby Road, Baily, Co. Dublin. (322829).
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Bunting, Peter J. 1962
Bunting, Mrs. E. A. M. 1969
Burke, J. F. 1971
Burnes, Robert 1969
Butler, J. C. 1959
Butler, Sean, Mr. Justice 1957
Byrne, H. E. O’C. 1974
*Campbell, R. P. 1934 (1969)
Carr, W. Derek 1972
Carr, Mrs. J. E. 1972
Chadwick, T. 1944
Charles, R. 1948
Clapham, John F. 1965
Clapham, Mrs. D. 1974
Clark, H.W.S., M.B.E., D.L. 1951
Clark, Peter; 1971
Clarke, S. H. R. 1967
Cobbe, T. L. 1939
Coe, R. 1957
Cole, Derrick 1968
Collins, H. G. B. 1963
Collins, Michael D. 1975
*Cooke, Victor A. 1977
Cooke, K. L. 1959
Cotter, William J. 1975
Courtney, Ross 1948
Cox, James F. 1970
Coyle, Michael F. 1971
Cresswell, R. S. 1949
Crosbie, E. 1957
Cudmore Fred 1947
Cudmore Fred (Jun.) 1969
*Cudmore. John 1977
Cudmore Justin R. 1966
Cudmore Peter F. 1966
Cudmore Harold, 1956
Cudmore Mrs. Mary 1970
Cudmore H. (Jun.) 1959
Cudmore Ronald 1964
Cudmore Richard B. 1966
Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W. R. 1970
Cullen, M. 1971
Cunningham, Brian 1967
Curtain, W. A. 1971
d’Alton, M. A. M. 1956
Dalton, Brian 1967
Daly, Dominic, J. 1968
Davey, D. W. H. 1969
Dawes, Miss K, P. 1963
Deane, Douglas 1965
Dempsey, J. A. 1973
Denham, Dr. P. C. 1975
Denvir, Miss Joan 1956
de Quincey, Roger 1969
de Quincey, Mrs. Sheila 1974

Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co. Down. (812310, Office-Lurgan 3611.) Sue.
do.
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork. (021-33730). Golden Shamrock.
1103 Grove Street, Framingham, U.S.A.
Belgrove, Cobb, Cork. (021-811342). Tam o’Sbanter.
Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (806187).
Lismoyle, Shore Road, Malahide, Co. Dublin. (450498).
Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (862634). Verve.
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co. Down. (2051). Melora 111.
do.
Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin. (201220. Office: 280381).
13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex. (3421. Office: CHA 1644). Frazi.
Mertoun Hall, Holywood, Belfast. (63177). Tresillian IlL
do.
Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co. Derry. (Maghera 737). Wild Goose of Moyle.
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co. Down. (541814). Rinamara.
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. Quiver vii.
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co. Dublin. (350343).
Craigie, Monastrevan, Co. Kildare. (045-25300).
5 Stillorgan Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (881240).
Cranallen, 4 Manse Road, Kilkeel, Co. Down. (62357). Kerry Lady.
"Inniskeel", King Edward Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (867619). Asali.
Islandreagh House, Dunadry, Co. Antrim.
"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322348 Office: 771801).
t 1 Bushy Park Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (973270).
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (323090. Office: 44686).
Bandersnatcb of Howtb.
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3. (339593).
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth. (041-51329).
Lyoton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (803163).
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork. (021-52420).
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork. (021-31060). Setanta.
do.
do.
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork.
6 Camden Place, Cork. (021-53726).
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork. (021-33016. Office: 24019.) Namhara.
do.
do.
do.
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork. (021-33625). Quervain.
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322428). Leemara.
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6. (977002).
31 Windsor Gardens, Largs, Ayrshire. Rascal.
Highlands, Asborne Villas, Stoke, Plymouth. (Plymouth 51909).
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (Office: 761481). Glensbane (P.O.)
234 Lothrop Road, Grosse, Pontefarns, Michigan 48236. Finola.
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork.
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down. (Holywood 2287).
9 Courtenay Place, Lymington, Hampshire.
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork. Darinda.
Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin. (291326).
2 Vergemont, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (973098).
Mount Bernard, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021-811504).
Baltimore Hill, Baltimore, Co. Cork. (52). Badger of Baltimore.
do.
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Devenney, E. K. 1973
Dick, J. R. William 1971
Dickinson, L. B. 1969
Dinneen, Patrick A. 1965
*Dixon, Hon. Ribon 1971
Donegan, Patrick T.D. 1968
Dorman, Dr. J. K. A. 1971
Doyle, Denis N. 1956 Commodore
Doyle, Frank 1966
Doyle, John G. 1967
Doyle, Thomas F. 1930
Doyle, D. Conor 1966
Duff, J. C. 1946
Duff, J. K. 1949
Dunn, Aidan 1963
du Pont, Pierre 1969
Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966
Dkye, Stanley, W. 1965
Elliot, W. Mayne 1932
Ender, Theodore 1972
England, Mrs. Elizabeth M. 1967
Everett, T. 1975
Eves, F. Maitland 1967
Eves, Jeremy, R. F. 1975
*Ewing, Clayton, Commodore C.C.A.
Fane, Kable P. 1970
Fannin, Robert N. 1959
Farrell, Thomas V. 1969
Faulkner, J. Dennis 1960
Faulkner, Mrs. J. K. 1969
Felix, Bernard 1963
Fielding, Dr. R. J. 1956
Fielding, Mrs. C. 1971
Finnegan, John 1966
Fisher, J. D. F. 1969
Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944
.,,,, FitzGerald, David H. B. 1966
Fogarty, John J. 1967
Foley, Albert 1972
Fowler, Robert J. 1969
French, Miss D. 1934
Fryer, Patrick J. H. 1969
Fuller, T. 1936
Geldorf, Robert 1968
Gibson, James C. 1977
Glaser, Dr. Otto 1972
Glove-r, Dr. W. E. 1963
Gogarty, Desmond 1960
Gomes, H. R. 1967
Gore-Grimes, John 1973
Gore-Grimes, Mrs. J. 1975
Gray, A. P.
(ex. Officio-Hon. Sec. R.C.C.).

4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down. Freda.
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow. (045-65233).
3 Carisbrook Tce., Bangor, Co. Down. (2164). Seaboard.
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co. Limerick. (061-32245).
Drumadarragh Lodge, Doach, Belfast.
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth. (041-8944).
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down. (370). Maid of Skye.
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork. (021-23706). Moonduster.
do.
Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (862779).
Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork. (021-841199). Sonata.
do.
Ard-le-Mar, Church Street, Skerries, Co. Dublin.
Drumbaragh House, Kells, Co. Meath. (190).
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (691158. Office: 770733). Anasu 1I.
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732, U.S.A. Barlovento IL
Inishowen, Glounthaune, Co. Cork. (021-821264).
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (807918).
Burren Carragh, Birr Point, Ballyhalbert, Co. Down. (Ballywalter 233).
Happy Return (P.O.).
Atlantic Yacht Co., Pearse St., Kinsale, Co. Cork.
Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe, Lasswade, Midlothian. (031-663-7403).
56 Cabin Hill Gardens, Belfast. (653917).
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards~ Co. Down. BT22 2LJ. (Millisle 213).
Takahe (P.O.)
do.
Wilderness Farms, Trappe, Maryland 21673, U.S.A.
Norton Hail, Leicestershire. (Tugby 211). Gallivanter II1.
3 Martello Terrace, Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (326612).
Gtenflesk, Carrigeen Park, Cork, (24866).
Olinda, Craigavad, Co. Down. (Holywood 2783. Office: Belfast 744261).
A rvor IH.
do.
19 Bd. Victor-Hugo, 92200 Neuilly Sur Seine, Paris, France. Skreo 11.
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021-841428 & 51848).
do.
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin. Jane.
Rathruttent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (3667). Omavay.
Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021-32210, Office: 20095).
Jovet (P.O.).
Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway. (Galway 41146. Office: Tynagh 214).
Oberon IL
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Co. Cork. Nora Sheila.
Saltaire, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (805259). Estelle.
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (805822). Sogndal.
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow.
Craighdu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (809568). La Bretonne
Grianan, Skibbereen, Co. Cork. (6).
18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (802818).
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Dublin.
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin. (324797). Red Rock 11L
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W. (337-2889). Melite.
"Lamlash", Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth. (041-8740).
12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Ain Mara. (P.O.).
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323670). Sbardana.
do.
Bine Cottage, Crondall Road, Crockham Village, Hants. (Crondall 376.
Office: 499-3761).
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Green, Mrs. Margaret 1963
Green, Dr. Chris H. 1964
Green, Dr. Michael, 1964
Greer, P. H. Ll.D. 1951
Greer, Howard 1966
Guinness, J. H. 1961
Guinness, Mrs. M. J. 1966
Hon. Publications Officer.
Guinness, Peter 1963
Hall, Mervyn J. 1970
Hall, R. C. A. 1952
Hail, Mrs. Nancy W. 1965
Hanan, Thomas J. 1937
Harbison, Dr. John F. 1977
Harman, S. T. S. 1949
Harris, J. A. 1971
Harrison, John M. 1975
Harte, Edward D. 1969
Hasset, Barry 1975
Healy, David J. 1971
Healy, Capt. George F. 1968
*Heard, R. D. 1939 (1963).
Heard, Mrs. Ruth 1967
Hearne, R. J. 1975
Hegarty, Brian 1957
Hegarty, Dermot 1959
-~ Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J. 1957
Henry, Dr. George R. 1969
Heron, Barney, 1965
Hicks, Savell, O., O.B.E. 1961
Higginbotham, J. W. 1964
Hilliard, C. E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967
Horsman, Henry F. 1952
Hosford, W. K. 1974
Hughes, N. C., F.R.C.S. 1972
Hunt, C. K. 1963
*Hunter, Colin 1975
President, C.A.
Hutchinson, William R. 1969
Irving, J. F. 1960
Irwin, D. M. 1973
Jacob, Basil B. 1956
Ja~’neson, J. Patrick 1968
Johnson, Terence 1960

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road, Dundunald, Belfast. (63175).
do. Helen.
3 Sycamore Close, Woodingdean, Brighton, Sussex BN2 6SJ (33676).
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (323195. Office 771801).
Helen of Howtb.
Howth Summit, Co. Dublin.
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323123). Deerbound.
do. Ragbar (P.O.)
Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks¯
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (800928).
Lisaniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021-841083). Roane. (P.O.)
do.
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930, Australia¯ Rosbeg.
Glenomera, Burrow Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin.
Lichfield, Ballintemple, Co. Cork. (021-31053).
Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road, Hildenborough, Kent. (2162).
Flat 2, 4 Leeds Road, Harrowgate, Yorks.
Clencar, Coolfadda, Bandon, Co. Cork. (023-41286). Duckling.
"Salcombe", Ballincurrig Park, Douglas, Cork. (32793). Sacba.
Advertising Associates S.D.N., Berhad, 8th Floor, 802 A.I.A, Bldg., Jalan,
Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Shanganagh, Albert Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (801528). Master of Yacht
Creidne.
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852258). Harklow.
do.
"Shearwater", Baily, Co. Dublin. (322236).
Gairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323421 ).
Kileen Tce., Malahide, Co. Dublin. (450603). Aisling.
Roosky, Co. Roscommon. (Roosky 24). Aisling.
Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Jacqueline.
Moytura House, Cross, Claremorris, Co. Mayo. (Cong 10).
Cuan Hills Farm, Ballydorn, Killinchy, Co. Down. (468. Office: Belfast 57251).
Weatherly, Claremont, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322086). Mistral.
94 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (854923). Firedrake. (P.O.).
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin. (803676). Angel. (P.O.)
Templerainy House, Arklow, Co. Wicklow. (042-2349).
North Brook, French Furze, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (882253).
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast. (Drumbo 323). Taitsing.
Guinness Group Sales, 86 Patrick Street, Cork.
Ivory House, St. Katherine’s Dock, London E1 9AT.
12 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. (2686)¯
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Tern, Shropshire. Saunterer of Leigb.
The Cairn, 278, Seacliffe Road, Bangor, Co. Down. (Bangor 65528). SealMorning
Beacon Bank, Mill Road, Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth. (041-7840).
Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin¯ (322931). Finndabar of Howtb.
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (801160). Silver Shadow

(P.O.).
Jones, A. G. H. 1965
Kavanagh, Capt. Peter 1965
Keane, Barry 1975
Keily, D. J. 1973
Kelliher, Edward J. 1977
Kelly, C. D. 1975
Kelly, Dr. Malcolm 1969

Yeowood, Wrington, Avon.
Kcrlogue, Railway Ave., Sutton, Co. Dublin. (323396).
5 St. Catherine’s Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (805982).
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork. (021-831235). Shortwave.
Lillegard, Saval Pk. Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Spokestar.
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6. (975267). Carousel.
Fairlight, Brook Ave., Warsash, Southampton¯ Jolie Madame.
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Kenefick, George 1975
Kennedy, Hugh P. O,C. 1963
Kennedy, George O’Brien, 1969
Kennedy, T., F.R.C.S. 1973
Kennedy, Mrs. B. 1973
Kerrigan, Seamus, 1974
Kiley, Jock 1969
Kilkelly, Lt.Col. R. P. 1954
Kilkenny, Joseph 1971
Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966
Kirby, Tom 1971
Knight, R. D. 1971
Knott, H. B. 1964
Kyle, Stirk 1971
Landon, Capt. E. G. 1959
Large, Richard T. 1958
Law, J. Brian 1975
_. Lawless, Peter D. 1964
Lawrence, David T. 1975
Lee, Reginald 1961
Lennox, George A. 1969
Leonard, Alan G. 1964
Love. Clayton 1950
Love, Mrs. T. 1963
Love, Clayton, (Jun.) 1971
Love, D. 1963
Love, John P. 1972
Luke, Derek 1959
Luke, Dermot 1955
Lyden, Brendan P. 1968
Lyness, Mrs. Maria 1972
McAnaney, E. 1975
McAuley, F. D. M. Ch., D.O.M.S. 1961
Maeauley, W. P. 1963
McBride, Dennis 1972
McBride, Edward D. 1970
McCann, George 1968
Mccarthy, Vincent J. 1977
McConnell, J. C. 1958
McConnell, John H. 1965
McConnell, Mrs. M. T. 1959
McConnell, Stafford C. 1971
McCormick, W. H. D. 1956
McDowell, J. R. 1963
McFerran, K. 1931
McFerran, N. 1965
McGonagle, Liam 1959
McGuire, John F. 1975
Mcllwaine, A. D. 1960
Vice-Commodore.

Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Co. Cork. (31799. Office: 32813).
Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park Sth., Belfast. (660500. Office: 226941). Tosca IV
of Bangor.
Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9). Brainstorm.
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co. Down. (470). Marula.
do.
The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin. Mac Lit IL
15 Bosworth St., Boston 02108. U.S.A.
24 Wards Ave., Cowes, Isle of Wight.
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323442).
70 Ladbroke Road, London W.11 (727-6045). Phalarope.
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co. Cork.
3 Roby Place, Crofton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (809468). Lyrae II.
Marlay, Saval Park Road, Da!key, Co. Dublin. (782611). Pamela and Pointin.
8 Talbot Park, Bangor, Co. Down.
Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly. (24).
Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (880574. Office: 761236).
Beech House, Duncans Road, Lisburn, Co. Antrim. (70461. Office: 77317).
Sai See.
Heydere, Westfields, N. C. Road, Limerick. (061-51567. Office: 45290).
Mokav H.
4 Rowanbyrne Brookville Park, Deansgrange Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(894097).
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin. (889486).
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast 4, BT4 2DX. (656989). Sarita.
Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down. (0849-541579). Wishbone
(P.O.)
El Caribe (021-831139). Currabinny, Co. Cork. Cavelleta.
do.
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021-33977).
El Medano, 75 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (809460).
White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork.
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322507. Office: 753351).
Gun fleet H.
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin. (324181). Eventide.
Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (021-882303). Vivi. (P.O.)
Apple Wood, Glen Road, Craigavad, Co. Down. (Holywood 2730).
88 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6. (971421).
45 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4.
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co. Wicklow. Heather Bell.
34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323335).
21 Riverside Road, Bangor, Co. Down.
Mount Prague, Stillorgan Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Snow Goose.
McConnell House, Claremont Place, Dublin 2. Snow Goose.
120 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin.
1 Glandore Park, Mounttown, Dun Laoghaire. Co. Dublin. (802381). Kal.
16 Parkview Mansions, Harold’s Cross Road, Dublin 6.
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co. Donegal. (Greencastle 5, Office: Derry 5014).
Manaan Maclir.
la Meadow Way, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. (Helen’s Bay 3665). Rosheen Bawn.
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin. (893153).
Dept. of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Lisburn Road, Belfast.
Hilltop House, Windgate Road, Baily, Co. Dublin. Oonavara of Howtb.
Emsworth, Malahide Road, Balgriffin, Dublin 5. (450025).
Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Sbeenan.
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Mcllwaine, Mrs. Y. 1963
Macilwraith, George H. 1970
McKee, Michael 1962
McKenna, David C. 1964
Mackeown, J. A. 1959
McKinley, Fergus 1953
McKinney, John J.
McLaverty, C. 1961
McLaverty, K. 1961
McMahon, James 1973
McMillan, Alistair 1968
McMordie, H. M. 1972
McMullen, L. 1940
McMullen, Colin P. 1975
McSweeney, Patrick, 1968
Macken. J. J. 1949
Madden, Arthur G. 1961
Magennis, C. 1975
Maguire, Dr. J. 1971
Maguire, B. C. 1950
Maguire, Edward D. 1971
Maguire, M. J. 1958
Maher, Patrick J. 1959
Marshall, A. H. 1963
Martin, Brian M. 1966
Martin, F. D. 1954
Masser, K. 1966
Meagher, Niall, 1975
Mellon, D.E.M.D. 1947
Miller, C. G. 1955
Michin, John 1960
Mollard, Robert E. 1969
Montgomery, A. M. 1957
Montgomery, E. J. 1955
Morck, Dr. P. B. 1958
Morck, Mrs. P.C. 1962
Morehead, R. 1950
Morris, Arthur 1961
Morris, R. Wall 1958
Morrison, R. Ian 1957
Morton, Vice-Admiral A.S.
Mosse, W. P. 1964
MuUen, T. J. 1975
Mullins, John, 1972
Mullins, Peter J. D. 1971
Hon. Secretary I.C.C.
Murphy, W. J. 1963
Murray, Capt. Brendan 1964
Myles, Norman 1972
Nixon, James 1971
Nixon, W. M. 1963
O’Boyle, Donal 1974
O’Brien, John J. 1971
O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959
O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M. 1963

do.

Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas, Cork. Dolphin.
104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down. (2692. Office: Belfast 22734).
Rosemount, Windmill Lane, Renfield, Sussex BN5 9UW. Sweet Charity.
57 Leeson Park, Dublin 6. (767964). Antoinette and Korsar. (P.O.)
Beechfield, Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (888376).
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14. (982514).
77a Brownhill Road, Chandlers Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire. Dauntless.
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9. Durward.
"Rathlin", 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6. (972391). Echo.
"Treborth", Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin (324042). Goosander.
Colin Road, Dunmurry, Belfast. (622172). Anolis.
11 Almoners’ Avenue, Cambridge CB1 4NZ (47020).
70 Henry Street, Toronto M5T 1X2, Ontario, Canada. Kilderkin.
"Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas, Cork. Vivi (P.O.)
White House, Dalkey Ave., Co. Dublin. (806897). Aileen.
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork. (021-31348).
Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (2237).
(Maxi 84, not yet named).
Derrylea, Menloe Gardens, Glackrock, Cork. (021-33439). Pidun.
Northfields, Blackboys, Uckfield, Sussex. (Framfield 593).
Mullaghbeg, Killyleagh, Co. Down. Triad.
Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin. (804140). Arandora (P.O.)
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork. (021-33966 Office: 25252).
Rockmount, 20 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down. (3553). La Petite
Mamselle.
11 Jordanstown Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim. Banba.
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co. Dublin. (863410). L’Etoile (P.O.)
114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks. Pintail of Kew.
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare. (045-7728).
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (973075). Janet.
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co. Wexford. (053-39138). Calloo.
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (831396). Windrose.
27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Korsar (P.O.)
Brocca, 5 North Avenue, Mount Merrion, Dublin. (881045. Office 56701).
78 Northumberland Rd., Dublin. (681903. Office: 761201).
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow. (0404-5164).
do.
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork. (021-33297). Pipit.
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny. (Fiddown 8). Evarne.
Villa Vista Marina, La Capelania, Venalmadena, Malaga, Spain.
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin. (323106). Querida of Howtb.
110 Ashley Gardens, Westminster, London SWlP 1HS. (823-1588). Maiandros.
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilken ny. (056-27125 ). A cari.
17 Woodley Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (855026).
Arlonstown, Dunsay, Co. Meath. (046-25175 ). Maid of Killeen.
4 Coliemore Villas, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (807184. Office: 764471)
Bagmar (P.O.)
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.
Fingal Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322083).
12 Eton Square, Terenure, Dublin 6.
Rock House, Carrowreagh Road, Dundonald, Belfast.
29 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323929).
9 Boulvard Nth. Bayside Sutton. (320062).
Flat 3, Brae Haven, Pilot View, Bulloch Harbour. Windflower.
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852619). Julia.
do.
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O’Connor, Daniel 1971
O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957
Odium, Peter D. 1942
O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F. 1971
O’Donovan, W. J. 1947
O’Farrell, Michael 1975
O’Flaherty, Michael 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968
O’Gorman, Thomas 1975
O’Hanlon, R. H., M.D., 1940
O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D. 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Hanlon, Roderic P. 1975
O’Keefe, Ray P. 1937
O’Keefe, Dr. Maurice 1972
--,-*O’Keeffe, P. 1932 (1967)
Olver, John R. N. 1971
O’Mara, Stephen 1960
O’Neill, J. Russell 1964
Orr, Arthur S. P. 1970
Orr, Sa. 1973
Osborne, J. A., D.S.C.
Capt. R.N. Ret’d. 1969.
Osborne, James 1974
Osterberg, Paul 1949
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964
Park, Dr. David S. 1969
Park, Mungo 1955
Patton, Henry A. 1969
*Paul, Alan H. (1958).
Payne, J. Somers 1969
Pearson, J. D. 1950
Pierce, Dermot 1968
Porteous, James 1968
Pritchard, P. Marshall 1966
Pritchard, Mrs. Maura 1966
Purcell, D. J. 1937
Radley, George, 1971
Rea, William T. 1977
Reddy, M. J. 1973
Roberts, Rex 1974
Roberts, T. 1973
Robinson, Dr. G. 1960
Robinson, A. 1973
Roche, Charles A. 1972
-~z. Roche, Pierce 1975
Roche, T. H. 1935
Rogerson, Frederick 1969
Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967
Ronan J. G. 1956
Rudd, D. S. 1971
Russell, John F. 1965
Ryan, David F. 1973
Ryan, Dermod J. 1971

Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin. Leprechaun.
58 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin. (767136). lnisfallen.
Priory Lodge, Grove Ave.., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Verna and Wee Namara.
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (841051). Gigba.
Flat K. 1 Ashton Place, Blackrock Road, Cork. (22822).
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (2620). Cucbulain.
Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd., Cabinteely, Co. Dublin. (896465). Cuilaun of
Kinsale.
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dublin.
Balrath, Co. Meath.
8 St. James’s Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (762080). Tbe Meermin
do.
16 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6. (762080). Firefly.
do.
Landscape, Drinagh, Wexford. (053-22980). Pipa.
54 Main Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork.
Ardnagreine, Bantry, Co. Cork. (33. Office: 1).
Delgany Croft Road, Holywood, Co. Down. (Holywood 2147).
"Monaleen", Torquay Rd., Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (896009).
24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Co. Down.
Evergreen, Old Holyrood Rd., Belfast. (63601. Office: 57261). Fairy O.D.
Summerlea, Burray, Orkney, Scotland. Chin Chin.
Knocknagreanna, Milford, Co. Donegal. (73). Segala.
36 Oaklands Park, Dublin 4. (685526).
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down. (226).
9 Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry. (066-2101 I). Ceili.
The Croft, Cunningburn, Newtownards, Co. Down. Cruiskeen.
Corrig Breach, Baily, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322210). Gay Gannet.
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down. BT21 0PD. (2517).
Fair Alton.
20 St. James Street, London SWl (HYD 5252).
4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork. (021-831128). Melody.
Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322276) Orana.
126 Harley Street, London.
Bunnyconnellon, Myrtleville, Co. Cork.
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. NoreUa (P.O.)
do. Norella (P.O.)
7 Avondale Park, Killiney, Co. Dublin.
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021-811394). Cecille.
33 Woodlands Ave., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
Punch Oak, Holmpatrick, Skerries, Co. Dublin. (291635).
Stratford, Silchester Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
The Residence, Kiboroney, Rostrevor, Co. Down. (470). Petrel.
15 Belgrave Square, Monkstown, Co. Dublin. (807207. Office: 805581).
Wbimbrel.
Hillmount Annalong, Co. Down. (213). Heather of Mourne.
Ballingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow. (874572).
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim.
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (881093). Neon Tetra.
Creevagh, Dundrum Road, Dublin 14. (Office: 763949). Happy Return.
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down. (65681). Erlin Mot. (P.O.)
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021-811370). Cygnet of Mourne.
Busherstown House, Moneygall, Birr, Offaly. (Moneygall 6). Tregalla.
34 Killinakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast. Macfin.
Dublin Road, Skerries, Co. Dublin. (291438).
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin. (803585).
MalindL
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Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957
Ryan, Frank, 1971
Scanlan, Edward P. 1966
Scanlan, Mrs. D. E. 1971
Selig, Ivan 1965
Sewell, Richard G. 1969
Shanks, T. R. J. 1972
Sharp, Ronald 1974
Sheil, Leonard 1968
Hon. Treasurer.
Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm. 1957
Sims, R. J. A. 1969
Sisk, H. B. 1973
Slater, W. McC 1977
Smiles, Alan 1958
Smullen, Brian P.
Smullen, John D. 1961
Smyth, B. T. 1960
Smyth, F. B. 1964
Smyth, W. A. 1960
Snell, M. H. 1974
Somerville-Large, P. T. 1946
Speidel, Noel 1968
Starkey, R. V. 1939
Steadman, David 1967
Stewart, Alan C. 1959
Stewart, Rynn 1968
Stevenson, John A. 1964
Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955
Sullivan, Michael R. 1967
Taggart, A. G. 1970
Taggart, John I. 1975
Taggart, Thos. N. 1966
Tayler, Warren J. 1962
Tierney, John 1960
Tisdall, Patrick 1974
Tomlinson, Michael 1962
Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly 1965
Traynor, Colm 1975
Tughan, D. 1969
Tyrell, Aidan 1971
Tyrell, John 1940
Vickery, lan 1972
ViUiers-Stuart, James 1977
Villiers-Stuatt, M. F. 1957
Virden, Jonathan 1968
Walsh, R. T. 1950
Walsh, William 1968
Watson, Neil 1962
Watson, Richard R. 1962
Watson, Mrs. Patr~cia 1966
Wheeler, Edwin M. 1975
White, John N. 1974
White, Michael L. 1969
Whitehead, David 1972

81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4. (691770).
55 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (894026). Tryphena.
Dravington House, Hamble, Southampton, Hants. (Hamble 2270). Flarepatb.
do.
5a Windsor Ave., N. Belfast 9. (666064. Office: 33878).
7 Edith Tce., London SW10 (352-7367). Tbalassa.
14 Massey Ave., Belfast 14. (63809). Maimourne.
"Ardbeg", Craigmillar Ave., Miln Gavie, by Glasgow. (062714659).
"Portlet", Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (801878). Gailey Bay.
Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. (853371). Greylag ofArklow.
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down. BT20 5HW. (3563).
21 St. Mary’s Road, Dublin 4. (681603). Standfast (P.O.)
No. 1 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay Co..Down. (2373). Tandara
c/o Quaker Lace Co. 24 West 40th Street, New York NY10018.
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6. (760771).
3 Breffni Terrace, Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
2 Rosevale Gardens, Drumbeg, Dunmurry BT17 9LH. Moody Blue (P.O.).
646, Howth Road, Dublin 5. Rebel.
11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9. (665265). Moody Blue. (P.O.).
Ballintubber Lodge, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork. (021-883193). Ruinette.
Vallombrosa, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (862216).
Glandore, Queen’s Road, Port-St.-MaW, I.O.M. Malaise.
11 Sandford Ave., Marlboro Rd., Donnybrook, Dublin. (971107). Bonita.
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4. (656145). Dolphin.
6 Haile Park, Haile, Egremont, Cumbria CA22 2ND. (Beckermtt 403).
12 Silchester Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin. Harmony.
c/o Assistance Technique Maritime, 29 Rue de Miromesnil, 75008, Paris.
9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (805877).
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd., Cork. (021-32734. Office: 26731).
Melisande.
7 Manse Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow. (Office: 2183).
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down. (232).
do. K irmew.
53 West Point, Edgbaston, Birmingham 16.
Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (804391). Arandora (P.O.)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork. Skua.
Elmleigh~ Neston, Wirral, Cheshire. Pellegrina.
do.
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5. (313122).
Ballykillair, Carnalea, Co. Down. (60432).
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork. (Coachford 117).
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co. Wicklow. (0402-2452. Yard: 2403).
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork.
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr. Cappoquin, Co. Waterford.
Loughside, 53 Shore Road, Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim BT38 8WA. (Whiteabbey
62245). Winifreda of Greenisland.
Gable Roof, High St., Yalding, Kent ME18 6HZ. Sbara~oge.
65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4. (691385). Building.
Adel~ide House, Crosshaven, Co. Cork. (021-831261. Office: 52358). Coral.
Wentworth Ho., Church Street, Wicklow. (0404-2152. Yard: 2492).
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (322472).
do.
7 Birdhurst Ave., S. Croydon, Surrey.
39 Knocksinna Crescent, Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (896013). Glencoe (P.O.)
61 Queen’s Parade, Bangor. (Bangor 68721).
c/o Billiton International Metals, 19 Louis Couperus Place, The Hague, Holland.
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Wilkinson, J. N. 1956
Wilby, K. A. 1964
Williams, W. Peter 1968
Wilson, P. 1964
Wingfield, Robert T. 1969
Wolfe, J. M. 1959
Rear Commodore.
Wolfe, Peter C. 1974
Wood Wolfe, C. F. W. 1958
Workman, J. R. 1954
Wylde, Commdr. A. L. 1961
Wylie, Ian E. 1971

Glenhedr, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323063) Leila.
Whitefold, Elmsway, Hale Barns, Altricham, Cheshire. (061-928-5705).
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down. (Ballygowan 360).
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Dunbartonshire. Nan of Clynder.
Mineral Resources Division, Private Mail Bag. G.P.O., Suva, Fiji.
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co. Dublin. (450505. Office: 766664). Ambition.
Voernol Products Ltd., Box 13, Maidstone 4380. Rep. of S. Africa.
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork.
53 Malone Park, Belfast. (665815 ). Ceara.
Tenets, Crede Lane, Old Bosham, Nr. Chichester, Sussex PO18 8NX. (Bosham
572831). Carrick Witch.
22 Marmont Pk., Holywood Rd., Belfast BT4 2GR. (760158 Office: 20202).
Hallowe’en.
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List of Yachts
The letter G. before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig description indicate that the yacht is built of wood,
fibreglass or steel.
Owner

Yacht

T.M.

W. P. Moss
H. R. & D. F. Gomes
N. St. J. Hennessy
A. Dunne
T. P. Hogan
H. M. McMordie
J. A. Mackeown
J. F. Burke
J. D. Faulkner
R. de Quincey
B. M. Martin
R. Courtney
R. V. Starkey
G. O’B. Kennedy
C. G. Miller
P. J. Adams
C. D. Kelly
A. L. Wylde
C. & T. Love
J. R. Workman
G. Radley,
J. O’Sullivan
H. P. Beck
H. E. Byrne
W. Walsh
R. L. Berridge
D. S. Park
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J. G. Ronan
J. A. Blaikie
J. D. Beckett
D. Bradley
J. H. Guinness
G. Macilwraith
C. E. Ronaldson
A. Morris
H. A. Patton
J. P. Jameson
B. Dalton
J. P. Bourke
R. Charles
E. K. Devenny
L. Sheil
S.T.A. (E. F. Healy)
K. P. Fane
J. M. Park

Acari
11
Ainmara
10
Aisling
8
Anasu 1I
17
Angel
10
Anolis
15
Antoinette
5
Aracatty III
11
Arvoir HI
73
Badger of Baltimore
9
Banba
9
Bandersnatcb of Howtb 13
Bonita
5
Brainstorm
7
Calloo
4
Carnalea
4
Carousel
6
Carrick Witch
8
Cavaletta
17
Ceara
8
Cecille
12
Ceili
7
China Bird
13
Cbouette
7
Coral
10
Corofin
Cruiskeen
15
Cuchulain
11
Cuilaun of Kinsale
28
Cygnet of Mourne
10
Different Drummer
5
Dara
4
Debonair
5
Deerbound
28
Dolphin
2½
Erlin Mor
9
Evarne
11
FairAlton
19
Finndabar of Howtb 16
Finola
13
Firedrake
4
Franzi
6
Frec!a
6
Galley Bay
5
Creidne
32
Gallivanter III
Gay Gannet
7
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Rig

Built

Designer & CLass

Sloop, W.
Yawl, W.
Ketch, W.
Ketch, W.
Sloop, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Motor, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Yawl, W

1939
1912
1965
1968
1968
1900
1936
1955
1962
1974
1974
1970
1884
1972
1959

Robert Clar,
J.B. Kearney
M. Griffiths, Waterwitch
W. Rayner, Atlantic
R.E. Carter
E.H. Hamilton
A.R. Luke, Teal O.D.
C.A. Nicholson, Int. 8m.
Herd & Mackenzie
D. Sadler, Contessa 32
P. Webster, Elizabethan 31
Sparkman & Stephens
Col. Saunderson
G. O’B. Kennedy, ½ tonne.
A.C.Robb, Jenny Wren

Sloop, F.
Sloop, W
T.S.M.Y.
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, F
Sloop, W
Sloop
Cutter, W
M.Y., W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Ketch, W
Ketch
Sloop, W

1970
1966
1975
1948
1970

Van der Stadt, Offshore 8
David Cheverton
R. Tucker, 350 hp Arina
L. Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
Olle Enderlein, Shipman
Laurent Giles
A. Buchanan, E. Anglian
Ohlson 38
Brohall, Singoalla
J. Tyrrell
P. Brett, Rival 32
G.T. McGruer
Sparkman & Stephens
W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Y. Monthly
Club Shamrock ½ ton.
Hood 50
C.D. Mower, Petrel

1957
1972
1962
1968
1970
1968
1974
1946
1977
1970
1969
1937
1972
1970
1968
1942
1962
1911
1952
1967
1963

C. Kingsley
McGruer
Sparkman & Stephens
S. & S. Swan, 36
J. Anker, Dragon
G.W. Marvin
D.W. Simmons
A.C. Robb
A.M. Pape
C.R. Holman, Sterling

R. F. O’Donoghue
C. S. Bassett
M. M. A. d’Alton
J. F. Burke
A. McMillan
T. Sheppard
D. Luke
W. M. Elliott
R. D. Heard
W. P. Macauley
A. Robinson
M. & C. Green
P. H. Greet
J. R. Bourke
J. Finnegan
C. J. Fitzgerald
C. O’Ceallaigh
M. T. McConnell
C. P. McMullen
T. N. Taggart
R. Mollard
P. Fryer
A. W. Anderson
W. R. Cuffe-Smith
F. D. Martin
S. Kerrigan
A. S. Morton
J. A. Mullins
J. K. A. Dorman
A. S. P. Orr
N. Speidel
D. J. Ryan
T. Kennedy
W. Walsh
R. H. O’Hanlon
M. R. Sullivan
C. J. Fitzgerald
W. D. Carr
J. W. Higginbotham
P. D. Lawless
W. A. Smyth
D. N. Doyle
F. D. Tughan
H. Cudmore, Sen.
T. H. Roche
J. J. Fogarty
Mr. & Mrs. Pritchard
D. H. B. FitzGerald
D. Andrews
P. F. Foley
J. D. F. Fisher
H. B. Knott
J. M. Tomlinson
J. B. Kinmonth
R. Morehead
H. B. Knott
R. I. Morrison

Gigba
Gioconda
Glensbane
Golden Sbamrock
Goosander
Greylag of Arklow
Gunfleet of Howtb
Happy Return
Harklow
Heatberbell
Heatber of Mourne
Helen
Helen of Howtb
lduna
Jane
Jouet
Julia
Kala
Kilderkin
Kirmew
Korsar
La Bretonne
Lapwing
Leemara
L ’Etoile
Mac Lir H
Maiandros
Maid of Killeen
Maid of Skye
Maimoune
Malaise
Malindi
M a ru la
Mary Lunn
Meermin
Melisande
Melisande
Melora III
Mistral
Mokav H
Moody Blue
Moonduster
Mytb of Mourne
Nambara
Neon Tetra
Nora Sbeila
Norella
Oberon H
Ocean Dove
Odette
Onaway
Pamela
Pellegrina
Phalarope
Pipit
Pointin
Querida of Howtb

7
9
4
9
5
12
10
2
12
52
10
10
29
4
4
5
4
4
5
10
5
3 ½
15
8
6
10
9
2½
10
7
9
9
35
5
11
27
5
5
14
20
15
11
20
5
8
10
9
2½
6
6
12
15
4½
7
21
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Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Motor, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
CB Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop
Sloop, W
Motor, F
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
CB Yawl, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
G. Ketch, S
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Yawl, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, W

1961
1958

1961
1969
1970
1963
1932
1973
1936
1962
1939
1959

C. R. Holman
C. A. Nicholson
A. Mylne, Glen O. D.
Ron Holland
Tordsunden Folkboat
Laurent Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
R. Tucker, Caprice
J. Tyrrell
J. N. Miller & Sons
Holman & Pye, Centurio
T. Glen Coats, Int. 8 m.
J. B. Kearney
L. Giles, Lymington L.
Dragon

1947
1973
1969
1947
1969
1952

M. Giles, W. Channell O.D.
Downcraft Ltd.
Guy Thompson, T. 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens
L. Giles, Vertue

1976

1973
1966
1976
1955
1902
1969
1967
1940
1951
1971
1959
1969
1976
1973
1970
1955
1954
1955
1967
1969
1959
1966
1961
1961
1959
1971
1965

Dufour, Arpege
M. Dufour, Dufour 35
T. Mallagh
Invicta van de Statt
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard
L. Hope, Fairy
Sparkman & Stephens
S.&S. 30
Holman & Pye
Uffa Fox
M. Selleslagh
C. & C. Trapper 28
Y. Mareschal, Fandango
A. Mylne & Co.
Tord Sunden Folk Boat
Ron Holland; Eygthene 24
Moody 33
/Primrose
Sparkman & Stephens
A. Gurney, Rancher 41
J. McGruer, 8 m. C/R
D. Hilliard
L. Giles, Vertue
Murray, Int. 7 m. C/R
S.&S. 34
M. Griffiths
Tucker Brown
R. Warrington-Smyth,
Gleoteoig
P. Brett
W. Tripp Jun., Block 1.40
A. Primrose, Seal
OUe Enderlein, Shipman
Robert Clark

R. B. Cudmore
S. H. R. Clarke
P. J. D. Mullins
W. B. Cunningham
O. Glaser
P. A. Clark
R. C. A. & Mrs. Hall
A. P. Gray
T. J. Hanan
H. D. E. Barton
J. R. McDowell
M. Snell
B. Hassett
J. B. Law
G. A. Lennon
J. F. Irving
L. B. Dickinson
D. M. Irwin
J. A. Osborne
F. Cudmore
J. Virden
J. Gore-Grimes
A. D. MacIlwaine
D. J. Kelley
B. Bradley
P. A. Tisdall
J. C. McConnell
J. C. Kiley, Jnr.
T.F. & T.C. Doyle
H. B. Sisk
P. Bunting
N. C. Hughes
J. C. Butler
R. McSlater
R. Sewell
H. P. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham
F. Ryan
R. Aplin
E. M. Booth
P. D. Odium
R. P. Campbell
B. P. Lyden
P. Donegan
H. W. S. Clark
J. Minchin
M. F.Villiers-Stuart
A. Leonard
F. M. Eves

Quervain
Quiver VII
Racimar
Rascal
Red Rock III
R inamara
Roane
Rococo
Rosbeg
Rose Rambler
Rosbeen Bawn
Ruinette
Sacba
Sai See
S arita
Saunterer of Leigb
Seaboard
Seal Morning
Segala
S etanta
Sbaravoge
S hardana
Sbeenan
Shortwave
Silver Shadow
Skua
Snow Goose
Snow Star
Sonata
Stand fast
Sue
Taitsing
Tam o’Sbanter
Tandara
Tbalassa
Tosca IV of Bangor
Tresillian III

5
24
7
5
30
20
14
5
2
11
10
10
5
14
12
10
10

6
10
5
I0
15
9
10
7
11
17
21
22
21
10
12
14
16
9
15
Tryp bena
10
4
Tu Fri
6
Venetia
40
Verna
Verve
10
6
ViVi
16
Wbirlaway of Oriel
Wild Goose of Moyle 10
Wild Rose
6
13
Winifreda of
Greenisland
Wishbone
9
Takaybe
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Sloop, F
Ketch, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Lug. W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Motor, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
G. Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Motor, G
Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Ketch
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Ketch, S
Yawl, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Yawl, W
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1972
1972
1974
1975
1968
1969
1962
1973
1963
1968
1971
1960
1910
1970
1938
1962
1949
1963
1977
1937
1964
1975
1924
1968
1950
1971
1919
1961
1972
1977
1906
1960
1971
1939
1961
1973
1963
1925
1963
1936
1969

1965

C. & C. Trapper
Camper & Nicholson
Horsesen Dragon
W. P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Freas
J. McGruer
D. Hilliard
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
G. Gletcher, Ultimate
Laurent Giles
Holman & Pye
Nicholson 32
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
S. & S. Finisterre
H. W. White
A. Buchanan, Neptune
Robert Clark
Nicholson, 31
R. N. Slater, S. Class
J. B. Kearney
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
Camper & Nichoison
A. M. Dickie & Sons
D. Hilliard
Holland Nicholson 33
Alex. Robertson
Broom, Norfolk
K. A. Neilsen, Custom
W. Fife
F. Mass
Woodhouse
A. Buchahan
B. Chance, Chance 37
Campbell Nicholson 39
C. Sibbick
C. Nicholson, Jolina
Nicholson 38
L. Giles
J. Anker, Dragon
C.A.Nicholson, SCOD
Van der Meer, Trewes 59
A. C. Robb, Princess
K. Reimers, 30 sq.m.
C. R. Holman
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
The Admiralty
Holman, North Sea 24
Westerly Conway.

